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Abstract

Although technology developments, such as the DTN architecture, long dis-

tance WiFi links, and non-terrestrial communications, have provided mo-

mentum to extend the frontier of rural deployments commercially feasible,

the latest Millennium Developments Goals Report shows that the digital di-

vide between the rich and poor is growing because of the lack of affordable

services. In non-commercial deployments, the absence of control mecha-

nisms, such as prices, may have self-interested users depleting resources,

making networks useless for services related to development. In commercial

networks, the monopoly position of the provider can lead to exclusion of

the poorest users. Thus, both operation modes have limitations because of

the lack of control that is imposed on users and providers behavior. In open

markets, this control is achieved through pricing mechanisms.

Therefore, an economic framework that creates conditions for affordable

services is needed. In this thesis, pricing model approaches are described to

cope with this need. As a first step, we introduce a continuous pricing model

to evaluate how far the use of DTN technology helps to attain profitable

deployments for a service model proposed in subsection 4.4. Our findings in-

dicate that although it is possible to support investment, additional income

can be generated if operators enable users to define their requirements and

establish a mechanism to price accordingly. Yet prices exclude the poorest

as operational costs are higher than their available budgets.

A mechanism to resolve the first issue is introduced afterwards. Users are

able to define their requirements and prices are calculated based on them,

see 5.3. In this mechanism, the operator is induced to detour from its opti-

mal pricing policy and set up its routers to provide quality to flows according

to a user’s profit function. This operation mode requires the cooperation



of providers and users, such that both increase their utility functions when

establish agreements. Simulation results, presented for the special case of

only one anchor user, suggest that introducing quality agreements between

users and operators adds 32.35% to gross margin. This value must be un-

derstood as the cooperation synergy realized when the provider can offer

options to users.

Then, to resolve the second issue, we introduce a mechanism acting in the

aggregate and detail levels. Under this mechanism providers maintain a sus-

tainable operation and maximize user participation. Prices are in line with

users’ budget capacities and quality needs, as well as available heterogeneous

back-haul technologies. At the aggregate level, we design a cost recovery

model setting reserve prices for different users clustered by their available

budgets. Two objectives are modelled (1) maximize total network cover-

age, measured as the average usage service probability experienced by users,

and (2) minimize usage dispersal resulting from prices being assigned. At

the detail level, we choose a set-aside auction scheme to guarantee groups’

pre-allocations. Our results indicate feasible price and resource allocations

to provide services even for the poorest users by employing this dynamic

service provisioning.

As part of the economic framework, we also explore architectures to carry

out the proposed pricing mechanisms. We present our understanding of the

stakeholders’ concerns, the elements to include, and specific components

and their operation to fulfil requirements. As an evaluation step, we im-

plement the controlling functions and algorithms for the proposed pricing

mechanisms. Additionally, we prototype how to deploy QoS rules on routers

and conduct a complete test for the components enabling the auction pro-

posal. All these activities let us to conclude that the proposed architecture

for mechanisms deployment is effective to deliver its requirements.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows : (1) a review of the

current literature in pricing models for Internet access. (2) A summary for

architectures deploying quality of service at the flow level. This summary

lets us extract a set of requirements that any architecture for QoS at flow



should fulfil. (3) Three pricing models and their analysis regarding con-

sequential providers and users’ decisions. (4) An auction scheme coverage

oriented with a running implementation of an auction system for it. The

auction system might be used to carry out any other auction model. And

finally (5) a complete design of an architecture for these pricing schemes

including the implementation for 5 of the 10 designed components.
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Glossary

Administrative Domain a collection of end

systems, intermediate systems and

sub-networks operated by a single or-

ganization or administrative author-

ity [1]

AF PHB provides delivery of IP packets in four

independently forwarded AF classes.

Within each AF class, an IP packet

can be assigned on of three different

levels of drop precedence [2].

CAC call admission control is the process

that determines whether or not a

new flow can be accommodated in

a resource without compromising the

quality of active accepted flows.

CDR A charging data record is format-

ted collection of information about

a chargeable event (e.g. time of call

set-up, duration of the call, amount

of data transferred, etc) for use in

billing and accounting. For each

party to be charged for parts of or all

charges of a chargeable event a sepa-

rate CDR is generated [3].

Classifier an entity which selects packets based

on the content of a packet according

to defined rules [4].

Dropper a device that performs dropping [4].

Dropping the process of discarding packets

based on specified rules [4].

EF PHB provides a building block for low de-

lay, low jitter and low loss services

by ensuring that the EF aggregate is

served at certain configured rate [5].

GIST general Internet signaling transport

protocol

IETF The Internet Engineering Task Force

Marker a device that performs marking [4].

Marking the process of changing bits in a

packet based on predefined rules [4].

Meter a device that perform metering [4].

Metering the process of measuring the tempo-

ral properties (e.g., rate) of traffic

streams selected by a classifier [4].

MF Classifier a multi-field (MF) classifier

which selects packets based on the

content of some arbitrary number of

fields; a typical example is source

and destination address, protocol ID,

source port and destination port [4].

NAT network address translator

NSIS next steps in signaling

NSLP NSIS signaling layer protocol

NTLP NSIS transport layer protocol

PDRR priority deficit round robin.

PDRR priority fair queue.

PHB a per hop behavior is the externally

observable forwarding behavior ap-

plied at a DS-compliant node to a DS

behavior aggregate [4].

RSVP the reserve reservation setup proto-

col is used by a host to request

specific qualities of service from the

network for a particular application

data-streams or flows [6].

Service the overall treatment of a defined

subset of a customer’s traffic. [4].

Signaling is defined as the exchange of infor-

mation between nodes to establish,

maintain and remove control state in

network nodes [7].
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GLOSSARY

SLA a service contract between a cus-

tomer and a service provider that

specifies the forwarding service a cus-

tomer should receive. A SLA may in-

clude traffic conditioning rules which

constitute a TCA in whole or in part

[4].

TCA a traffic conditional agreement spec-

ifying classifier rules and any cor-

responding traffic profiles and me-

tering, marking, discarding and/or

shaping rules which are to apply to

the traffic streams selected by the

classifier [4].
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Introduction

There is a common belief that introducing the Internet to low income, including rural,

areas not connected helps in their development. In fact, recommendations given by [8]

argued urgency in involving the private sector to introduce a new dynamic on network

deployments. Following these recommendations, private entrepreneurs can accelerate

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) deployments, where poor people

receive the potential benefits of ICT and entrepreneurs generate profits by targeting

markets with low cost infrastructure and appropriate business models.

However, pilot tests and progress reports show an unwanted result, a growing gap

between the adoption rates of the Internet between rich and poor populations [9]. At

the country level, this gap is explained by low levels of investment and low populations’

income [10]. At the micro level [11], the gap is mainly justified by regions lacking of

required population densities to support investment and operational costs, as in remote

areas; the networks’ inability for adjusting services to users’ needs; and an unbalanced

operation between the profits and social goals. In other words, a number of economic

factors are largely inhibiting universal access.

To close the gap, researchers have been persistently delivering technology solutions,

so that the low population densities and the distance issues might be addressed. In fact,

emerging technologies have extended the frontier of low-income network deployments

that are commercially feasible by reducing investment or operating costs and by ex-

tending coverage and services. At relatively close, unconnected areas, WiFi technology

developments that allow long distance links have been used, [12, 13]. Delay/Disruption

Tolerant Networking (DTN) [14] and developments in non-terrestrial communications
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are enabling connectivity for isolated areas. Likewise, applications have evolved and

been adapted to underlying network conditions derived from technology developments

and rural user needs [15]. All these developments have created favorable conditions for

sustainable network deployments of basic and advanced services, including applications

for tele-health and education.

But technology solutions are not addressing the economic factors inhibiting the

private involvement. Two economic factors make these deployments dissimilar to those

commercially-feasible. First, in contrast to commercial networks, where competition

leads to reduce providers’ power and optimizes social welfare, in low-income networks

competition is absent due to the high investment cost relative to the market size. That

naturally translates into two market models: a monopoly model profit oriented or a

benefactor model socially oriented. Second, the combination of little or no technical

knowledge has limited the features of service delivery technologies [19]; for example,

pilot tests deployed in low income regions with a small markets, which, in turn, has

discouraged the use of pricing models being employed in urban networks.

Market models suffer, in general, of a lack of mechanisms to control the unwanted

agent’s behaviors. In monopoly operated networks, the profit objective normally leads

to user exclusion. The exclusion phenomenon has been reported in theoretical research;

such as, [22], that studies the monopoly market structure under data caps. Authors

conclude that it is optimal for the operator to exclude a group of users, those with

the lowest budget, by putting a price higher that their budget. So whenever the low

income network works with a monopoly model, it is necessary to control the provider

behavior in order to enlarge the users being connected.

In the benefactor model, i.e., community networks working with flat prices or no

price, [20], the lack of control over users creates the foundation for operational problems

that are analogous to the tragedy of commons [21]; a set of few selfish heavy users

consumes all resources and blocks other users. Hence, the lack of control over users’

behaviors compromises the network sustainability goal.

Furthermore, as Internet traffic has grown, network operators started to move from

the flat price scheme [16], an equal treatment for all users, to price schemes that promote

discrimination through service quality in order to reduce the traffic of heavy users. This

move has been regarded as an attempt to distinguish between those users who value

services at peak periods and those who do not. Theoretical studies have predicted
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this behavior [17]. To optimally assign scarce resources, they suggest using pricing and

service quality to cope with the information asymmetries by somehow sorting users. All

these facts suggest that enabling service options is beneficial for all agents, as argued

in [18].

In the light of the technological developments, the feasible market models, and

services being required for networks targeted by this thesis, a key issue is how to

establish new network alternatives to align agents’ behavior (users and providers) to

the goal of delivering the Internet to all. In particular, it is required to: (1) address

the challenges arisen from the prevailing economic structure, i.e., low income, low

population; (2) establish a service model to match the users’ needs and their budgets

(different degrees of quality and costs) with the network sustainability, so that it can be

used to balance the social and profit goals, and (3) develop the technological features

to combine the former aspects. Unfortunately, not much research has been done to

create these required alternatives, now possible thanks to complementary technologies.

These are the main issues to be resolved in this thesis.

In this thesis, we propose new economic inspired ways to deploy networks in low

income regions with hybrid technologies constituted of back-haul connections: real time

(used in early ICT projects) and DTN connections, and WiFi as the access technology.

A service enabler architecture to put to work those economic models is also defined.

The architecture should be capable not only of tailoring services offerings to dissimilar

users (reach the social benefit), but also guarantee SLAs enforcement during service

delivery. Economic models should balance the assignment of resources to users with

maximizing profits goal of entrepreneurs.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. In chapter II, we describe

the problem and its significance for the research literature, then we present the connec-

tion with previous research as well as the specific objectives and limitations. In chapter

III, we present the literature review divided in four main topics: pricing schemes for

networking services, architectures for quality of service deployment, and the delay tol-

erant architecture that is used for decreasing operational costs. Then, we analyse how

this literature is feeding our research and which are those unique aspects that we are

contributing to literature.

We explain the target network deployment scenario in chapter IV. Four main parts

are described: The target user based, operation modes, network infrastructure, the
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proposed service model, different envisioned service level agreements, and the data

that are going to be used to test our results.

In chapter V and VI, we explain economic models. Our work includes two types of

models: profit oriented models, which give answers to how to create profitable alterna-

tives for a potential operator using different technologies and services, and community

oriented models, that address the problem of how to deliver services to low buying ca-

pacity users. All these models adjust prices to time of the day and use self-parametrized

demand functions in order to establish control loops over network operations. For these

models, we include simulations and main results to evaluate their performance in terms

of the expected income and utilization.

In chapter VII, we describe the elements required in the architecture to make those

models self-configurable and how they are combined to dynamically setup the network

for services. We also present, operation modes with a detailed explanation of how

they are configured. A test-bed for measuring the performance of the architecture is

introduced. In particular, we give results on architecture scalability.

In chapter VIII we describe the findings of the thesis against our initial hypothesis

and specific proposed objectives. Finally in chapter IX, we explain the conclusions of

this thesis and describe further research that can benefit the current work.
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2

Research Problem

2.1 Problem Definition

The Millennium Developments Goals articulated by the United Nations (UN) include

the aim to make available the benefits of new technologies, especially information and

communications, in cooperation with the private sector [9]. Current data indicate that

despite the strong progress in Internet penetration from 6% in 2000 to 43% in 2015,

there exists a growing gap between the adoption rates of rich and poor populations.

Previous experiences in rural settings recognize the need for a good economic framework

to balance the social goal of offering services to the poorest and the practical need for

incentives for operators to offer services.

Complementary research approaches have been engineered either to reduce invest-

ment and operating costs, extend coverage, increase data rates, implement mechanisms

to deliver quality of service (QoS) for applications, or maximize content usage. For

relatively close unconnected areas, developments in WiFi technologies to allow long

distance links as well as new proposals for multiple frequency transmission, including

TV White Space bands, have paved the way for their inclusion. Delay/Disruption Tol-

erant Networking (DTN) [23] and developments in non-terrestrial communications are

allowing the same for highly isolated areas.

Likewise, applications have evolved and adapted to underlying network conditions

derived from technology developments and rural user needs, [15, 24]. In particular,

content dissemination and data collection applications have been redesigned to operate

with delay tolerant connections and applications using continuous communications ad-
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just dynamically their operation to low data rate links. All these advances have created

conditions for sustainable network deployments for basic and more demanding services

including applications for tele-health and education.

However, network deployment experiences have been ineffective in reducing the gap.

In community networks, the interaction of low degree technical knowledge operators,

if any, and a group of self-interested users create the foundation for huge management

operational problems somehow resembling the tragedy of commons [21]. In commercial

deployments, a natural monopoly condition has been observed, which makes providers

exclude the poorest users. So both operation modes are struggling because of the lack

of control of agents’ behavior, which normally, in other markets, is managed by pricing

mechanisms.

Moreover, in business terms, previous approaches assume that operators will offer

services for free or in a flat tariff base contract. That is inadequate for using prices as the

main mechanism to shape agreements between providers and users, and to maximize

scarce resource’s value across services and users [25], a newly adopted practice used

by network operators. In the simplest of these pricing models, operators charge the

volume of data transferred during a customer’s session. More complex models charge

for the guarantee in quality parameters.

The goal of this thesis is to present such pricing models that balance the social

goal of providing network access to all users and, at the same time, encourage the

operator’s continued involvement. These models bring new options to fit services to

user’s budget constraints and quality needs, now possible thanks to complementary

technologies. Specifically, we present economically inspired alternatives to deploy rural

networks with heterogeneous technologies consisting of real-time and DTN back-haul

connections, a WiFi access segment, and a new service component that suits service to

users’ needs.

Furthermore, if we were only to create pricing models, too little we would have done

in the direction of engineering new ways for network deployments, as their operation

require networking configuration and monitoring. Issues that need to be addressed in

the network’s architecture. In this regard, we provide insights and implementations to

the following list of architecture related gaps:

• which services to include
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• which software components are required to communicate and to allow agreements

with the diverse set of customers.

• how to orchestrate the delivery of such services combining connection technolo-

gies, such that the downgrade in user’s experience is reduced.

• how to register and guarantee quality in services provided by heterogeneous

connection technologies.

• which elements are needed to establish prices on such heterogeneous environ-

ments.

These set of issues can be summarized in the following research question:

How to provide an architecture integrating dissimilar technologies acting in diffe-

rent network components (backhaul connections) to: (1) let customers easily decide on

alternatives varying in price and quality measures (i.e. resource parameters to assure,

delivery time), (2) apply rules that follow from those alternatives during service de-

ployment, and (3) keep track and bill services used.

2.2 The Significance for the Research

Reducing the cost of infrastructure is the objective of previous research in rural net-

works. Unfortunately, the same emphasis has not been given to create economic models

suited to network’ unwanted characteristics; such as, low populations and low income

levels. In particular, to create new economic models is an important research field

to develop due to it forms the basis for sustainable deployments. In the light of this

research gap, the aim of this research is to find economically inspired ways (pricing

mechanisms) to deliver Internet services that enable to enlarge the set of sustainable

rural networks.

Quality and budget are the core elements in the economic approach being consid-

ered. To differentiate users, a service offering starting from low price and low quality

and ending with high price and high quality must be provided, so that users reveal

their actual buying capacities when deciding the service that better fits her budget and

quality needs.
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One important dimension to include is the possibility of using hybrid technologies

to enlarge the set of service’s options available to users. In particular, we propose

integrating delay tolerant networks as another backhaul technology for isolated rural

networks and exploring the suitable quality measures for building SLAs. It is important

to highlight, that this mode of operation is technologically challenging; not only it

requires the coordinated operation of different technologies, but also a thorough network

control.

In economic terms, new elements on telecommunications pricing models are added,

so far not handled, such as storability as a mean to lower connectivity costs and resource

allocation based on users’ budget.

2.3 Theorical Framework for the Proposed Study

Literature for telecommunications infrastructure deployment for low income areas can

be classified into four categories: (1) policy recommendations for market constitution

[26, 27, 28], (2) technology development [29], [30, 31], (3) economic evaluation and

business models [32, 33, 34], and (4) models for deployment planning [35, 36, 37]. In

what follows, we present the main results or suggestions from these four categories.

Afterwards, it is explained our main focus and how these categories are integrated in

this thesis.

2.3.1 Policy Recommendations for Market Constitution

The main concerns guiding this research agenda are the policies to incentivize agents’ in-

volvement. Main agents can be local governments deploying broadband services and/or

the private sector. Most of the policies drive responses to the question of how to raise

funds for investment in broadband infrastructure to universal access. Traditional eco-

nomic justifications for municipal local broadband provisioning are: (1) market failure

characterized by inadequate prices, (2) the low broadband services’ quality offered, (3)

the need for providing basic infrastructure to promote economic development goals,

and (4) the opportunity of taking advantage of scale or scope economies in hand of

local governments.

Authors, in general, expect a reduced list of environments vulnerable to market

failure, due to the introduction of wireless technologies, which have expanded the nec-
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essary conditions to find alternatives for delivering profitable services by the private

sector. For market failure environments, they envision a broader range of involvement

of municipalities. From being a facilitator, the real state model, where local govern-

ments lend strategic places for infrastructure building to a complete service provider,

the retail service model. This decision depends on owned assets that help to reduce

investment entry cost and the participation of public institutions on the total traffic.

2.3.2 Technology Development

This category includes results on new or adapted technologies exhibiting attributes

required for the rural context. Technologies for real time connections assume enough

income to support back-haul rental costs and an almost always operation. Technologies

with delay tolerant connections break those assumptions replacing the constant back-

haul connection by mechanisms taking advantage of intermittent connectivity. Different

goals have been proposed including extend coverage, increase bandwidth, and optimize

resource allocation. In what follows, we overview their main developments.

1. Networks with real time connections. WiFi-based long distance links (WiLD),

cellular technologies, satellite connections, and high altitude access points (HAP)

are, in the order of appearance, the candidates for profitable real-time back-haul

links with multimedia services. The WiLD option is installed using high-gain di-

rectional antennas (24 dBi, 8 degree beamwidth) with direct line-of-sight (LOS)

between link’s endpoints. It is recommended to use a TDMA based MAC pro-

tocol and bulk acknowledge to overcome propagation distance delay. 4600 is the

estimated cost of installing a link, which is mainly associated with poles required

for LOS (2000 per site). Other back-haul technologies are deployed in a hierarchi-

cal network relaying traffic from WLAN APs to nodes connected to the next tier.

Double interface edge routers enable packets to flow between these two systems,

but QoS mechanisms have to be coordinated. 700 is the satellite connection lease

cost for a Mbps connection and 2500 the hardware required value. Both depend

on locations and services included.

Due to the strong resource constraints, handling (QoS) for different applications

is an important topic. Two conditions are required for QoS: predictability in

channel throughput and medium access control (MAC) mechanisms to prioritize
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user traffic. Authors in [38] verified the predictability condition of outdoor WiFi

channels within the rural context and mechanisms for quality provision were in-

troduced in 802.11e, which allow the translation of QoS application requirements

onto QoS priority classes. Other wireless technologies were originally designed

with the QoS provision requirement, so QoS provision is not a problem.

2. Networks with intermittent connections. In more challenged environments

with frequent discontinued power supply or intermittent long distance wireless

links, connectivity between end to end points cannot be guaranteed. These facts

break the main assumption for the proper operation of the TCP/IP protocol

suite. The research networking community introduced the concept of intermittent

connected networks (ICN) to cope with this environment. The core element is

the uncertainty in connectivity partially solved by the means of two mechanisms:

store-and-forward and flooding. The idea behind store-and-forward is to preserve

data on nodes as long as it cannot be transported, and forward it to another node

closer to the destination when a link can be established. Flooding copes with the

routing problem by sending many copies of the data to equal number of nodes to

increase the probability of reaching the final destination. For isolated networks

the first project using this concept was [31] with a two-fold objective: reduce

operational cost using offline data connections implemented by carrying data in

existing transportation methods such as buses, motorcycles, bicycles, etc.., and

provide an infrastructure capable of overcoming interruptions. Then, the idea

was extended to use the Delay Tolerant Network architecture (DTN) proposed

by the Internet Engineering Task Force(IETF) to handle ICNs [39].

2.3.3 Economic Evaluation and Business Models

The economic valuation and business proposals build models for the selection and de-

ployment of technology. Authors handle three aspects: the demand for services, the

prices to be applied and the technology to be installed. For example, [34, 40] explored

local-community networks, which are self-deployment broadband islands serving local

communication needs. These networks assume (1) government involvement, (2) a busi-

ness model for their operation, (3) back-haul connections do not exists or they are
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limited, (4) capital expenditure is funded by public funds and operational expenditure

is supported by group of customers using services (grouped by their paying capacity).

Four management models have been identified to reduce business risks, attract

investment, and leverage the expertise available. In the first model, the public sector

owns the infrastructure and private entities operate it. In the second model, the network

is owned and operated by a public utility company. In the third model, the network

is operated and owned by a joint venture between public and private entities using

management and business expertise from the private sector. In the last model, a

100% privately owned and operated network is created, the private entity forms special

agreements with the local government.

2.3.4 Models for Deployment Planning

The planning models category includes software and optimization algorithms created

to establish the network topology and parameter settings. The main objective is to

minimize installment cost constrained by coverage and let to choose technologies, their

location and coverage.

For community networks, authors in [40] highlight the necessity of constructing

new planning processes that aim to (1) attain ubiquitous access regardless population

densities, (2) access services depending in user’s needs and economic possibilities, i.e.

access to low-bandwidth (cheap) and high-bandwidth (expensive) services. (3) The net-

work has to support heterogeneous user devices, ranging from simple mobile phones to

video-conferencing equipment, and heterogeneous applications. They introduced an ag-

gregate planning process composed of nine steps starting with application requirements

and ending with a detailed design for topology and coverage. Return of investment is

used as the success measure.

2.3.5 Theoretical Framework Integration

The current work follows the lines of economic evaluation and technology development.

The economic evaluation category has used the results of deployment planning, tech-

nology development, and policy recommendations to build management models and

business plans that provide an integrated view of the network to potential investors.

However, that category has devoted most of their attention to real time connections
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with simple pricing models, in either the access or the back-haul parts. Recent develop-

ments; such as, intermittent networks or dynamic pricing are out of this line of research

maybe not only because their novelty, but also because the need for more complex de-

mand approaches, which help in representing specific needs of different customers.

The most appropriate technology for the access network is Wi-Fi. This technology

has three key characteristics: low cost, easy to deploy, and large covered area. WiLD

(Wi-Fi with an enhanced MAC protocol) is also a convenient technology for backhaul

connections when distance is less than 50-100 Kms, [41]. For more isolated areas,

authors recommend to use satellite links globally available [42]. These set of conclusions

form the ground for the envisioned network presented in chapter 4.

From the economic evaluation category, we take the idea of wireless based networks

completely operated or jointly operated by a private entity. Furthermore, we believe

that intermittent networks and fain-grained quality delivery will extend the ability of

operators to increase access of users depending on their needs and economic possibili-

ties. Thus, this thesis is composed of a series of economic models in which we extend

viability of networks by using mechanic back-haul connections and prices as the vehicle

to translate alternatives in services to user needs.

To execute the viability analysis, we used data reported in pilot tests and different

pricing policies. Demand modelling is used to disaggregate service requirements. For

models, we assume that services should go through different connection technologies

and demand must guide design capacity and scheduling policies to optimize resource as-

signment. We expect that users discriminate themselves by the alternatives presented,

so those with higher economic possibilities and quality needs will demand services with

higher prices.

The envisioned networks need a way to transmit, negotiate, and operate alterna-

tives. So a new architecture is needed to work on these alternatives. The architecture

broadens pricing mechanisms for different services. This operation choice is clearly con-

trary to community networks that use the flat price mechanism or no price mechanisms

at all.
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2.4 Research Hypothesis

We can create economic mechanisms for enlarging user enrolment of community or

privately owned networks. The new mechanisms not only enable users to decide over

the price and quality spectrum, but also employ scheduling, admission, and resource

management to establish the combination of technologies used during service provision,

which are the consequence of the user’s decision. That make possible the configuration

and execution of a richer set of services tailored to users’ budgets and quality needs.

Finally, those mechanisms may be implemented in an architecture that handles quality

provision, monitoring, and service registration.

2.5 Specific Objectives

It is the interest of this research to:

1. Design and implement pricing mechanisms for at least the following type of ser-

vices: (1) a fixed bandwidth allocation, which may be requested at any time

for pre-allocation for future use. (2) a variable bandwidth allocation with pri-

orities for delay sensitive applications, and (3) two best effort modes: real-time

and Delay Tolerant(DT). Best effort in DT mode uses the real-time channel as

soon as the load is less than capacity available. The proposed services support

VoIP, telemetry, conferencing, bandwidth on demand, and self-provisioning ap-

plications. As part of this objective, it is required to establish measures of quality

for delay tolerant services. Those measures should be used to create alternatives

in quality levels and prices.

2. A mechanism for distributing resource among users. This mechanism has to

counteract the fact that users with higher budgets are going to take most of the

available resources, as they can pay more for the same service.

3. Design and implement scheduling policies based on the pricing mechanisms. Poli-

cies must operate in different type of connections.

4. Provide insights on mechanisms’ performance. Performance metrics include ex-

pected total revenue and network usage. Results are generated based on simula-

tions that take as input a reported actual network traffic demand.
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5. Design an architecture for deploying services using real and mechanic back-haul

connections.

6. Design and implement components for applying policies and tracking service pro-

vision.

2.6 Contributions

1. We introduce a new pricing model taking advantage of time, quality, and tech-

nologies for setting prices. This model can be used by a monopoly profit-oriented

operator. With this model, we verify using actual data collected from a test-bed

the performance of providers in profit terms and user being served.

2. We extend and adapt the model to be used by a regulated monopoly operator,

which distributes service control between users and operators (and thus avoid a

unique entity holding all the power). For this model, we present and discuss how

prices and traffic volumes develop under different technology deployment options.

3. An auction scheme is created to allocate resources for low budget users. Previous

proposals have recommended to subsidize low budget users for giving them the

chance of competing with high budget users. We establish an alternative approach

using set aside auctions. That setting overcomes the potential problem of high

budget users competing in the low budget auction as they expect lower prices.

Our results suggest that providers can maintain revenues and resources spread is

better off.

4. An architectural design for implementing pricing methods and dynamic policy

enforcement during service provision. This architecture extensively looks for using

open source products. So once implemented, it could be used free of cost.

5. To prototype the architecture and see how the pricing models can operate over

it, we implement a packet scheduler, a packet classifier, an auction pricing mod-

ule, and an auction user agent. We also develop signaling protocols to put to

communicate those modules.
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2.7 Delimitation and Limitation of the Research

2.7.1 Delimitations

1. This work only includes service’s registration for a post-service charging model.

Elements required for prepaid charging are considered more challenging because

the service provision should be interrupted when the user has not sufficient credit.

We exclude billing process as well as elements required for prepaid charging from

the scope.

2. Security requirements for the architecture are not going to be developed in this

work. This aspect is left for future research.

3. We are not going to test the architecture in a real pilot deployment, the inte-

gration implementation process is left for future research. We test, however, the

components included in the contribution section by programming unitary tests.

2.7.2 Limitations

1. We are going to rely on data from other pilot projects to test the validity of

models.

2. Even though pilot projects found in the literature report different deployment

scenarios, they do not cover all possible environments found in isolated areas.

Therefore, reported results are somehow limited to chosen scenarios. We choose

scenarios according to their infrastructure and population demographics.
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3

Literature Review

In the former chapter, we overview a number of viable business models presented in the

research literature. Those models invariably involve agreements between local agents

for adopting technologies contingent on the services provided and their quality needs.

Local governments largely contribute by playing heterogeneous roles. These roles may

range from quality oriented anchor customers to network owners. Yet regardless of the

role, quality is the main interest for these kinds of users and ; therefore, it is a key

network concern to assure their continuous commitment.

Contrary to commercial networks, where pricing has been used as a central function

to control traffic requests from users and the resulting congestion, models reviewed

in chapter 2 relegate pricing by adopting simple schemes. A natural consequence is

that network performance can not be controlled and quality cannot be assured. The

network performance is the outcome of resource allocations induced by the combination

of (uncontrolled) users’ demands and their service requirements, normally exceeding

capacity at congestion periods. In [19] authors conclude that the use of simple pricing

models is the consequence of technical constraints on the underlying architecture and a

research bias towards community networks, that mainly considers a non-profit network

operation delivering free services.

Therefore to complement previous research efforts, two topics are the subject of this

work: tailored pricing mechanisms universal access oriented and network components

and their relationship for enabling pricing execution. In this chapter, we restrict the

literature review to previous proposals related to these two subjects. The chapter is

organized as follows: first, we describe pricing schemes categorized by their type of
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discrimination; second, we summary their characteristics suggesting the blank spots

being fulfilled by this work. Third, we describe previous proposals for architectures to

deploy quality assured services. The principal objective is to derive the requirements to

be addressed. At the end of the chapter, we describe the Delay Tolerant Architecture,

which we use as a technology for decreasing connection cost.

3.1 Pricing Schemes for Networks

Research in pricing has provided insightful ideas and concepts not only in alternatives to

recover investment and operating costs, but also in new ways to induce users’ behavior

in their network usage.

For a revenue maximizing provider, discarding cost, capacity and quality consid-

erations, the best pricing scheme is the one that sets user’s price equals to the user’s

willingness to pay. In other words, if we assume that every user i ∈ 1, ...N has an

individual willingness to pay ui(s) when using service s and the service is requested

whenever the price assigned pi(s) is not greater than ui(s), then the provider gets the

maximum income assigning ui(s) = pi(s). Unfortunately, such a simple method is,

in general, not possible because ui(s) is users’ private information. Thus, pricing is

conceived as an information asymmetry problem.

Microeconomic researchers have argued the need for discriminatory prices as the

measure to resolve the asymmetry problem. In fact, it is extremely difficult to deter-

mine buyers that should receive services as long as agents remain unknown at service

agreements. For this reason, most of the pricing schemes are understood as helping

tools to deal with information asymmetries by somehow sorting users and optimally

assign resources. The usefulness of price discrimination to face the asymmetry prob-

lem have been reviewed to optimal assigning resources in monopoly market settings

or when providers have greater power than users [17] and when a fairness objective is

advocated.

Moreover, discrimination is extremely relevant as capacity and quality enter into the

problem. Both, capacity and quality, are expensive for providers. Maintaining sufficient

capacity to overcome resource shortfalls implies greater investments. Designing the

network to work with shortfalls impedes the execution of services requiring quality,

which, in turn, reduces user’s willingness to pay. In order to control capacity, price
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discrimination has been used as a mechanism for discouraging low willingness to pay

users from contributing to congestion. In these models, the network provider overprices

use during congested intervals or discounts at off-peak intervals.

In what follows, we present pricing models according to the categorization intro-

duced in [43]. Those categories frame every proposal into a discrimination degree that

measures how well the asymmetry problem is handled. This subsection is intended to

describe previous pricing proposals. In the following subsection, we overview proposals

in term of their common characteristics with the aim of specifying how this work is

different from them and describing the research field not previously addressed as well.

We only include references that propose new pricing models. Other theoretical

references providing insights into the resulting market structure were not included as

we consider that they are not closely related to this work.

3.1.1 First Degree Price Discrimination

This type of price discrimination charges for each unit sold the maximum user will-

ingness to pay. Two pricing schemes fit into this category: cumulus pricing, where

users self discriminate themselves by profiles and negotiate prices for their services and

auction models, where a resource (bandwidth or buffer length) is dynamically sold to

participating users, who send bids with the value willing to pay for the resource. In

this literature review, we review deeply auction models as these references are closely

related to the work developed in chapter 6.

3.1.1.1 Cumulus Pricing (CUP)

Unlike other schemes targeting the economic efficiency and lacking from many tech-

nical considerations, this pricing scheme, introduced in [44], aims to answer technical

concerns and leaves the economic efficiency as a second objective. The scheme proposes

employing expected usage profiles at different time scales as an alternative to resolve

the accountability and billing problems common in economic inspired schemes; i.e.,

detail packet tracing. Users agree with a provider on a SLA for their expected traffic

and the operator issues rewards or penalties whenever under or over usage is found

against the SLA. Discrepancies against expected values are reflected in negative(red)

or positive(green) points. When the cumulus of points are out of a threshold band, a
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delayed action to modify the previously agreed SLA is triggered; also, a probe phase is

included to adjust user traffic behavior before accept an actual SLA.

In [45] authors deeply discuss technical and protocol requirements for the account-

ing and charging systems. In this regard, CUP is simple for implementation and it

escalates as discrete packets do not have to be accounted. Even though the technical

benefits, in [46] authors show that this scheme incentivizes users to rationally transmit

an untruthful profile and thresholds cannot lead to maximizing providers’ revenues. In

order to solve these economic problems, they derive as a condition to charge over usage

at the end of each period and propose a procedure to maximize revenues by setting

thresholds.

3.1.1.2 Auction Models (AM)

These schemes consider that prices should be fixed at the network edge by sorting

offers from users(bids). Most of them conceive congestion at last mile links, due to

replacement is costly or spectrum is limited. As a consequence, mechanisms are geared

to efficiently and fairly share last mile available resources giving preference to sessions

requiring priority. Unlike other pricing schemes assuming user’s utility functions or the

aggregated demand induced by them, auction schemes can naturally handle demand

uncertainty by pricing based on bids values. This unique characteristic makes them

appropriate for highly dynamic settings. Yet controls should be designed to prevent

users’ collusion and technical concerns have arisen because of the added complexity for

users and algorithm’s scalability as the population of users grow.

The first proposal is the Smart Market acting at the packet level, [47]. Under this

mechanism, on routers, packets are ordered based on an added bid field and those with

the highest bid are forwarded first. Authors in [48] introduce the first Smart Market

design. They explain how to perform auctions in a multi-provider environment and

how to enforce billing and accounting tasks. Although simple, the mechanism is highly

criticized as it imposes a high network-processing burden on all routers.

The following mechanisms were put to overcome the Smart Market limitations.

They suppose that resource transactions can be established at higher aggregate levels,

session level, and the network edge, so complexity is left at edge routers and users can

actively participate in the bargain.
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Authors in [49] introduce a mechanism for managing bandwidth where every user i

submits a two dimensional bid (qi, pi) representing the value that she is willing to pay

for qi units. From the multi bid profile formed as the union of all bids send from users,

the auctioneer computes for each user the allocation ai as follows: (1) calculate the

maximum price (u) that still makes the aggregated pseudo demand function greater

than capacity (K); (2) assign the quantity requested for those bids with price greater

than u, and for those bids with bid price equal to u assign the remaining quantities

weighted averaged by the difference between the demand for price u and the limit

demand when approaching the price by the left. The mechanism calculates the user

i price with the exclusion compensation principle, which accounts for the price that

would have paid all other users, if user i had not been participated in the auction.

The former mechanism was extended [50] to a tree topology. The following impor-

tant properties were proved: (1) all users are going to participate in the mechanism

as their utilities are greater than zero, (2) sending untruthful bids can improve profit

a bounded value not related to the number of users, (3) for risk averse users, send-

ing the true value is optimal, and (4) the mechanism induces social welfare optimum

allocations.

Later, authors in [51] suggest that expected demand should be somehow signed to

users, so they can decide whether or not to participate in an auction. Authors alter

reserve prices as that signal. Their proposal involves three phases: a call admission

phase where users enrol in the auction, the actual auction process, where resources are

allocated, and a termination procedure that disconnects users depending on how far

are from the winning bid.

The main critique to session auctions is their handling of the reservation period.

They adopt specific time intervals when auctions should be performed and assume that

sessions must fit them. However, applications do not necessarily always operate like this

and extensions for multiperiods auctions are required. In [52] an analytical framework

for multiperiod auctions is presented. Users can maintain their connection, but they

have to pay the continuously updated auction price. Using order statistics, as the basis

to prove the expected equilibrium prices, they first give an equilibrium formula when

users have equal demand and holding time. Then, they deduce a generalization when

users have different holding times. Finally, they generalize to different demands and

holding times. Another approach is presented in [53], where a mechanism to bid for
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the whole route with only one bid and multiple periods is developed. The mechanism

employs the service overlay network for optimizing operator’s profit. In this auction

model, the provider takes the risk of reserving ahead the entire requested time given

as parameter. The problem is modelled as a Markov decision process and a solution is

proposed using the receding horizon approximation.

For a fairness objective, authors in [54] propose an auction mechanism with M

service levels characterized by a prefixed bandwidth capacity(kbps), and a lower and

upper price proportional to the service level bandwidth. In case of congestion, operators

can downgrade the required service level unilaterally. An allocation and pricing rule for

maximizing fairness and operator profits were introduced as well as their proof of being

system Pareto optimal. Results suggest that objectives are improved against a first price

auction, but scalability and implementation burden is not addressed, which appears to

grow as fast as the number of users, since proofs require to calculate allocations by

induction.

Previous schemes allocate bandwidth, yet in some networks the scarce resource is

the buffer space on queues. A scheme handling this scenario by using the DiffServ

architecture with Expedited Forwarding is presented in [55]. For acquiring a service, a

user must agree on a SLA with two token bucket parameters (r, b), where r defines the

average rate and b the maximum traffic burst. The scheme is composed of two prices.

The first one is calculated by distributing the operation costs between active users and

the second one is fixed by running a second uniform price auction for the buffer space

(similar to the Smart Market proposal), so the burst can be accommodated. Results

on a single backbone link indicate that traffic descriptors approximate the true needs

and quality is supported and assured.

3.1.2 Second Degree Price Discrimination

The second degree discrimination, or nonlinear pricing, makes the price dependent of

the number of units being sold charging the same schedule tariff for all users. Re-

cently, these schemes have received attention and network operators start to adopt

them because they are easy to track and slightly promote the rational use of network

resources by users. However, as authors findings indicate, their implementation have

the undesired consequence of increasing the Internet usage gap between rich and poor.
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3.1.2.1 Data Caps (DC)

In this pricing scheme the network operator assumes a price structure represented by

δd = (fd, gd, pd), d ∈ {1 · · ·D}, where ∀j < k, gj ≤ gk. The data cap δd charges to users

a fee fd irrespective of their usage and a unit price pd for every unit after gd units, so

for a user consuming r units and employing the cap d, the total charge is:

fd + pd(r − gd)+ (3.1)

a user plays two games: a short term game for deciding the amount of traffic r to send,

and a long term game where he/she decides over the optimal data cap to use. The

provider establishes the data cap limit, the price for exceeding the cap, and the lump

sum value for each data cap and the capacity assigned to different tiers and caps, these

decisions lead to the network load.

Authors in [56] developed a model to understand the optimal behavior under diffe-

rent market structures and goals. The model comprises (1) a set of users characterized

by an average value of a data unit and (2) a maximum demand traffic and (2) a set

of providers which use the data cap pricing scheme. Users decide consumption follow-

ing a utility function given by the difference between their demand traffic value and

their total payment. Besides showing that a market equilibrium exists, they also ver-

ify that under exponential users demand and the capacity sharing congestion function

(demand/capacity), the model can be normalized so probability functions can be used

to characterize user values. Then, they investigate the optimal pricing data cap policy

for a provider(s) optimizing revenue and their sensitivity to models parameters. From

this analysis they conclude: (1) for large capacity and users’ demand, the optimal pol-

icy is to pay for what you consume. In other words, regulators should suggest usage

pricing with near zero access fees. (2) For low capacity and low demand scenarios, the

flat price was almost optimal as it helps to involve high value users with low technical

requirements. (3) For scenarios in between, data caps help to increase revenues from

providers and make it easier for users to understand their payments. These facts do not

change with competition, which only makes congestion and prices lower. Finally, they

investigate the difference between the optimal policy with a social welfare objective.

Their analysis indicates that monopoly providers will increase usage prices so there will

be a gap between both objectives.
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Another model to understand the populations of users being served by operators

when data caps are used is presented in [22]. The model employs users utility functions

by taking into account the time spent on specific applications. Time is proportional to

users’ income and the congestion in the network, which also influences users willingness

to pay for each of the applications. Three price schemes are used to capture the

subscription behavior: a tier pricing without over usage prices, tier pricing with data

caps and over usage prices set to recover investment on capacity, and tier pricing with

data caps and over usage prices set to optimize ISP profits. Under a fixed tier data

cap policy with over usage prices, the model predicts that users are clustered into the

following categories: non-subscribing users: which values Internet time low and have

low income; basic tier users: who highly value web browsing and have low value for

streaming and low income; premium tier users: which have high income and relative

low value for streaming; premium capped users: which have moderate streaming value

and high income; and premium over usage users: which have high value for streaming

and income.

Then, authors analyze how the data caps change the composition of these groups

when the price is set to compensate for the investment on capacity and to maximize

profits. In the first case, basic users with moderate valuation on streaming and high

income go to the premium tier, and the high valuation with low income move to the

basic tier, other premium users lower their surplus. In the second case, the provider

best response is to reduce the capacity devoted to tiers, establishes low data caps,

and increases the over usage price. So low income base tier users with relatively low

browsing value go to the unsubscribe segment and low income in the premium tier go

to the basic tier. In general users with large income subscribe to the premium class

and only pay the over usage fees.

In brief, these results indicate that low income users are left behind in terms of

Internet usage, which is the main concern of this thesis. Moreover, the undesired result

of removing service to those with low income is exasperated as investment and profits

worries are included.

3.1.3 Third Degree Price Discrimination

This form of price discrimination charges different prices to users’ purchases with each

purchaser paying a constant amount for every unit being sold. Examples of this form
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of discrimination include: charging a different price per hour or technology used. We

include five different pricing methods presented in the literature: the Paris metro pricing

and priority pricing assume that operators define a set of services classes and users

attach to one of them. The rest of the methods discriminate users by means of the

attachment point used to employ the network.

3.1.3.1 Paris Metro Pricing (PMP)

In order to introduce a distinction between services, PMP divides network resources

in a set of logical constituents with higher prices being the vehicle to provide quality.

Divisions with higher prices attract a lower demand, which, in turn, increase quality

as the traffic using these segments of the network suffers from lower loads. In contrast

to other pricing schemes that require signaling protocols for delivering quality, this

scheme fails to provide any specific QoS guarantee, but it operates based on expected

levels of services. The main PMP advantages are: (1) it requires few technical changes

for accounting and billing (easy implementation in Diffserv), (2) users may verify bills

by simple procedures, and (3) it provides a congestion control mechanism integrating

pricing and traffic management. The initial PMP charging proposal, in [57, 58], rec-

ommends to establish a fixed charge per packet and a fee that counts the particular

size of different packets. Prices should be active for extended periods of time, so that

users’ expected congestion and channels’ behavior can be predictable.

This scheme is clearly contrary to advantages of statistical multiplexing, which is

the best effort premise for network operation. However, the justification for dividing

resources is that reducing congestion for some traffic enables, without any additional

technical feature, the network to deliver real time applications fully illustrated by pre-

vious experimental results.

Regarding the economic efficiency, authors in [59] introduce four different probabil-

ity distribution functions to characterize populations with: (1) a large number of users

demanding low quality, (2) uniformly distribution of users demanding quality, (3) more

users demanding quality than non-quality services, and finally, a population with most

of the users demanding middle quality. Using these distributions they suggest based

on their results that implementing a PMP scheme increases revenue for the provider

and at the same time increases user subscription. Moreover, price differentiation is ex-

panded as more resources are assigned to the low price group. A more deeply theoretical
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study for PMP was recently developed in [60]. Authors present general conditions that

make PMP and in overall resource splitting beneficial for users and providers. These

conditions are closely related with the form of the congestion function (L), which can

be of two forms: multiplexing preferred: L(F,K) <= L(F,K) and partition preferred

L(F,K) >= K(F,K), with F the total flow and K the total capacity. For a monopolist

operator, authors proof that in partition preferred functions splitting resources creates

not only additional surplus on users, but also more profits for the provider whenever

classes maintain the monotone preference property. For multiplexing preferred func-

tions, they show the opposite effect. This result was also investigated in the extended

case of duopolist operators, where they present numerical results showing the same

conclusions.

3.1.3.2 Priority Pricing (PP)

This pricing scheme category exploits queue priorities for managing QoS. Models con-

ceive arrival rates for different services classes modulated by the price assigned to that

class. The method was originally proposed to overcome the market structure resulting

from the use of flat pricing for services requiring delay limits, see [61]. In that structure,

there are no economic incentives to increase capacity or quality due to the dependence

on other providers’ quality for offering an expected delay. However, most of the models

require complex metering procedures and, as a consequence, only very few operators

employ them.

A first model, see [62], sets prices proportional to queue priorities following the

formula:

p = bα

S∑
s=1

βs−1ws (3.2)

where p is the price, b is the byte count on a particular packet, α represents a constant

for cost recovery, S is the total number of priorities, β constitutes a priority diffe-

rentiation factor, and ws is the average size of the s queue. This model makes delay

on different queues to be dependent on prices and this dependency is preserved while

packets go throughout multiple nodes in the network.

Even though, the previous model manages congestion, it excludes providers’ revenue

or users’ utilities, which renders it inappropriate for applying in actual deployments.

Taking into account these pitfalls, in [63], it is presented an income oriented pricing
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mechanism for establishing prices and quality for a network enabled to serve a set of

different service classes, such as using the Diffserv architecture. The model assumes

Poisson arrivals with exponential service times and the traffic arrival rates dependent

on prices and quality. Users’ behavior is modelled through the following function:

us(p, q) = [γ(p− ps) + (1− γ)qs]θ(p− ps)θ(qs − q) (3.3)

where p is the maximum price that a user is willing to pay and q is the minimum QoS

requirement, and us is the user utility for service class s. Moreover, they assume both

that users have a relationship between prices and quality given by q = ηp and a users’

uniform distribution in terms of quality and price. Upon remarks about the optimal

behavior of users, they are able to calculate the derived arrival rate, which is given by:

λs(ps, qs) = λ0

∫ qs

ps

fr(r)dr (3.4)

where fr(r) is the distribution density against the requirement r, a function of the

price and quality, and λ0 is the average arrival rate of the whole system. For the case

of a link, authors introduce three algorithms. The first algorithm approximates the

blocking probability by using the limit regime approximation. The following is the

problem solved:

max
p,q

∑
s∈S

λs(p,q)ps (3.5)

subject to: ∑
s∈S

λs(p,q)qs ≤ K (3.6)

where p,q represents the vector of prices and qualities for each class, λs the arrival

rate for class s and K the total capacity. The second algorithm takes the limit regime

approximation solution and maximizes the income assuming a linear relationship be-

tween the blocking probabilities for different classes. In every algorithm step, they find

a solution that maximizes income and stop when the distance between two consecutive

prices is bounded by a small positive number (ε > 0). The third algorithm is a brute

solution used to compare how far the solutions are from the optimum (2%) and how

the proposed first two algorithms decrease the execution time (seconds for the heuristic
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and minutes for the brute force algorithm). Afterwards, an extension at the network

level was proposed, which is (3%) away from the brute force optimum.

The assumptions of Poisson arrivals, exponential service times, and one congested

link make the priority pricing far from reality. Internet packets’ arrivals follow a heavy

tail behavior and networks are made of many links. Authors in [64] extend priority

pricing to general settings using bounds for the block probability of general networks.

In particular, authors develop the equilibrium allocation due to price updates on general

arrivals and multiple bandwidth resources and execute numerical examples to show

the effects on the rate control due to prices. These examples show that classes more

sensitive to price will decrease their arrival rates, this in turn led to decreasing the

blocking probability of less sensitive users. Moreover, they show that at a certain level

the most sensitive users will drop out using the service as it is not any more profitable

for them.

A second approach for queue pricing is called Turipati pricing, where there is only

one server and L queues served with a round robin basis. Using Poisson arrivals, authors

in [65] modelled the social welfare as the average sum of users’ dis-utility functions. A

user entering the system can choose to stay in a particular queue l or to leave. Two

theorems for understanding the optimal joint policy behavior are provided: (1) any

join queue policy is close in distance to the Turipati policy and (2) the optimal policy

for a user is to join the shortest queue. Given those results, authors investigate the

price assignment problem for states of the system in order to maximize average ex-

pected provider’s revenue. A dynamic programming approach leading to the optimum

is formulated and a critic and actor algorithm is employed to its solution.

A third pricing model based on cooperative games is introduced in [66]. The coop-

erative game is modelled to maintain the relationship between providers and their users

and it is solved through the bargain solution for reaching fairness. Users are represented

by QoS requests, which arrive following a Poisson arrival and request a unit bandwidth

for an exponential service time. Users have a utility function which depends on the

time response delivered by the provider. Provider’s profit varies depending on the route

and QoS class chosen by users. Following a Stackelberg approach, users optimize their

utility given prices for QoS classes. For the cooperative game, authors maximize the

social welfare. Authors suggest that the cooperative game delivers a better solution

for providers and users. In this solution, the worst scenario (negotiation fails) delivers
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the Stackelberg solution. This work is extended in [67] to set up prices not only at the

link level, but also at the network as a whole. At each node authors define a set of

queues in order to operate the network for different traffic classes, where the metric to

optimize is the packet length of those queues. They also extend the price model, so

prices are tailored by traffic congestion. Prices adaptation is carried out by a moving

average update process. Results indicate a social surplus overall improvement in the

range of 27 to 38 percent.

Later, authors in [68] introduce an algorithm to calculate the proportion allocated

to each class of service on a single bottle link network. The algorithm operates over

an estimate of the traffic injected by each class of service and calculates the optimal

weights for maximizing providers’ revenue. In this first paper, authors suggest charging

the time required to transmit a session’s packet at the scheduler, which is a fixed value

representing the maximal delay experienced by each class. In a following paper, [69],

authors show that bit rate is inversely proportional to delay per packet and propose a

polynomial pricing scheme based on the bit rate; i.e. ps = γs ∗ rhs , where ps, γs, rs are

respectively the price, a sensitivity constant, and the bit rate for class s, and h > 0

is the exponent for the polynomial function. For this model, they obtain the optimal

weights per class in order to maximize providers’ revenue and propose a call admission

control policy to determine whether to accept or not a new session. Finally in [70], the

algorithm is extended to support many nodes.

3.1.3.3 Inter Temporal Discrimination

The scheme induces users to self-discriminate based on the exact time when they employ

the network. Demand during a normal day changes creating intervals of congestion,

peak-periods, and intervals of low usage, off-peak periods. In general, schemes divide

days in two subset of intervals, i.e., peak (Tp) and off-peak intervals (To) and users

share a network resource that suffers from congestion. Users are typified by their time

preferences. An important topic is how much information asymmetry affects providers’

objectives and to what extent temporal discrimination can reduce it. [71] researches

this topic and concludes: with perfect information, providers can price every user

and connection time, which let them extract the maximal revenue from users. When

providers have only the traffic in different time slots, the loss in revenue when compared
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with the maximal value is in general not bounded. So without any doubt first price

discrimination should be adopted whenever possible.

Congestion Pricing (CP) This pricing category constantly measures resource use

to establish the level of congestion on the network. As more congestion is found in a

bottleneck link, higher prices should be set to induce a reduction in traffic. Yet these

mechanisms seem to be impractical due to continuous price changes that result in both

users suffering from uncertainties on the actual cost of their consumption and an added

complexity in the monthly bill checking process. Those two conditions negatively affect

demand for services.

Authors in [72] introduce for the fist time the problem of congestion trying to iden-

tify the correct time scale for pricing services. In an extreme case, operators can price

based on the current congestion, in the other extreme, operators can price statically.

An optimal control stochastic formulation for the problem of an operator with a single

resource was analysed. Under this formulation, they study multiple scenarios including

dynamic and static pricing by resolving the problem using the Bellman equation. The

main conclusion is that under some circumstances (long number of small users) it is

almost optimal to have a time of the day pricing with as few as three time epocs.

However, for scenarios where the long small users assumption is violated, there

was still doubts about whether or not congestion pricing is worth it. To answer that

question, authors in [73] create a fluid model to represent the network of a provider

delivering services to institutional customers and dial-up users. Institutions are reim-

bursed every time the provider violates QoS agreements as the result of dial-up over

usage. The model’s goal is to maximize average net revenue, where the model calcu-

lates an optimal policy relating network state to prices. Using this model and assuming

a specific scenario, authors show that the congestion pricing mechanism can increase

20% revenues. This conclusion is however not generalizable as for other scenarios the

actual gain is below 5%.

An important technical concern about these highly dynamic mechanisms is the

frequency required to review and update prices. The frequency adopted should make

the congestion control mechanism stable as well as the price assigned highly correlated

with the arrival rate. So customers send more traffic when price decreases or decrease

their traffic in the contrary case. Therefore, an important problem is: which is the
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best time interval for effectively controlling prices?. In this regard, by means of an

arriving and departure stochastic process modulated by prices, authors in [74] study

the correlation between congestion, measured as the queue length, and price changes.

The study is based on the system’s steady state with users suffering a budget constraint

that limits their network usage. They find the operative price interval lower than two

seconds. Therefore, it is impractical to use a dynamic scheme when there are not agents

acting in behalf of users, which is congruent with not being used at all.

Time Ahead Pricing (TAP) User acceptance concerns about congestion pricing

implementation were the main issues being addressed by this work. The pricing scheme

calculates and advertises interval prices pt, t ∈ 1, ...T in advance (normally a day or

week ahead). So users can reduce the uncertainty. The price calculation process is

based on traffic measurements that update the parameters of an aggregate demand

function, which serves to optimally calculate interval prices for a capacity constrained

optimization problem.

The first paper reporting a test-bed for TAP was proposed as a complement system

for Internet quotas. Quotas are daily volume traffic that limits user’s consumption.

Without pricing, users prefer to employ their quotas in peak periods. In [75, 76]

authors model two user types in their university network: myopic, which do not care

about the quote and use services as needed, and prudent users, which care about the

quota and plan usage. Afterwards, authors in [77] propose assigning quotas for different

time periods. When the user consumes its quota in peak periods, the price is higher

than 1 (a reference value), and when it is consumed in off-peak periods, the price is less

than 1. Moreover, users are rewarded increasing their quotas in (1 − pt)dt in off-peak

periods, where dt is the user demand at time t. Prices are set by the provider according

to pt =
(
θt + µt

B

)
, where µt is the average usage and θt is a parameter for adjusting

the price proportional to the load. Additionally, users have an agent calculating the

future consumption to determine whether or not consume data from the network. The

forecast takes as parameters the users consumption history and the average price paid.

In [78, 79] users’ application sessions are assumed to be heterogeneous in delay

terms. The shift in traffic is modelled through a willingness function (ws(pt, k)) that

measures the probability that a user of a session of type s delays her Internet access

for k slots given the reward pt. Every session s has an average bandwidth requirement
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bs. The problem of a monopolist provider is to balance the cost of giving incentive for

demand shifting and the cost of adding new infrastructure or paying complaints from

users represented C(Ft − Kt), where Kt represents the total capacity at t and Ft is

the total traffic at time t. If the demand without the scheme is represented by ft, the

following is the provider’s problem:

min
pt

T∑
t=1

pt

 ∑
k=1,k!=t

∑
s

bsws(pt, t− k)

+ C(Ft,Kt) (3.7a)

subject to

Ft = ft −
∑
s

bs

T∑
k=1,k!=t

ws(pk, k − t) +
∑
s

bs

T∑
k=1,k!=t

ws(pt, t− k) (3.7b)

For this optimization problem, authors prove convexity when the function w is

increasing and concave in p and C is piecewise linear with bounded slope. Afterwards,

this model is extended to Poisson arrivals with an exponential distributed bandwidth

requirement. This dynamic version is solved by dynamic programming. In addition,

the authors introduce an algorithm for estimating the w function from traffic measures.

The functional form ws = H p
(t+1)βs

is employed, where H is a normalization constant

and βs is a constant representing the patient index for the s application.

In [80] the scheme was extended for monthly data caps. With data caps, the

charging function for the user type θ is given by:

gθ(F ) = mθ + γθ(F −Kθ)
+ (3.8)

where F is the total byte count, Kθ is the monthly data cap for user type θ, and

(·)+ = max{0, ·}. The authors adjust the packet count F by weights (αt) proportional

to the observed total packet count per day and interval, which is adjusted according to

the formula:

F ? =
T∑
t

αtFt (3.9)

In order to calculate the counting rates αt two methods are designed: a multiple

threshold policy (MTP) and a linear threshold policy (LTP) which calculate the current

count based on the previous count. In the MTP, network traffic follows a step function,

which divides the domain in V intervals and assigns an increasing αt value between 0

and 1. In the LTP, network traffic is assumed linear with two thresholds. αt is constant
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before the first and after the second threshold, and linear between them. In order to

test their proposal, authors include a Poisson modulated process where the following

measures were analytically calculated: (1) the congestion probability that the network

cannot transmit the packets for a particular user in a time unit, (2) the expected

monthly revenue for an ISP, (3) the expected cost for a user to send a byte. In general,

results show that using the scheme providers can decrease the required capacity and

lower expected prices for users.

Raffle Pricing (RP) One of the TDP problems is that providers need to know in

advance the aggregated demand form (time preferences), which in general is not in

providers’ hands. As an alternative to overcome this situation, authors in [81, 82]

introduce raffle pricing. In this scheme rewards are granted to users following a lottery

proportional to his/her usage peak reduction and inverse to the total reduction. Users

contribution is calculated as the difference between a common maximum demand per

period and the actual demand and the reward is funded by increasing the price during

peak periods. In this model, users are characterized by a finite measure θ representing

the users’ time preferences. A user of type θ assigns a different value to her usage

on peak and un-peak periods, which is the result of the delay suffered when using the

network. Authors show that demand off-loading can be understood as an investment

participation on a public good, congestion, which is defined as the effective load – total

period demand over period capacity–. Their model optimizes a quasi-linear utility

function for all user types. The provider rewards users decreasing their consumption

in peak periods by the following incentive scheme:

S(fθ, G) = R
fθ
G
−∆pL (3.10)

where fθ is the off-loaded demand of user θ, G is the total off-loaded demand and

∆pL = R
D is an additional fee paid for all users required to economically support the

scheme. Then authors prove that a Nash equilibrium exists where the constant value

R makes the Nash equilibrium equal to the optimal welfare. Moreover, under certain

and unknown cost of shifting, they suggest that the raffle mechanism is better off than

TDP mechanism. Finally they conclude that this pricing scheme is better than TDP

in two directions: (1) it is easier to implement and self-tune by assigning the reward R

in advance and (2) even that its design is prone to error, as the users can modify their

off-peak demand, users’ untrue behavior can be counteracted by registering aggregated

demands.
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3.1.3.4 Spatial Discrimination (SP)

In addition to discriminating users by time, in wireless networks, there are hetero-

geneous behaviors in the aggregate demand at different locations; for instance, base

stations or access points. So the price calculation might be also dependent on the spe-

cific space where the traffic is consumed. In this context mobility patterns of users are

the key information to figure out how are the congestion dynamics in time and space.

In [83, 84] authors develop a price scheme setting a price for each base station and the

time interval, which depend on historic traffic demand. Three thresholds help to define

the congestion ranges: low, regular, high but not congested, and high congestion. At

intervals of low congestion and regular congestion, they assign a discount and prices

increase with congestion. To test their proposal they create a simulation with 300 users

following Random WayPoint, RIO, SLAW, and SMOOTH mobility patterns. Results

indicate a better distribution of load using their proposal than that obtained using only

TDP or flat rate pricing.

3.1.3.5 Technology Discrimination (TD)

Recent advances in technology have provided alternatives to off-load traffic using con-

tent distribution networks, peer to peer systems, or multiple paths, or different access

technologies. Schemes in this subsection unify the price calculation to include these

alternatives. A first proposal is presented in [85], which is based on utility functions of

users and applications. The goal is to maximize welfare by adjusting prices. Three parts

are included for operation: an equilibrium, a selection, and call admission algorithms.

Utility functions are strictly concave and twice differentiable with bounded derivatives.

They simulate using a network with two WLAN networks and a WAN network (cellular

network). Their results indicate that it is better to use the three algorithms than using

the traditional approach of RSS, which attach a user to the network with the highest

value.

In [86] authors introduce an algorithm based on [87]. The algorithm uses the gra-

dient of the Shapley value and assists in determining how to move demand. Traffic ar-

riving in the network is categorized as delay-tolerant or non-delay tolerant. Non-delay

tolerant traffic is further labeled as being available in different sources and reachable

with different routes. This information is given to the system as an input and the algo-

rithm estimates traffic costs of different sources and dynamically reallocates the traffic

as a consequence of those costs. A continuous formulation of the problem was devel-

oped to prove the system’s stability. The potential benefit of the system was tested
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using real traffic records from two networks, where assumptions for traffic groups and

the proportion of the traffic being able to shift were taken. In general, the results show

that the system makes cost reductions, and as expected, when traffic is even between

hours and space, the costs reduction is low.

The model presented in [88] supports the idea that technology off-loading, Wi-Fi in

this case, not only benefits providers by increasing revenues but also consumer surplus

by reducing bandwidth charges. The model includes: (1) a network operator having

different cells and being able to tariff traffic based on four schemes: a flat scheme, a two

tier scheme, volume, and a congestion scheme, (2) users characterized by a willingness

to pay function, an average daily traffic demand per user, a delay profile to represent

per user delay tolerance, and a mobility pattern expressed as the probability of being in

the radius of an AP within a deadline. They develop a Stackelberg game between the

network provider(leader) and followers (users) and proof equilibrium uniqueness and

conditions for increasing revenues and decreasing prices. An important insight from

their results is that using discrimination the gain is comparable in terms of revenues as

installing the 4G technology, so providers should consider pricing as another technology

move for competition.

An algorithm taking user preferences as parameters and dynamically changing net-

work prices to distribute the load between networks is presented in [89, 90]. In this

model ongoing calls have higher priority than new calls, users send weights to QoS

attributes regarding the connection technology, and the goal is to minimize overall

blocking probabilities. Connection technologies have a performance measure for every

QoS attribute, which is multiplied by weights to form a preference ranking. Two meth-

ods are used to choose the technology. In the first method, the technology with the

greater ranking is used, if there is enough capacity, otherwise the call is rejected. In the

second method, the call is accepted in the available technology with the greater rank.

To assign prices, authors establish an optimal arrival rate for every service class; such

that, a linear and exponent method is used based on the difference between observed

and ideal rate. Simulations show lower blocking probability than letting the user to

choose the technology. Even lower values are shown as users are more sensitive to price.

3.2 Summary on Previous Pricing Proposal Characteris-

tics

For this section, we adopt the pricing characteristics suggested by [91]. Pricing methods

are clustered according to: (1) the elements that users value at the moment of deciding
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whether or not to use services, shown in Table 3.1, (2) goal(s) defined to set prices,

(3) price entities involved, and (4) solution mechanisms, shown in Table 3.2. In what

follows, we generalize in term of characteristics found in previous schemes and establish

the differences of the proposed pricing models.

3.2.1 General Characteristics

1. 93% of all papers conceive a monopolist operator and a market with two kinds of

agents: a leader which is all the times played by the provider and a set of follow-

ers, main role of users. In cases where the pricing model contemplates more than

one provider, it is assumed that users have an equipment being able to connect

to heterogeneous technologies (Wi/Fi or cellular) or there exists an intermediate

bandwidth market, where users can find options from different providers. This

finding agrees with the provider power discrimination supposition that establishes

that only providers with relatively more power than users can exercise discrim-

ination. Contrary to this line of research, we assume in chapter 5 that there

exist users with higher power than operator, that assumption let us to introduce

cooperative models for service delivery.

2. The user is the only paying part, 97% of all papers. Two other methods for

paying users’ services have been introduced: a subsidy fee or sponsored payment,

where users pay a part of the whole fee and other third entity pays the rest; and

two-side payments, where the content provider pays part of the fee. The problem

with these new methods is the gap in the charging and billing architectures, which

must signal the third party payment approval whenever a new service is created.

In chapter 6, we test the subsidy option in the light of a coverage oriented pricing

model.

3.2.2 Key Observations for First Degree Discrimination Models

1. A common element is that users value quality the most, which is represented

through the allocated bandwidth rate.

2. Models assume that operators lack of information regarding user demand, but

they are willing to exchange private information valuable for the provider in

compensation for the resources’ allocation.

3. These models do not assume an aggregate demand function or characterize users

by demand patterns; instead, they conceive that users can calculate their own
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Table 3.1: Summary of previous pricing proposals from the user view point

Pricing

Type

Reference Coverage Allocation Price

Interval

Congestiona ISP

Penalties

QoS Energy ISP

Incentives

Aggregate

Demandb
Role

c

AM [50] • • • F

AM [48] • • • F

AM [51] • • • • AT F

AM [54] • • • • AT F

AM [53] • • • • AT F

AM [52] • • • • AT F

CUP [44] F

CUP [45] • • ITT F

CP [73] • F

CP [92] U AR F

CP [93] • • F

CP [74] • AR F

CP [94] • • U F

CP [95] • D F

CP [96] • • ITT F

CP [97] • • AR F

CP [98] • • DP F

CP [99] • • F

CP [100] • • F

NLP [101] • • F

PMP [63] • AR F

PP [62] • F

PP [102] • D F

PP [55] • • • F

PP [69] D • AR F

PP [70] D • AR F

PP [67] • • D AR F

RP [82] • • • • UTT F

SD [84] • • • • ITT F

SD [83] • • • • ITT F

TAP [77] • • • TT F

TAP [75] • • ITT F

TAP [76] • • ITT F

TAP [81] • • • • UTT F

TAP [79] • • • ITT F

TAP [80] • • • AR F

TAP [71] • • • UTT F

TD [85] • F

TD [103] • • F

TD [87] • • ITT F

TD [90] • • • • AR F

TD [86] • • ITT F

TD [89] • • • • AR F

a D - Delay. U - Utilization.
b AR - Arrival Rate. AT - Auction Traffic. UTT - Total Traffic by User Type. ITT - Total Traffic by Interval. TT - Total Traffic. DP

- Demand Profile.
c F - Follower. L - Leader.
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demand as well as the quality requirements. In other words, users are responsible

for understanding their own usage patterns and quality needs of their applications.

That, in turn, is assuming highly skilled users or a computer agent mediation to

assist users. Therefore, signaling protocols are the technical concern to study. In

general, methods apply prices for identifiable sessions.

4. In terms of solution mechanisms, auctioning or prediction methods at the user

level are employed. Auctions enable providers to allocate resources with the

revenue goal and, at the same time, they induce the social welfare. However,

none of the auction mechanisms take care of the users’ budget constraint. Once

this constraint is introduced, the network operator may allocate resources to

those users with higher budgets; instead of, allocating to users with higher values.

That is one of the main contributions in chapter 6. We create a mechanism for

auctioning bandwidth where users are constrained by their budget. To allocate

resources, the mechanism not only assign units to those high budget users, but

also to those users that value them most, even if they don’t have the required

budget.

3.2.3 Key Observations for Third Degree Discrimination Models

1. Pricing schemes assume or derive an aggregate demand or arrival rate (100%)

determined by prices. All of them are designed to induce off-loading (RP, TAP,

SP, TD) and 50% of them use game theory as the solution concept by adopting

a Stackelberg game variation. QoS concerns are addressed only by 10% of the

papers, which model how users choose between technologies to guarantee delay,

packet lost, or jitter. Congestion, measured through time, is the key concern in

these models (100%). The latest models (SP, TD) acknowledge the importance of

space and technology dimensions on congestion and introduce proposal variants.

The research work in the first part of chapter 5 conceives a monopoly provider

setting prices to optimize revenues. The provider gives different options for users

in time, quality, and technology. So we consider that it is close to references

[89, 90]. However, we assume a set of users (anchor customers) which have more

power than the provider. For those users, we propose an incentive problem in

which users reveal their demand and quality needs and the provider receives a

greater payment than that when applying the optimal policy.

2. Only few pricing schemes adopt a form of pricing that fine-grained handle the

quality requested for users, priority pricing (57%), congestion pricing(27%). That
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Table 3.2: Summary of previous pricing proposals from the operator view point

Pricing

type

Reference Goala Pricing

Entitiesb
Game

Theory

Tatonnement

Process

Optimization Queue

Theory

Auction

Theory

Prediction Equilibrium

AM [50] SW B,SF •
AM [48] SW P •
AM [51] PP S,B,I,SF • •
AM [54] PP S,B,C,I •
AM [53] PP B,C • •
AM [52] PP B,SF • •
CUP [44] PP S,C •
CUP [45] S,I,SF •
CP [73] PP P •
CP [92] PP C •
CP [93] FA S •
CP [74] P,I • •
CP [94] PP C,P,I •
CP [95] FA SF •
CP [97] LB B •
CP [98] SW P • •
CP [99] SW SF •
CP [100] SW SF •
CP [96] PP S,B,C,SF • • •
TD [103] PP B,C,I • • •
TD [90] LB B,C,I • •
TD [89] LB B,C,I • •
TD [85] SW P • • • •
TD [87] FA B,I •
TD [86] FA B,I • • •
NLP [101] FA B,I • •
PMP [63] PP S,C • •
PP [62] PP P • •
PP [102] SW P • • •
PP [69] PP C,P •
PP [70] PP B,C •
PP [67] PP C,P,I • • •
PP [55] SW S,C • •
RP [82] SW B,I •
SD [84] P,I •
SD [83] P,I •

TAP [77] SW P,I •
TAP [75] SW S,P,I • •
TAP [76] SW S,P,I • •
TAP [81] SW B,I •
TAP [79] PP P,I •
TAP [80] PP C,P,I •
TAP [71] PP-

SW

B,I • • •

a SW - Social Welfare. PP - Provider’s Profit. FA - Fairness. LB - Load Balance. UA - Universal Access.
b S - Service Level Agreement. B - Bandwidth. I - Interval. C - Service Class. SF - Session Flow.
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is explained because most of them do not adopt any specific architecture to deploy

QoS (67%). For those adopting QoS (34%), 60% operate over Diffserv. In fact,

only the following proposals [95, 97, 99, 100] include a mechanism to execute

QoS by session or flow and a call admission control functionality, so the specific

QoS parameters requested by users can be assured. Our research work is along

the line of applying fine-grained mechanisms for quality assurances. That is the

consequence of high investment and operational costs that require a detailed

optimal resources allocation, so those that are considered anchor customers are

guaranteed the qualities that they need. Even more, in this architecture the call

admission functionality is key to control network users’s usage.

3. 60% of the schemes controlling quality adopt the rate arrival rate approach with

some form of optimization (see PP and PMP). Those not employing the rate

arrival scheme suppose that continuous traffic metering is implemented in the

network and congestion, as a consequence, can be taken into account to calculate

prices. Moreover, all of them assign a price by tracking the session in the network

and the congested generated by these sessions. In this research work, we include

a configurable component to track network usage, so instead of calculating the

blocking probabilities at call admission, we can calculate the available resources

and let a new session to initiate, if enough.

4. 60% of the schemes set up a different price for time intervals of the day and

most of the mechanisms that do not take into account time were published before

the 2006. In other words, the research literature is showing that at least price

discrimination by time should be considered and other discriminatory factors

should be the real contribution.

3.3 Architectures for Assured QoS Delivery

To properly work, some applications (i.e., multimedia services) require resource reser-

vation to guarantee QoS levels. Resource reservation can be static or dynamic. Varying

network conditions resulting from traffic associated with other quality and best effort

services make static reservation not adequate. Therefore, a protocol and architecture to

dynamically negotiate the price of QoS contracts between users and network providers

is required. The main architecture’s goals are: (1) to make visible the ongoing available

resources to users, so that QoS levels can be guaranteed; and (2) to let establish prices

based on the dynamics of traffic demand.
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In what follows, we start with an overview of architectures proposed for dynamic

reservation based on flows, see [104] for a complete survey. The main objective of this

review is to understand the key requirements for the dynamic deployment with QoS

assurances: which functionality should be included, what should be the basic unit for

QoS, under what circumstances those units can be aggregated for scalability. Then, we

review previously proposed architectures including prices. Two categories are reviewed:

hybrid QoS-Pricing architectures and market based approaches, where a customer can

get a specific set of resources with a predefined QoS level.

3.3.1 Dynamic Resource Reservation Architectures

The following designs extend the Internet architecture to support real-time and non

real-time services over the same network. In general, they provide the ability to control

bandwidth sharing on a particular link among different traffic classes and to control

packet end-to-end delay. Yet their evolution has addressed non functional requirements,

such as scalability, security, to cite a few. In what follows, we briefly describe the

proposals for flow based QoS management. IntServ and DiffServ architectures establish

the ground for most of the proposals. Therefore, we start introducing them. Then, we

present proposals considered close to the one proposed in chapter 7 in order to compare

similarities and differences.

3.3.1.1 Integrated Services (IntServ)

In 1994, the IETF introduced the first complete model for QoS assurances, called In-

tegrated Services [105]. The basic assumption is that simply applying a higher priority

to real-traffic is not enough for maintaining QoS, so each QoS session should manage

configurations in a particular way. Three elements compose the extension: a service

model which dictates how to make individual flow as well as aggregate flow commit-

ments, an implementation framework providing a standardized program organization

to implement the service model, and a communication protocol to communicate QoS

between entities. Thus, the proposal separates the external interface view described in

the service model of the internal view, the framework and the communication protocol.

The service model scope comprehends real-time and elastic applications with delay

being the key measure. Real-time applications are envisioned to to rely on two service

classes. A real-traffic class with guarantees and a predictive service class. The guarantee

class presupposes that in order to fix a reasonable offset delay, playback applications

require a maximum bound for delay that all packets may suffer. A service is said to be
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Figure 3.1: IntServ Implementation Reference Model for Routers

guaranteed, when it can offer a reliable upper delay bound, and to be predictable, when

the network operator can only provide a fairly reliable bound but not perfect. The latest

class of services, in particular, calculates upper bounds through statistical algorithms

providing an average behavior of the session but might have temporal interruptions.

Elastic applications’ performance depends on the average delay rather than the delay

distribution tail. For these applications the proposal creates a set of best-effort classes

with priorities, so the class adopted follows the application sensitivity to delay.

The key measure for aggregate flow treatment is the bandwidth assigned to individ-

ual flows. Link sharing may be realized in different forms: multi-entity, multi-protocol,

and multi-service sharing. Yet irrespective of the actual form, the main goal is to assign

a portion of a link to all participating flows. Indeed, to ensure sharing commitments

call admission control is required, so that a cumulative guarantee can avoid exceeding

link’s capacity.

The implementation framework, see Figure 3.1, is composed of four elements cor-

responding to possible actions carry out in routers: packet scheduling, dropping, and

classification, and admission control. Packet scheduling is the action of reorder the

output packet queue. Examples of scheduling are priority and round-robin algorithms.

Packet dropping is the action of discarding packets as a consequence of pre-emption

rules. Normally scheduling and dropping actions are coordinated. So the router dis-

cards less important packets at congestion times. Packet classification is the action that
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let packets to get clustered as part of a specific flow. Two broad approaches can be

used: form a virtual circuit and label each packet as part of it or form a group of packet

fields as the identifier of the flow. Finally, admission control is the action of granting

or denying access for a flow based on resource’s availability. It involves measuring the

current state of the system and estimating the demands of the new flow, so the decision

is made based on net availability.

A key internal component required for the operation is RSVP, a protocol to transmit

QoS specifications between routers in the path end-to-end. RSVP allows to form reser-

vations without modifying the Internet Protocol. The protocol has a flow specification

that carries out the amount of resources to be reserved and a flow filter that specifies the

subset of packets using the reservation. Moreover, because reservation should be done

at the end-to-end path, RSVP can deal with routing issues normally occurring during

operation. For instance, it can determine a route supporting a resource reservation and

adapt to route failures or changes.

Although, IntServ presents a unique service model for the whole Internet, its com-

plexity and scalability issues at the network core were rapidly noticed. The DiffServ

architecture was then proposed as the alternative to resolve these problems.

3.3.1.2 Differentiated Services Architecture (DiffServ)

The architecture pre-reserves resources for a set of service classes and presupposes that

service differentiation is enough to suit diverse application requirements in quantitative

terms, i.e., delay, jitter, loss, throughput, and priority characteristics. Although, it

does not guarantee that higher priority classes receive better quality than lowers, it

alleviates the IntServ scalability problem. In what follows, we succinctly describe the

service model and the reference implementation framework. Once again, the RSVP

protocol is employed to dynamic provisioning and admission control.

The service model offered is constituted by four per hop behaviors (PHB)– traffic

classes –: a default forwarding PHB, for best effort traffic; a expedited forwarding

(EF) /voice admit PHB, for traffic with low delay, jitter and loss. This PHB serves

aggregate traffic at a specific rate and keeps a worst case bound between the ideal and

actual departure packet time. And finally, an assured forwarding (AF) PHB, for traffic

able to support losses. This condition happens every time that packets are transmitted

at higher rates than subscribed. In practical terms, AF traffic is divided in four classes

and within each class there are three dropping probabilities.

A traffic class is distinguished by the Differentiated Service (DS) field in the packet

header. Packets are marked at the edge of the network. In contrast to IntServ that
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Classifier Marker Shaper / Dropper

Meter

Figure 3.2: DiffServ logical view for a DS compliant node (router)

maintains a flow definition on each router in the path, DiffServ executes actions over

packets at domain boundaries where remarking can occur. Actions executed over pack-

ets are driven by the per hop behavior on compliant DiffServ nodes.

A node compliant router in this architecture applies two broad actions on packets:

classification and conditioning, see Figure 3.2. The classification action selects the

packets that should suffer a differentiated service. The architecture defines two types

of classifiers: the behavior aggregate (BA), which selects packets based on the DS

field; and multi field (MF) classifier, which chooses packets based on a combination of

fields in the packet header. The conditioning action verifies that the traffic conforms to

predefined rules. Four elements be employed to this action: meters, markers, shapers,

and droppers. In conjunction with the conditioning action the architecture can use

traffic profiles, which indicates temporal properties that a stream of packets previously

classified should comply; for instance, when the profile specifies that a token bucket is

used, packets without a token are said to be out of profile and dropping may be the

resulting action.

Nonetheless, DiffServ can support huge packets amounts, it somehow compromises

its ability to deliver the quality to specific flows. In fact, [106, 107] show that Diff-

Serv may only guarantee quality measures under low utilization levels and loop-free

topologies.

3.3.1.3 Flow Based QoS Architectures

To release the low utilization and free-loop topology assumptions, the following archi-

tectures mix flow treatment depending on the router position within the entire network.

While maintaining a DiffServ core operation, all of them enable to handle flows at the

edges and aggregates at the core. To manage fine-grained quality services, the archi-

tecture for supporting the proposed pricing models should have similar requirements as
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those supported by these proposals. Indeed, the test-bed, [108], unhappily shows, low

usage levels are unlikely to appear in the network scenario being targeted. Therefore,

we envision a network operating over high traffic utilization levels at congested periods

as a consequence of high real back-haul costs, common in low income, and possibly

isolated, areas, which derives in severe capacity constraints. Moreover, once traffic

leaves the operator network, it can be considered a less severe congestion regime that

fulfils the DiffServ assumptions. Consequently, congestion is more severe in the edge

network than in the rest of the end to end path. The proposed architecture should

be simpler than these proposals, but it needs to take some of their concepts and im-

plementation references. Following, we describe the proposals; then, we present a key

features summary; and finally, we establish the elements to adopt from them.

Flow-Aware Networking (FAN) France Telecom presents the architecture by

means of a measure-based router performing a call admission control and queue schedul-

ing policy for fairness, see [109]. The background idea is that a good enough mechanism

for controlling congestion can be implemented by simple traffic measuring for CAC and

flow protection. In contrast to other proposals, it is signaling free and discard or forward

packets based on congestion. Congestion is addressed to three regimes: transparent,

elastic, and overloaded. The router executes enforcing actions only for the elastic and

overloaded regimes.

In this mechanism, the CAC continuously measures the congestion state of the

network and based on available resources let new flows to be admitted. Two metrics

are measured: fair rate, which is an estimate of the actual rate available in the link for

a new flow, and priority load, which is the average length of priority queues. These two

metrics are combined to define an admission region. The scheduling policy assigns link

bandwidth and prioritizes packets, so accepted flows fairly share them. Two algorithms

are implemented for scheduling: priority fair queuing and priority deficit round robin

using two queues, one for priority packets and another for non-priority packets.

Flow State-Aware Architecture (FSA) This architecture results from the ITU-T

recommendation Y.1221. The main goal is to provide the robust QoS functionality of

IntServ adding some functions to the core, so the scalability issue is addressed. Its

design separates the transport layer from the service layer for providing QoS statis-

tical guarantees over heterogeneous access technologies and transport techniques. A

number of parameters, signalled in-band at the flow start time, define how a flow is

treated. Treatment includes the behavior of admission, the discard decision, and queue
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disciplines to reduce delay.

The service model offered is constituted by four contexts. Maximum rate service

(MRS) and guarantee rate service (GRS), which are similar to IntServ guarantee real-

time traffic, with MRS does not suffer CAC at node. Other contexts work by establish-

ing a rate, which can then change during the session. In available rate service (ARS),

the rate must be maintained by the source below the latest offered rate. In variable

rate service (VRS) the source requests an initial minimum rate and once transmitting,

it can be renegotiated.

The flow aggregate is the fundamental element included to overcome the scalability

problem. It maps an indistinguishable identification for a set of flows, in such way that

all flows are equally treated in following nodes. A flow can be aggregated as belonging

to a service class, so that the architecture is enabled to follow the recommendation

of using DiffServ at the network core. The service class has a special QoS treatment

which guarantees the QoS contract for every single aggregated flow.

Flow-Aggregated-Based Services (FAbS) This architecture complements FSA

to overcome two problems: (1) high flow aggregation delays and the lack of dynamic

mechanism for controlling sustainable congestion. The first problem appears because

the aggregate flow delay largely depends on how many aggregation/disaggregation

events happens in the path. In FSA, the instantaneous congestion resolution at each

node prevents that flow aggregates transverse multiple domains, so that an aggre-

gate/disaggregate operation must occur at every node. FAbS proposes the inter-domain

flow aggregation mechanism. Under this mechanism, the aggregate flow policy remains

the same within the region, a set of traffic domains, which should be as large as possi-

ble. In the best case there is only two aggregate / disaggregate operations at edges so

the delay bound is minimal.

Likewise, FSA does not include a congestion avoidance mechanism; thus, network

overload cannot be properly handled. FAbS implements dynamic admission control and

flow discard mechanisms as the heal. Through packet injection, the architecture mea-

sures the one way delay for a target class –the inter-arrival time between the supreme

class and the target class–. Using this measure, the mechanism is able to estimate

congestion and implements CAC at the ingress edge. In addition, flow discarding is

executed by preference priorities at different nodes.

Architectures’ Features Summary Table 3.3 presents an overview of key archi-

tectures’ characteristics in terms of the service model, implementation framework, sig-
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naling, and flow definition. As mentioned in chapter 2, the main hypothesis is that

combining different technologies to reduce costs and managing pricing to mediate in

resource allocation, the frontier of feasible deployments can be extended. In what

follows, we translate this statement into the architectures’ key characteristics.

Table 3.3: Summary of characteristics for flow QoS architectures

Architecture Service Model Implementation Framework Signaling Flow definition

IntServ
Single user

activity

Scheduling, droping,

classification,

admission control

RSVP GS, PS, BE

Flow Aware

Networking

Stream,

Elastic

Cross-Protect router,

Measure based

admission control,

Scheduling: PFQ,

PDRR

None 5-tuple

Flow State

Aware

Transport

ARS,

GRS,MRS,VRS

Extensive flow

definition, flow

aggregation,

DiffServ(core)

Five extra

message types

5-tuple + DS

Field (or

MPLS label)

Flow

Aggregate-

Based

Services

ARS,

GRS,MRS,VRS

Inter-Domain flow

Aggregation,

DiffProb,

DiffServ(core)

Five extra

message types +

DiffProbe

5-tuple + DS

Field (or

MPLS label)

To include services provided by the DTN architecture, it is a need a new service

model. The model should include the cheapest services possible using that almost free

cost technology and make available the finer QoS guarantees. The easiest option is to

adopt the service model of IntServ that has the greater QoS performance, according to

[104], and complement it by adding delay tolerant services. Even more, it should be

able to talk with other service models of transit providers, that functionality should be

implemented in border nodes.

Border nodes should be able to support some flow aggregation alternative, such as

DiffServ, which is used for most of the architectures after ITU recommends its adoption

in the network core. In particular, border nodes should perform marking and policing

operations for DiffServ. For the intra domain operation, it is clear that having control

at the finest level possible will be best to guarantee QoS, while being able to mix traffic

from best-effort services. To sum up, the implementation reference from IntServ should

be enough for managing QoS, but complementary functions must be added at border

nodes.

Exchanging information through signaling in order to initiate, maintain, and tear-

down control state in nodes is likely to be required. In fact, [104] argues that no

signaling results in a simpler architecture, but it comes with the price of weak service

differentiation. Consequent, with the ultimate goal of discriminate every network user,
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it is required to adopt a signaling protocol. In fact, for the proposed architecture this

element is the core for letting to communicate heterogeneous applications with different

goals. We employ NSIS, a general signaling protocol created to replace RSVP, as the

communication means. The protocol is reviewed in the subsection 3.3.2.

Finally, for identifying a flow in the architecture, we initially adopt the 5-tuple + DS

Field option. Indeed, as we will see in chapter 7, applications’ protocols are designed

to handle a richer set of alternatives.

3.3.2 The NSIS Signaling Protocol

Numerous signaling protocols, such as RSVP for QoS, have been designed to control the

state in nodes. Yet other applications (i.e., NAT, firewall control, metering, and pricing)

cannot work over them, because they were built to support requirements of a specific

application. That promotes the need to create an application agnostic secure signaling

layer. The IETF integrates a working group, Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS), to design

a flexible IP signaling architecture and its related protocols. The group concludes, in

[7], the following problems as those impeding to continue extending RSVP and instead

to create a new signaling protocol suite.

1. RSVP lacks of mobility support and the effort to include it is extensive. Part of the

effort is due to functions introduced to properly support IP multicast, which has not

been widely deployed.

2. The transport mechanism imposes constraints on network architectures and signaling

applications. For example, raw IP or User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is used for carrying

RSVP messages across the network where Path messages are addressed end-to-end with

an IP router-alert option.

3. For reach reliability, the protocol depends on retransmissions, but they are unable to

adapt to network changes.

4. The maximum transport unit (MTU) size limits the message, as the protocol does not

admit message fragmentation.

5. Using existing security protocols, it is difficult to offer proper security protection as a

result of the design element that joints the discovery and delivery of signaling messages.

In particular, The protocol does not provide a robust security framework, especially for

end-to-end addressed signaling messages (e.g., Path).

6. The protocol only supports manual configuration of crypto keys, so that key management

and authentication are not adequately designed.

7. The authorization design is restrictive, specially is not able to operate with common

protocols for authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA), such as: DIAMETER

and RADIUS.
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The protocol works by discovering peer nodes from a NSIS initiator (NI) to a NSIS

responder (NR), see Figure 3.3. It uses a hop by hop operation to transmit signaling

messages. In the path connecting both nodes, the protocol may contact signaling-aware,

R2, R3, and unaware nodes, R1, which forward messages. Signaling-aware nodes, NSIS

forwarders (NF), intercept messages to determine if installed signaling applications can

handle them; for example, application Apk is able to be processed at node R3. In that

case, messages are forwarded to the corresponding application for further processing.

The protocol can be initiated at a proxy and terminated in another proxy as it is shown

in Figure 3.3. In fact, it supports exchanges between end-hosts, host to edge nodes,

and between proxies. The discovery process uses the IP router alert option, but other

alternatives as routing tables can be used.

R1

NI NF NF NR
R2 R3

Data Flow

NSIS Signaling

Sender Receiver

Proxy 1 Proxy 2

 Flow 
 Session

Ap 1 Ap k Ap 1 Ap k Ap k

 Unified message delivery
 Trigger state-management  

events

 Path coupled / decoupled
 Sender / receiver orientation
 Aggregation
 Heterogeneous operation

Figure 3.3: Signaling scenario between a sender and a receiver where both sides use

proxies

Signaling occurs at the session level, which is a random criptographically number

used to relate flows. For mobility, the protocol can maintain different addresses for the

same session; for multihoming, it establishes a relation from multiple flow to a session;

and for tunneling and IPV4/IPV6 traversal, it remaps a flow identifier in one network

into another flow identifier in another network. Flows are selected by the 5-tuple and

the DSCP field.

Two layers compose the protocol: a transport layer (NTLP), which uses standard

transport (i.e., UDP, TCP, SCTP DCCP) and secure (i.e., TLS, IPsec) protocols to

move signaling messages, and a signaling layer, which runs signaling application specific

protocols. Examples of such applications are QoS NSLP for resource reservation signal-

ing [110], NAT/Firewall NSLP for middleware setup [111], and signaling for metering

configuration [112]. In the following subsection, we introduce the GIST protocol, which

is the responsible for transport.
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3.3.2.1 General Internet Signaling Transport Protocol (GIST)

GIST is a soft state protocol with two operating modes. The datagram mode, which

main purpose is peer discovery, uses an unsecure and non-reliable datagram transport

mechanism, such as UDP. The connection mode is used for the actual payload exchange,

so it supports long messages. Even more, it might manage secure transport and fast

state setup. This mode employs a stream or message oriented transport protocol, such

as TCP. Two soft states are maintained: a message association state for keeping the

peer-peer connection and a per-flow routing state to perform message processing. State

information covers peers’ addresses, session identifiers, and flow identifiers. The session

identifier relates the session with a particular signaling application.

A GIST message is composed by a common header and one or many objects. The

header indicates the operation mode, the current hop count, direction, and type of

signaling application. Objects include the actual payload. A GIST message can also

include a negotiation association, which includes specific working protocols for trans-

port and security. In case of tunneling, a NAT-aware node can modify the initial GIST

datagram messages. So once a peer association is established, the rest of the messages

in the connection mode are not modified.

We briefly describe the operation using application Apk presented in Figure 3.3.

Node Proxy 1 creates and injects a GIST Query message to the network, with the

following structure, [113]:

Query = Common-Header
[ NAT-Traversal-Object ]
Message-Routing-Information
Session-Identification
Network-Layer-Information
Query-Cookie
[ Stack-Proposal Stack-Configuration-Data ]
[ NSLP-Data - Payload ]

this message is sent using UDP; then, the packet in the downstream should be iden-

tified, for that purpose it may be marked with the router alert option or identified by

port destination (port 270). In this example, the identification process occur in node

R2, where the node recognizes the packet as a NSIS signaling packet and verifies in-

stalled applications. Since R2 has not the corresponding application, it forwards to R3,

where again the packet is captured. This time, the application is installed, so it passes

the Session-Identification, Message-Routing-Information, and NSLP-Data - Payload to

Apk, forwards the message, and construct a Response message to the previous peer,

the initiator, to let it know about itself. The response message is as follows, [113]:

Response = Common-Header
[ NAT-Traversal-Object ]
Message-Routing-Information
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Session-Identification

Network-Layer-Information

Query-Cookie

[ Responder-Cookie

[ Stack-Proposal Stack-Configuration-Data ] ]

[ NSLP-Data ]

the initiator receives the response and creates a peer association with an agreed connec-

tion protocol, TCP by default. The same operations continue until either the responder

is found or a proxy node acting as a session responder is found. To maintain the asso-

ciation active periodically nodes have to send a MA-Hello message to peers.

3.3.3 Architectures Based on Prices

3.3.3.1 Fukiko Approach

In [97] presents a resource allocation distributed algorithm that uses the burstiness

bound approximation traffic model to take decisions over the bandwidth-buffer trade-

off. The algorithm delivers instantaneous pricing with accurate resource representation

and works in a connection-oriented based, which means that a channel must be es-

tablished and resource reserved prior to data transfer. QoS is given in two forms:

bandwidth or buffer availability. Both forms are complementary and independently

priced with a constant elasticity function, i.e., it is constant how fast the price change

as total remaining quantity change.

The author describes how to transmit pricing information during connection setup.

The process compromises two parts: (1) a forward phase that calculates prices on nodes

based on current resource availability, and (2) a reverse phase taking the bandwidth

and allocation buffer from the most expensive node.

3.3.3.2 RNAP Architectures

In [100] authors propose two pricing architectures for QoS negotiation: centralized

and decentralized architectures. Users request resources to guarantee QoS towards a

destination address and pricing nodes respond with current prices aggregated end to

end. The centralize architecture assigns the pricing task to a unique node for a whole

network domain. To form end to end paths, pricing nodes interchange pricing messages

(RNAP protocol) to query for available resources and prices not under their control.

In the decentralize architecture, every router sets prices for their links exchanging

messages with the next hop. To prevent the possible scalability problem associated

with maintaining flow state in the core network, they propose a function to make a

resource reservation aggregation and disaggregation at border routers. The RNAP
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messages have a fixed structure for the purpose of maintaining pricing information for

long sessions.

3.3.3.3 Riveira Architecture

Authors in [93] propose an architecture that decouples the edge to edge controlling and

pricing tasks. The architecture enables the control mechanism to give feedback to a

pricing agent. The agent sends pricing information to customers within a large time

frame. For controlling congestion, authors use a framework known as Riveira which

maintains the queue length within the path. They also establish how to configure the

parameters of the congestion mechanism by the pricing function.

3.3.3.4 Market Based Approaches

QoS managing by Interserv of Diffserv has been deeply studied, but at the same time

little commercially used. That is the result of the lack of an effective market for

bandwidth reservation such that buyers can decide over options, providers are assured

that customers pay for reservations, and the QoS transactions, for the general system,

have low overhead.

An architecture for trading bandwidth between customers and provider is intro-

duced in [114]. Users can buy single links to make their own routes or can buy end

to end packages with certain QoS characteristics. Credentials generated by micro pay-

ments are the basis for letting user to establish necessary QoS pipes between routers.

Once a set of credentials is in user hands, a quality negotiation agent (QNA) initiates

with ISP routers RSVP messages for installing QoS. A third party called the credit

institution is responsible for managing payments from customers to providers.

3.4 Delay Tolerant Architectures

This area of research has emerged to address network scenarios for which an end-to-

end connection cannot exist and transport protocols do not operate. The network

architecture consists of islands of nodes and ferries. Nodes belonging to one island

are connected with each other, but connections between islands are inexistent or suffer

from high delays. Ferries are responsible for moving data between islands eliminating

delivery uncertainty, see Figure 3.4.

Isolated networks are just an application of this research. LANs in isolated re-

gions constitute the islands of the DTN and transportation means, serving the region,
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Figure 3.4: Common delay tolerant network scenario

operate as the ferries. The possibility of moving large amounts of data with almost ne-

glected costs makes DTN an important technology to be included in this thesis. Indeed,

the architecture has been used as another low cost alternative for high cost backhaul

connections, see [31], or to promote the use of delay tolerant applications, i.e: e-mail,

non-critical database updates, file transfers, etc, for reducing peak periods.

Even though the cost benefits, DTN suffers from non-assured connectivity partially

solved by two mechanisms: store-and-forward. The store-and-forward idea is to pre-

serve data on nodes as long as it cannot be transported, and forward it to another node

closer to the destination when a link can be set up. Yet mechanisms do not guarantee

that requests are not lost or a time of delivery and, as a result, two quality measures

are commonly used: the delay from the request to fulfilment and the loss probability.

We assume, in this work, that the network is enabled to deliver a set of delay

tolerant applications. Users can store delay tolerant application requests and later the

technology forward and fulfilled them when the network is uncongested. So in economic

terms, with the right incentives, the network is capable of motivating users to delaying

their network usage, as in TDP, but at the same time let the infrastructure to decide

the best moment for the network consumption. In what follows, we briefly describe the

main DTN characteristics.

3.4.1 DTN Architectures for Isolated areas

The author in [115] introduces the first architecture for DTN networks. It creates an

overlay network operating on existing protocols stacks and provides the store and for-
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ward function to move data. Moreover, routing protocols include mechanisms through

service classes for routing priority and congestion control. For isolated areas, [116, 117]

design and implement architectures fulfilling: (1) a deployment scenario able to support

more than one island. They communicate between each other and the Internet, and

whenever possible they use the mechanic backhauls (transportation means) instead of

real time links. (2) Since some of the services could be linked to government activities

or financial services, the architecture supports confidentiality with an end to end ap-

plication layer security. (3) The architecture supports connectors for different access

technologies; such as: Wi-Fi and GPRS. (4) Their implementations are in a position

to provide a mechanism to painfulness install Delay Tolerant Applications.

We classify in Table 3.4 DTN implementations described in the literature according

to characteristics related to this work. The table is limited to delay tolerant networking

research for isolated areas. If the reader is interested in the field, we recommend to

read [118] for a more deeply presentation.

Table 3.4: Architecture summary for delay tolerant networks

Paper Year Architecture

Name

Objective Service

Class

Scheduling Reliability Interoperation Congestion

Control

[39] 2003 DTN2 General purpose • Priority • TCP •
[31] 2004 Darknet Low costs •
[119] 2007 CafNet Collect sensors’

data

• Priority Bluetooth/TCP

[120] 2006 HTTP-over-DTN Web • TCP

[116] 2006 Kiosnet Low cost Priority • TCP/UDP

[121] 2010 TrainNet High-Volume

traffic

Min-Max TCP

3.4.2 Applications for Delay Tolerant Networks

Transaction based applications are mainly deployed in DTNs. In most of the cases,

however, they need to be adjusted for execution under intermittent communication

scenarios depending on protocols and checkpoints used to guarantee transaction data

integrity. Other applications; for instance, web browsing can follow the same line of

thought and might be designed for offline use, but they need prediction and pre-fetching

techniques to increase usability. In this work, we assume transaction based applications

using application gateways to make almost transparent the delay network behavior.
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3.5 Critique of the Validity of Appropriate Theory and

Research Literature

1. Previous research efforts for universal Internet access are mainly focused on tech-

nical issues. Just until recently network sustainability or profitability start to be

an issue [19].

2. As more elements the architecture or the pricing mechanism can handle, more

complex are the solutions. Higher complexity implies higher skills for supporting

these networks, which is a difficult to fulfil, in general, and even more in isolated

regions. Therefore, tailored pricing mechanisms and the architecture supporting

them should be deployed with a kind of auto configuration function.

3. It is important to know how people react to innovations made in technologies.

Projects at this point are at the pilot level with researchers supporting part of the

networks operations. The research must be extended to important areas required

to create business models such as accounting, capacity, and upgrade management.

3.6 Summary of What Is Known and Unknown About the

Research Topic

1. Mechanical back-haul connections have been proved to be successful in pilot de-

ployments and ready to use architectures for transferring data between isolated

and Internet connected areas are available as well. Although they differ in how

they handle security, provide alternatives to add new applications, and imple-

ment routing protocols, all of them can handle some form of quality by managing

priorities in bundle delivery.

2. The reference service model to extend should be the one explained in IntServ.

This model involves elastic and guarantee services and it is somehow supported

by most of the flow architectures. It is expected that only flows are going to be

fine-grained managed in the operators’ domain, edge nodes in the domain should

support DiffServ.

3. By introducing a set of clear requirements, flow architectures for managing QoS

respond to the fine-grained management necessity. However, they are designed to

work in complex scenarios targeting the whole Internet. The supporting pricing

architecture should both embrace some of these requirements and maintains low
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complexity. Protocols, such as NSIS, helps to reduce complexity in general. By

supporting multiple application signaling, it decreases the number of elements

to integrate and by this way to make simpler the task of providing dynamic

management and control of quality and accounting.

4. Analyzing the IntServ implementation framework, we conclude that pricing mecha-

nisms should provide the mean for admission control, so that resource allocation

responds to the propose economic dynamics.

5. Currently used pricing mechanisms; for instance: data caps, are going to main-

tain unconnected people. In order to provide service for them, new pricing mod-

els extracting the whole economic benefit from less sensitive to price users and

controlling the behavior of those users having low utility from the network are

required in order to enable new private sustainable deployments.

6. Most of the current pricing schemes conjecture that providers have more power

than customers. This consideration is usually not valid for the target network

scenario. In this scenario, a set of few customers employs, i.e., local governments,

most of the resources as well as supports most of the investment and operation

costs. So, creating pricing models that benefit from this different agents’ interac-

tion can help in reducing the monopoly behavior.

3.7 The Contribution of This Research to the Literature

1. We are going to suggest how an operator using proved technologies of hybrid na-

ture can create a promising business model in profitability terms. Enable opera-

tors to track their operations, resources, and quality of their services is part of

this business model. Users will have a chance to deciding over offered alternatives

and follow up the quality delivered.

2. Important outputs are the architecture and mechanisms to follow and form agree-

ments between customer and providers. Specifically, network functions to assign

prices and register services used by users over the hybrid architecture.

3. For the delay tolerant networks we are going to explore (1) quality concepts

and how they can be tailored to user needs and (2) how to assign prices to

services using mechanic backhauls as long as their deployment is different from

real time services, (3) integrate DTN as an access network part of a richer service

architecture tailored for isolated areas.
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The Target Network Scenario

A number of conclusions and requirements from previous research, regarding the target

network scenario, were surveyed so far. In this chapter, based on that information, a

detailed description of the network scenario being addressed is offered.

The target scenario is the consequence of only a few important requirements. Fol-

lowing the private involvement recommendation, we envision a self-configured infras-

tructure installed to provide network services to heterogeneous users, where a provider

or controller is in charge of supporting network operations and collecting payments from

users. Unlike most commercial networks working with profit-oriented pricing schemes

and homogeneous technologies, the pricing methods are designed to extend affordable

services by suiting operation modes and technologies to budget constraints and users’

quality needs. So a fine-grained SLA management should be implemented to control

resource allocation throughout the whole service time. In what follows, we briefly de-

scribe users, the operation mode, infrastructure elements, and the service model able

to deploy.

Special attention is provided to simulation data. Few data sets representative of the

network scenario are available, that creates an unresolvable limitation already indicated

in chapter 2. In section 4.6, we describe the relevant parameters chosen to simulate

and test our thesis’s hypothesis. Fundamental parameters, such as costs or power

availability, depend on the specifics of the deployment area, so our results are driven

by their election. To provide broader conclusions, we select the less favorable values

for the parameters, which normally coincide with pilot tests deployed in very isolated

areas and, by this way, important conclusions, such as network sustainability predicted

by the pricing models, are also derived in other more favorable settings.
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4.1 Users

The target user base is constituted by two groups: the population or the institutions

within the coverage area. Groups employ Internet services based on their available

budget and prices. Prices ultimately are a function of investment and operation costs;

together contingent on the specifics of the deployment region. Regarding budget and

to show an estimate for the actual willingness to pay of the target user base, authors

in [122] carry on surveys in Kenya and Ghana and report 2.5 USD as the average

spending in mobile connectivity per week, with two cents as the reference price for

every megabyte transferred. In poor rural regions, it is expected even lower values as

the literature describes regions with individuals’ income of a US dollar per day. For

institutions, such as government agencies, hospitals, and private companies, we assume

that budget is still a concern, but quality is their main concern.

Likewise, to give a clue on how the deployment region influences the cost per mega

byte, we refer the reader to see the Google dataset on retail connectivity plans, [123,

124]. A user pays for the same 1 Mbps five times more in Botswana than a user in

Germany or the US. Our goal is to give new ideas for connecting the poorest, which

can be located in those places with the highest connection cost. This fact makes us

assume that low budget users, not being able to pay the average per MB costs, are

tolerant to receive a worse service quality than that of the best effort traffic in some of

their applications; hence, a technology mix decreasing the average per MB cost will be

useful.

4.2 Operation Mode

We use a hot-spot operation mode, not only because it is more adequate for nomadic

users and limits monopolist provider’s power, but also because it has been used by most

of the municipal initiated wireless community networks [125].

4.3 Network Infrastructure

We adopt a network composed of an access component which is responsible for con-

necting end users, a back-haul component for retry/delivery of content from/to outside

networks, and a service component which performs resource allocation as well as any

service set up, see Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Network infrastructure elements

4.3.1 The Access Infrastructure

Considering that most low cost end-user devices are manufactured for WiFi or cellular

technologies, these must be the possible technologies for access. However, we discard

cellular ones because of other unappealing considerations, such as operation in licensed

frequencies and a relatively higher investment when compared with WiFi technologies.

Following previous research surveyed in chapter 2, we envision a WiFi deployment

consisting of an access point set (APs) configured with point to point links or the ad-

hoc mode. Two kinds of links should be installed: edge links between end-user devices

and APs and transit links between APs. Different configurations have been tested with

a two-fold objective: extend coverage and increase throughput by managing power

control, antenna configurations, and frequency bands [12]. In general, in edge links

antenna height, low frequencies (i.e., 802.11g-2.4Ghz % 802.11a-5GHz), low data rates,

and robust modulation schemes (i.e., 1Mbps-802.11b % 6Mpbs-802.11g) are positively

related to distance. Therefore, operators have to maintain a trade off between coverage

and performance.

In transit links, frame aggregation and channel bonding allow extending distance.

Frame aggregation was introduced in standards 802.11e, 802.11n, 802.11ac to reduce

overhead. The 802.11 technology introduces considerable management information
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to every frame; the overhead includes radio level header, Media Access Control frame,

inter-frame spacing, and frame acknowledges. Under this feature frames are grouped to-

gether to reduce overhead in header or overhead because frame acknowledges. Channel

bounding delivers higher throughputs by combining two 20 MHz channels to potentially

double the physical data rate. This feature is specified in the standard 802.11n.

Despite the MAC protocol enhancement for enabling long distance links, delay

related problems arise as more hops are needed to traverse the network. WiLDnet

experiments, [41], indicate that throughput (TCP in particular) is compromised as more

hop are needed to transverse the network, a consequence of synchronisation overhead

and packet processing. Authors recommend to have a maximum of four hops between

the user and the back-haul link.

A big concern regarding WIFi deployments was their capacity to support quality of

service (QoS). Two conditions are necessary for QoS: predictability in channel through-

put and medium access control (MAC) mechanisms to prioritize user traffic. Authors

in [38] verified the predictability condition of outdoor channels within the rural con-

text and mechanisms for quality provision were introduced in 802.11e, which allow the

translation of QoS application requirements onto QoS priority classes.

4.3.2 The Back-haul Infrastructure

WiFi-based long distance links (WiLD), satellite connections, and high altitude access

points (HAP) are, in the order of appearance, the candidates for profitable back-haul

links with multimedia services. The WiLD option is installed using high-gain direc-

tional antennas (24 dBi, 8 degree beamwidth) with direct line-of-sight (LOS) between

link’s endpoints. It is recommended to use a TDMA based MAC protocol and bulk ac-

knowledge to overcome delay for propagation distance [41]. 4600 USD is the estimated

cost of installing a link, which is mainly associated with poles required for LOS (2000

USD per site). Other back-haul technologies are deployed in a hierarchical network

relaying traffic from WLAN APs to nodes connected to the next tier. Double interface

edge routers enable packets to flow between these two systems, but QoS mechanisms

need to be coordinated. A satellite connection can be leased (Down: 512 Kbps, Up:256

kbps CIR:1/4) in 800 USD and it requires a 2200 USD lump sum payment for the

hardware. Both are dependent on locations and services included.

DTN implements an asynchronous message delivery through store-and-forward nodes

with persistent storage and variable message lengths. Those features enable them to

use infrastructures opportunistically and act as service request storage units, where

requests reside until capacity is available. Indeed, because of the storage characteristic,
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we hypothesize that it is useful to: (1) tackle time variant demand patterns by re-

warding users that accept delay, (2) reduce real-time capacity, and (3) stabilize prices.

Unfortunately, applications must be adapted to work in a transaction base or mediated

by proxy servers, which hide unconnected periods. We assume an operation with proxy

servers controlled by the service infrastructure.

4.3.3 The Service Infrastructure

All elements to support IP-related functions and basic networking services as well

as components to configure, control, and charge for networking services form part of

this infrastructure. The dynamic provision of services by heterogeneous technologies

enables a richer services set tailored to user’s budget and quality needs. Although it

creates challenges related to how each technology understands and implements QoS

requirements and how to orchestrate them.

In general, it is necessary to guarantee end to end application’s requirements by

configuring and controlling network resources, which depends on the end to end nodes

being connected. While interactions within an AP need only to configure AP’s QoS

mechanisms, in remote interactions, besides the AP configuration, it is required to

configure and control every router in the path as well, most of them not in the operator’s

hands. So at the network edge router, we assume that exists a mechanism to transmit

quality needs to transit providers.

A user enrols in the network by defining a set of expected quality parameters. In

particular, users can tailor selections to their budget. For this activity two modes can be

used: (1) the user defines a per period budget to configure an agent acting in her/his

behalf. The agent is an intermediate entity negotiating and establish connections.

And (2) she/he fixes a per connection budget to establish the connection. Among

things interchanged during the connection process, they are connection parameters

(bandwidth and queue priorities). By this way, the network configures itself for the

application. In this proposal, a router controls the upload and download of traffic in

each transit and backhaul link.

For delay tolerant traffic, we assume that there exists a data relevant period for

users. How long data is relevant depends on its nature and use. We suggest the

delivery time as a quality measure for DTN services.
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4.4 The Service Model

This work extends the IntServ service model [105] including delay tolerant traffic. The

following services will be offered: (1) a fixed guarantee bandwidth with reliable de-

lay bounds. This service is designed for real-time intolerant applications and can be

requested at any time for pre-allocation. (2) A predictive service supplying a fairly

reliable delay bound. This service is going to be used for delay tolerant real-time ap-

plications that can adapt to network conditions. And (3) an as soon as possible service

with two modes: real-time and delay tolerant. The delay tolerant mode uses the real

time channel as soon as the total load is less than the total capacity available in a link.

The proposed operation modes support VoIP, telemetry, conferencing, bandwidth on

demand, and self-provisioning applications. The as soon as possible service in real-time

is used for elastic applications. The delay tolerant mode is used for delay tolerant

applications.

4.5 Service Level Agreements

4.5.1 SLAs for As Soon As Possible Services

The target network scenario includes scarce and expensive resources with possibly low

technically skilled users. Therefore, operators have a two-fold goal for their charging

models: to motivate users to adjust their demand and, at the same time, to keep

them as simple as possible. We suggest use-based pricing as the correct category for

pricing these services, where reducing the number of elements included is extremely

important. The simplest model for usage base pricing is to charge the volume of

information transferred during a customer’s session at a specific time interval.

However, for services working over the DTN, other elements have to be included

in SLAs, such as packet loss and delivery delay. The DTN definition is built over un-

guaranteed continuous end to end paths routing over opportunistic contacts between

nodes on the network. The opportunistic operation entails a potential data loss be-

cause intermediate nodes in the virtual path from the origin to the destination cannot

communicate. Applications, such as e-mail or bank transactions, require zero lost,

others, such as health care continuous monitoring, can operate with packet lost.

Even though general DTNs are prone to lose data, network operators using this

technology can reduce and almost eliminate this condition. They can implement mecha-

nisms to coordinate operations with mechanic backhaul providers in order to establish

routes, schedules, and connection times. Additionally, they can use their real time
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connection as the backup infrastructure to assure delivery in special cases. Therefore,

we exclude the packet loss of the elements to establish SLAs.

In this work, we understand delivery delay as the time required to transport and

deliver data belonging to one specific service from the source to the destination. The

measure is precise and counts until the last packet is delivered. By using this metric,

not only users receive valuable information faster, but also operators use it as inputs

to match infrastructures and time requirements.

In summary, we suggest two elements to be incorporated in in delay tolerant service

level agreements: delay time user specified and volume of data transferred.

4.5.2 SLAs for Real Time Services

SLAs for these services include two alternative contracts: long term contracts for as-

sured quality and short term contract for bandwidth or buffer reservation.

In long term contracts, the user agrees to a series of flow and filter specifications.

The flow specification includes the quality desired levels which are used to parametrize

resources classes on routers. It also includes a utility function for each type of flow and

that enables the operator to configure and track network usage (volume and time), so

a new flow is always subject to admission control. The filter specification is used to

map packets from user’s application into resources classes.

In short term contracts, a user sends the flow and filter specification for a specific

time interval. The operator based on prices admits the request and allocates and

configures the routers along the path for that service. This service is discussed in

chapter 6. In this case, the agreement is for the resource reservation time.

4.6 Data for Simulation, Testing, and Models’ Validation

This section has the goal of presenting the data that we use for testing throughout

the whole research process. Data include traffic measures per service and reference

values for initial investment and operational costs. All important issues for revenue

forecasting.

4.6.1 Traffic by Service

Different approaches to demand forecasting can be employed ranging from packets

counts to users demographics. Since pricing models differentiate based on services, the

detail approach of tracking packets transmitted per time unit and projecting them in
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the future is not adequate to estimate services’ income, due to there is no link between

packets and their corresponding service. The number of users in the network can be

used to estimate services forecasting. But this alternative is not convenient to set

priorities and calculate capacity. Operators, in this case, ignore the required resources’

quantities per service. Therefore, we need an approach in the middle of these two

extremes. In fact, the approach for service forecasting needs to satisfy the following

requirements:

• The solution should report forecasting for each service by the unit of time. Fol-

lowing ideas of [126], it must be in the range of minutes or hours. Forecast should

capture variability during the day, weeks and months.

• The solution must model service times.

• Demand data should somehow be attached to socio-economic assumptions.

These requirements lead us to choose traffic demand from an actual test-bed tar-

geting the socio-economic characteristics in rural regions. This design decision allows

us to model the worst scenario. So if our models predict a profitable or sustainable

deployment, it is expected that using the same model with less extreme conditions will

preserve the profitable or sustainable property. Indeed, we employ two workload statis-

tics from an actual test-bed [108, 127]. That deployment is undertaken in a region with

the presumed socio-economic characteristics and located in a rural area. Their authors

present investment, maintenance costs, and traffic volumes per application, time, and

direction (upload/download).

4.6.1.1 First Data Set

In this work, we refer to data contained in [127] as the first data set. It corresponds to

traffic statistics from the deployment in an early stage 1.

4.6.1.2 Second Data Set

In this work, we refer to data contained in [108] as the second data set. It represents

the network’s usage at a more mature stage 2.

The traffic contribution by application is presented in [108]. To calculate the DTN

enabled traffic share, we add all traffic from applications that are set to work in a

1 this information is found at: https : //github.com/lmarent/ThesisData/tree/master/F irstDataSet
2 this information is found at: https : //github.com/lmarent/ThesisData/tree/master/SecondDataSet
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delay tolerant way. This is: Facebook (24.1%), Google (22.3%), news related (4.3%),

Youtube (2.1%), and others (3%). Authors in [127] show that traffic belonging to the

quality assured category counts for more than 20% of the total traffic and decreases to

7% on their last report [108]. Therefore, we assume the last value reported and assign

the rest for real time traffic. This data is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Simulation demand related parameters by service

Parameter DTN Enabled Real Traffic a QAT b

Elasticity 1.45 1.45 1.337

Demand contribution (%) 63.8 29.2 7

Sensitivity to delivery

time(βT )

0.01,0.13, 0.01 0 0

Delay tolerant Yes No No

Reference price ( Usd
unit

) 0.02 0.02 0.02

a Traffic that cannot use the delay tolerant backhauls and is deployed as best-effort.
b Quality assured traffic.

4.6.2 Demand Parameters

Using the elasticities presented in [128], we calculate the evolving potential market size

as(t) (demand at zero price) and the sensitivity of demand to prices βsP during the day

for business days and weekends. We split reported hourly demand into minute demand

maintaining constant price’s sensitivities.

4.6.3 Investment Cost for Setting Up Infrastructure

In addition to data reported in the actual test-bed, we estimate the infrastructure costs

for the network envisioned. For executing this estimation, we conceive the worse case

scenario for which electric power should be included and a point to point WiFi antennae

is used for the backhaul link. The specific WiFi bridge and radio were suggested by

the authors of the book [13], which have deployed several distance links. Likewise,

we follow their directions for the solar energy equipment and batteries. Table 4.2

summaries investment costs. These values are included as references and can change

according to the deployment region and expected coverage area.

Additionally, we show in Figure 4.2 real time backhaul costs per mega byte (x axis)

for different bandwidth rates and rental cost per month (y axis). It serves to understand

the minimal cost that an operator can charge to users assuming the reference investment

costs. As the reader can observe, as long as the monthly required rate for supporting
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Table 4.2: Summary of investment costs

Cost Type Cost Subtype Value (USD)

Wi-Fi Outdoor Equipment 4500

Power 1438

Equipment Servers and routers 8168

Power 11814

Housing 3000

Total 28920

demand increases from 32 kbps to 1 mbps, the cost per mega byte transmitted is

decreased. Reduced rental cost alleviates this situation a little bit, but it is clear that is

more important to raise demand as well as decrease infrastructure costs. In particular,

the architecture presented in chapter 7 is designed for reducing the equipment and

servers cost subtype to near zero values. The design decision is to use and develop

open source code running in Linux, so the provider can use inexpensive computers with

almost zero software costs. Even thought, this decision, as we will see, constraints the

service architecture.
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Figure 4.2: Cost of 1 MB per bandwidth rate monthly rental cost
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4.6.4 Other Parameters

Other parameters used in simulations are shown in Table 4.3. Parameters taking values

in a range are presented as three arguments: the initial, final, and increment values.

Table 4.3: General network parameters

Parameter Value

1 Channel(Kbps) 32

Annual investment rate(%) 2,14,6

Monthly fixed cost (Usd) 330

Cost by channel (Usd) 40,150,10

Mechanic backhaul cost (Usd) 15,65,10

Initial working Hour 5

Final working Hour 19

Cycle time (T1) 7

Investment periods 60

Even though [127] provide a very useful snapshot of the actual demand for a de-

ployment, the information presented is incomplete to determine operators’ performance

boundaries, which is one of the purposes of the present work. In particular, understand-

ing the evolution of important measures such as gross profits and total demand in the

long term is critical. The technology adoption process is the fundamental underlying el-

ement that explains their evolution. To simulate long term demand evolution dynamics,

the diffusion models summarized in [129] are employed in its discrete version.

Two facts lead us to select the discrete version of the bass model. first, the possibility

of using a discrete time to control intervals between demand revisions, and second, it

is important to guide the diffusion process by the influential factor of innovators on

followers, assuming the commitment of anchor customers (innovators) at the beginning

of the network deployment.

Finally, we assume the network has reached the saturation level for the latest data

of [108]. We also select months as the interval for demand forecasting with demand

starting in 50% of the saturated value.
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5

Third Discrimination Pricing

Models

Previous research has reported a positive and significant relationship between invest-

ment in information and communication technology (ICT) and economic growth; telecom-

munications [130], in particular, have a profound informational role in reducing transac-

tion costs to increase market efficiencies and reduce uncertainty. In developing countries

an additional point in the telecommunication index leads to increase 133% the broad-

band access, [10]. Therefore, given the present Internet gap between developing and

developed countries (ITU [131]), it is crucial to create new alternatives to incentive the

investment of private entrepreneurs.

However, two main challenges exist to create such alternatives: low population den-

sities and low income, which may be located in rural settings. Chapters 2, 3 introduce

new alternative technologies to counteract these problems. On one hand, researchers

using the Delay Tolerant Network Architecture (DTN) have established an almost zero

investment alternative, but they do not provide guidelines on how to price the new

possible services nor any indication regarding operators’ profitability. On the other

hand, new pricing mechanisms to control the behavior of users and providers have been

introduced, but most of them apply for commercial networks targeting profits goals.

Therefore, it is required to understand the potential of new technologies and to

create new pricing mechanisms explicitly targeted to enable affordable Internet access.

These two are the contributions of this chapter. Based on a continuous pricing model,

we illustrate that projects using the DTN architecture have a positive net present

value. To reach that result, we employ datasets introduced in chapter 4. Additionally,

we present an exploration regarding how far the use of this technology helps to attain
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profitable deployments with the service model proposed in subsection 4.4. Our findings

indicate that it is possible to support the investment by the predicted gross profit of

our model.

Unsustainable networks lost value every time that a unit of bandwidth is sold at the

average cost. Nonetheless, whenever there are customers that are willing to pay more

than the average cost, it is beneficial to increase the price for those customers. We

hypothesize that the remaining value is affordable if service differentiation is enabled.

Two components to test this hypothesis are introduced: (1) the pricing elements to

form service level agreements, and (2) a pricing model that promotes a cooperation

between providers and a set of customers. In this regard, our results show a positive

effect of service differentiation which improves profits by 10% without any customer

additional payment.

The pricing models follow the ideas of third degree discrimination models, section

5.1.

5.1 Pricing With Multiple Technologies and Type of Ser-

vices

In this model the operator uses different technologies I = {1, 2, ..., I} to offer a set of

services. The first technology (a mechanic backhaul technology) transports data on

physical devices and suffers high delays such as hours or days. Services are divided into

delay tolerant services ST, and real time services SR depending on whether they can

or can’t be deployed with the delay tolerant technology. The rest of the technologies

transmit data in real time. We denote the mechanic backhaul expected delivery time as

the cycle time T1. Real time technologies are characterized by a unitary lease cost Ci

and a maximum transmission rate Ki, i ∈ I \ {1}. The mechanic backhaul technology

is characterized by a maximum data capacity possible to transport K1 within the cycle

time and its corresponding unitary cost C1. Without loss of generality, it is assumed

that the technology set I is ordered by the costs, so C1 6 C2... 6 CI . Now, the main

modelling assumptions are introduced.
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5.1.1 Assumptions

5.1.1.1 Demand

Embracing the demand constructions suggested by [132], we fix the relationship between

demand, price and time by the following linear function:

D(P, T ) = a− βPP − βTT, (5.1)

where a is the potential market size, and βP and βT are the corresponding sensitivity of

demand to price and delivery time. Due to fluctuations in demand within days, hours,

and between days, the potential market must be generalized. We propose the potential

market a to be a continuous differentiable function that depends on time.

We also adopt Grade of Service (GoS) to make quality operational for delay tolerant

services. [133] defines GoS as a set of traffic engineering variables used to measure the

adequacy of a group of resources to fulfil a service under a specified condition. Specif-

ically, researchers (see [134, 135, 136]) have proposed measure the average behavior

that a user can expect during service consumption, instead of instantaneous assess-

ments. Following this idea, DTN operators are interested in measuring the resource’s

adequacy (multiple connection modes) to user’s preferences on time of delivery, which

is the weighted average time (T savg) required to get answers to a user’s request belonging

to one specific service.

Then, the aggregate demand form for service s employed in this proposal is:

Ds(t, P s(t), T savg) = as(t)− βsPP s(t)− βsTT savg. (5.2)

An important assumption behind the demand function is that users pay more as

operators increase the use of real time technologies. In fact, they are paying to receive

information immediately instead of waiting the remaining cycle time of the mechanic

backhaul technology. For real time services, we have βsT = 0, ∀s ∈ SR.

5.1.1.2 Constant Capacity Within the Cycle Time

The proposal assumes that real time connections’ capacities are not able to increase

dynamically as more demand is requested from users. This is the result of static contract

with transit providers or the lack of an adapting capacity scheme that reduce costs for

the ISP. In particular, it is assumed constant capacity for long periods of time.

Mechanic backhaul capacity is determined by the connection bandwidth and the

total time that vehicles are connected to the main gateway. Maintaining a constant
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mechanic backhaul capacity means that the opportunistic connection time between

vehicles and the gateway is always the same, and a vehicle’s connecting link could

maintain a constant bandwidth during this connection time.

5.1.2 Mathematical Model

The following is the mathematical formulation that represents the optimal decisions of

operators. Under this model operators maximize their gross profits (income minus lease

costs) by deciding the total traffic offered to the market and the connection technologies

used. From (5.3) we compute optimal prices.

Max

∫ T1

0

∑
s∈S

(
P s(t)

∑
I

F si (t)−
∑
I

CiF
s
i (t)

)
dt

Subject to

I
′
(t) = −

∑
s∈ST

F s1 (t), I(T1) > 0, I(0) = K1 (5.3a)

∑
I

F si (t) = as(t)− βsPP s(t)− βsTT savg, ∀s ∈ S (5.3b)∑
s∈S

F si (t) 6 Ki, ∀i ∈ I \ {1} (5.3c)

T savg =
R1(t)F s1 (t)∑

I F
s
i (t)

, ∀s ∈ ST (5.3d)

F si (t) > 0, ∀s ∈ S,∀i ∈ I, P s(t) > 0, ∀s ∈ S. (5.3e)

Variables F si (t) represent the traffic going by technology i for service s at time t,

P s(t) is the price charged for service s, and R1(t) = 2T1 − t denotes the time required

to deliver the information when using the mechanic backhaul technology.

Constraint (5.3a) indicates that the instantaneous change in the backlog of traffic

going to be fulfilled by the mechanic backhaul connection is equal to the sum of all

flows using it. It also indicates that the aggregate services’ flows using the mechanic

backhaul connection may not be more than the capacity available K1 (initial condition).

In particular, this condition must be true at the end cycle time.

Constraint (5.3b) establishes that demand must go by either of the technologies. It

constitutes the relationship between the used technology, price and service mean deliv-

ery time. Constraint (5.3c) indicates that the sum of flows using a real time connection

must be less than or equal to the capacity available. Constraint (5.3d) establishes the

mean time for a request using different technologies. The delivery time for real con-

nections is zero and the equation is simpler than assuming a different delivery time for
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each of the real time technologies. Finally, we have the non-negativity conditions for

flows and prices (5.3e).

5.1.3 Optimal Policy Algorithm

First, we transform formulation 5.3 by substituting T savg and P s(t) in the objective

function. The transformed model is:

max−→
F

π(
−→
F ) =

∫ T1

0

∑
s∈S

(
as(t)

βsP

(∑
I

F si (t)

)
− 1

βsP

(∑
I

F si (t)

)2

−
∑
I

CiF
s
i (t)

)
−
∑
s∈SR

βsT
βsP

(R1(t)F s1 (t))

 dt

Subject to I
′
(t) = −

∑
s∈ST

F s1 (t), I(T1) > 0, I(0) = K1 (5.4a)

∑
s∈S

F si (t) 6 Ki, ∀i ∈ I \ {1}, F si (t) > 0, ∀i ∈ I. (5.4b)

Let λsi (t), µi(t) denote multiplier functions for the sets of non-negative inequalities

in F si (t) and for capacity constraints in real time technologies. Let θ(t) denote the

associated multiplier function for the mechanic backhaul’s capacity technology. The

Lagrangian using these functions is:

L(
−→
F ,
−→
λ ,−→µ , θ) = π(

−→
F ) +

∑
s∈S

∑
i∈I

λsi (t)F
s
i (t) +

∑
i∈I\{1}

µi(t)[Ki −
∑
s∈S

F si (t)]−
∑
s∈ST

θ(t)F s1 (t). (5.5)

The following are the optimality conditions; for details on optimal control methods

please refer to [137]:

LFsi (
−→
F ,
−→
λ ,−→µ , θ) =

as(t)

βsP
− 2

βsP

(∑
I

F si (t)

)
− C1 −

βsT
βsP

R1(t) + λs1(t)− θ(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ S, i = 1

(5.6a)

LFsi (
−→
F ,
−→
λ ,−→µ , θ) =

as(t)

βsP
− 2

βsP

(∑
I

F si (t)

)
− Ci + λsi (t)− µi(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ S, i 6= 1 (5.6b)

θ
′
(t) = 0, λsi (t) > 0, λsi (t)F

s
i (t) = 0, ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ I (5.6c)

µi(t) > 0, µi(t)[Ki −
∑
s∈S

F si (t)] = 0, ∀i ∈ I \ {1} (5.6d)

I
′
(t) = −

∑
s∈ST

F s1 (t), θ(T1) > 0, θ(T1)I(T1) = 0. (5.6e)

From 5.6 and integrating θ
′
(t) = 0, we have θ(t) = θ0. The last set of equations

can be used to deduce an algorithm to calculate the optimal path of each of the F si (t)

variables. For that purpose, we can rewrite the optimality conditions for all s ∈ SR at

time t as λsi (t) = 2
βsP
{F si (t) +

∑
j 6=i F

s
j (t)} + Ci − as(t)

βsP
+ µi(t). This form is used in

Proposition 1.
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Proposition 1. The optimal policy for real time services in absence of capacity con-

straints is to use the cheapest real time technology.

This proposition can be extended for delay tolerant services; in particular, operators

optimally use the mechanic backhaul technology as long as the problem satisfies C2 −
C1 >

βsT
βsP
R1(t). In other words, this condition means that users are willing to wait for

content; instead of, paying for it. For the sake of completeness, we are going to derive

the optimal policy in an inductive way starting with two technologies and only real

time services. Then, we extend results to include mechanic backhaul services.

From the Proposition 1 and assuming enough capacity, we have two optimal flow

assignments derived from the optimality conditions: F s2 (t)∗ = 0 whenever C2 > as(t)
βsP

and F s2 (t)∗ =
as(t)−C2βsP

2 when C2 <
as(t)
βsP

. The associated multiplier functions for each

case λsi (t)
∗ = Ci− as(t)

βsP
,∀i > 2 and λs2(t)∗ = 0, λsi (t)

∗ = Ci−C2,∀i > 2. When different

technologies have the same cost, we can break the tie by choosing the minimum index.

To handle capacity constraints, let’s assume that at time t the remaining capacity for

the cheapest technology satisfies 0 < δ2(t) <
as(t)−C2βsP

2 and there is enough capacity in

the next technology. By virtue of the optimality conditions, we have as(t)
βsP
− 2
βsP
{F s2 (t)+

F s3 (t)}−C2 = µ2(t) and as(t)
βsP
− 2
βsP
{F s2 (t)+F s3 (t)}−C3 = 0, from which we can conclude

that F s2 (t)∗ must be equal to the remaining capacity δ2(t). Otherwise µ2(t) = 0 and

λs2(t) = C2 − C3 < 0 will not follow the optimality conditions. Therefore, µ2(t)∗ must

be increased in the value C3 − C2 and F s3 (t)∗ =
as(t)−C3βsP

2 − δ2(t).

In general, we can assume that there exist (p, k), 2 < p 6 k 6 I, for which δi(t) =

0,∀i : 2 6 i < p and
∑k

i=p δi(t) >
as(t)−CkβsP

2 . Replacing this set of assumptions in the

optimality conditions, we have the following optimal assignments:

F si (t)∗ = δi(t), λsi (t)
∗ = 0, µi(t)

∗+ = (Ck − Ci), ∀i ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}

F sk (t)∗ =
as(t)− CkβsP

2
−
k−1∑
i=p

δj(t), λ
s
k(t)∗ = 0, µk(t)∗ = 0

F si (t)∗ = 0, λsi (t)
∗ = Ck +

2

βsP

k−1∑
i=p

δj(t)−
as(t)

βsP
, µi(t)

∗ = 0, ∀i ∈ {k + 1, ..., I}.

When
∑k−1

i=p δi(t) <
as(t)−Ck−1β

s
P

2 and
∑k−1

i=p δi(t) >
as(t)−CkβsP

2 , from the optimality

conditions, it must be assigned λsk(t)
∗ =

2

βsP

∑k−1
i=p δi(t) + Ck − as(t)

βsP
and µi(t)

∗+ =

(Ck − λsk(t)∗ − Ci) ,∀i ∈ {2, ..., k − 1}.
Finally, if there is not a k 6 I such that

∑k
i=p δi(t) >

as(t)−CkβsP
2 , then, by virtue

of the optimality conditions the optimal flow and multiplier assignments are F si (t)∗ =
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δi(t), λ
s
i (t)
∗ = 0, and µi(t)

∗ = as(t)
βsP
− Ci − 2

βsP

∑I
i=p δi(t).

From the last formula, it can be concluded that the algorithm must proceed by

assigning flows to services with greater as(t)
βsP

, which in term of the problem means to

assign flow to more profitable services.

For a delay tolerant service s ∈ ST and the mechanic backhaul technology (i = 1),

we have

λs1(t) =
2

βsP
{F s1 (t) +

∑
i 6=1

F si (t)}+ C1 −
as(t)

βsP
+
βsT
βsP

R1(t) + θ0. (5.8)

Let C1 = C1 + θ0 +
βsT
βsP
R1(t) denotes the adjusted cost of the mechanic backhaul

technology at time t. The equation after replacing C1 can be understood as any other

technology with unlimited instantaneous capacity. In particular, whenever C1 < C2

the optimal flow F s1 (t) must be equal to F s1 (t)∗ =
as(t)− C1β

s
P

2
.

Assuming as(t) and R1(t) are integrable functions, θ0 is equal to:

θ0 =
2K1 −

∑
s∈ST

−C1T1 +
∫ T1

0
a(t)− βsT

βsP
R1(t)dt

T1
∑
s∈ST

βsP
. (5.9)

A specific form for function as(t) is used to integrate optimal paths F s1 (t)∗. We

assume a linear form by pieces in TZ = {t0, .., tZ} subintervals covering the set [0, T1]

where the piece z is defined as as(t)z = ms
zt + lsz for t ∈ [tr, tz+1]. Because as(t) must

be continuous, we have that ms
z−1t+ lsz−1 = ms

zt+ lsz ∀t ∈ {t1, t2, ..., tZ−1}.
The Algorithm 1 incorporates previous results to determine the optimal flows. Ob-

serve that we only show the function applyPolicyWithTimeAverage (algorithm 2) due

to the function applyPolicyWithoutTimeAverage has the same operation but with fewer

cases.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to calculate the optimal flow assignment for different tech-

nologies at time t

1: function calculateOptimalAssignment(t, βsT , β
s
P , T1, Tavg)

2: ordServices = SortServices() . Sort services based on the value as(t)/βsP
3: R1(1) = 2T1 − t
4: for s in ordServices do

5: if isDelayTolerant(s) then

6: if isConstrained(t, βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t)) then

7: Call applyPolicyWithTimeAverage(t, as(t), βsT , β
s
P , R1(t), Tavg)

8: else

9: Call applyPolicyWithoutTimeAverage(t, as(t), βsP )

10: end if

11: else

12: Call applyPolicyWithoutTimeAverage(t, as(t), βsP )

13: end if

14: end for

15: end function
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1: function isConstrained(t, βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t))

2: c = False

3: if isUsingBackhaulTechnology() == True then

4: if isUsingRealT imeTechnologies() == True then

5: CTec = getCheapestRealT imeTechnology()

6: if C1 < CTec then

7: if Tavg < R1(t) then

8: c = True

9: end if

10: end if

11: end if

12: end if

13: return c

14: end function

1: function calculateModifiedOptimalFlow(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Cj , C1)

2: bt = as(t)− (βsT ∗ Tavg)

3: v1 = (bt − (Cj ∗ βsP ))/2

4: v2 = ((Tavg ∗ βsP )/(2 ∗ R1(t))) ∗ (Cj − C1)

5: return v1 + v2
6: end function

1: function calculateBackhaulEnoughFlow(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Cj , C1)

2: v1 = (as(t)− (βsT ∗ Tavg))/2

3: v2 = (Cj ∗ βsP )/2

4: v3 = (Tavg ∗ βsP ∗ (Cj − C1))/(2R1(t))

5: v4 = ((v1 − v2 + v3) ∗ Tavg)/R1(t)

6: return v4
7: end function

1: function calculateReducedCstNotEnoughCapacity(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Cj , F

s(t), γ)

2: v1 = (as(t)− (βsT ∗ Tavg))/βsP
3: v2 = ((2Fs(t)/βsP ) ∗ R1(t))/(R1(t)− Tavg)

4: return v1 − v2 − Cj + (γ ∗ Tavg)

5: end function

5.2 The Operators’ Behavior

At the beginning of the chapter, we suggest that technologies lowering costs have the

potential of increasing the coverage of the Internet in areas not connected, by creating

new profitable alternatives. In this section, it is tested whether the DTN architecture

using the explained model can create the required conditions for local entrepreneurs to

find new deployments attractive. Costs, traffic requirements, and investment rates are

elements that frequently change between areas and must be considered in the financial

evaluation of plans. For this reason, we develop a sensitivity analysis composed of 2700

different settings. For each setting, we construct the optimal policy throughout sixty

months.
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Algorithm 2 This calculates the optimal allocation when the time average constraint

is active
1: function applyPolicyWithTimeAverage(t, as(t), βsT , β

s
P , R1(t), Tavg)

2: Fs(t) = 0, p = 0, k = 0

3: for i in I \ {1} do

4: ri = getRemainingCapacity(t, i)

5: D(t) = calculateModifiedOptimalF low(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Ci, C1)

6: if D(t) > 0 then

7: if ri == 0 then

8: p = p + 1

9: else

10: tv = (ri + Fs(t)) ∗ (R1(t)/(R1(t)− Tavg))

11: if (tv) > D(t) then

12: break

13: else

14: Fs(t) = Fs(t) + ri, k = k + 1

15: end if

16: end if

17: else

18: break

19: end if

20: end for .

From 2 to p the flow allocation is 0, from p to k there is a flow allocation, for indexes greater than k, the allocation is 0.

21: if D(t) ≤ 0 then

22: bt ← as(t)− (Tavg ∗ βsT ))

23: if C1 > bt/β
s
P then

24: µ1(t)← C1 − (bt/β
s
P )

25: for j ∈ I \ {1} do

26: µj(t)← Cj − (bt/β
s
P )

27: end for

28: else

29: µ1(t)← 0, γ ← (((bt/β
s
T )− C1))/(R1(t)− Tavg)

30: for j ∈ I \ {0} do

31: µj(t)← Cj − (bt/β
s
P )− (γ ∗ Tavg)

32: end for

33: end if

34: else

35: Fs1 (t) = calculateBackhaulEnoughFlow(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Ck, C1)

36: γ = (Ck − C1)/R1(t)

37: if k < |I \ {1}| then

38: Fs(t) = Fs1 (t)∗

39: for idx = 0; idx < |I \ {1}|; + + idx do

40: if idx < p then

41: Fsidx(t)∗ = 0

42: else if (p ≤ idx) < (idx ≤ k) then

43: ridx = getRemainingCapacity(idx)

44: if (Fs(t) + ridx) ≥ D(t)(R1(t)− Tavg)/(R1(t)) then

45: Fsidx(t)∗ = D(t)− Fs(t), Fs(t) = Fs(t) + Fsidx(t)∗

46: else

47: Fsidx(t)∗ = ridx
48: end if

49: else if idx > k then

50: µidx = Cidx + (2 ∗D(t)/βsP )− ((as(t)− βsT ∗ Tavg)/βsP )

51: end if

52: end for

53: else

54: for idx = 0; idx < |I \ {1}|; + + idx do

55: ridx = getRemainingCapacity(idx)

56: µidx = calculateReducedCstNotEnoughCapacity(as(t), βsT , β
s
P , Tavg, R1(t), Cj , F

s(t), γ)

57: if ridx == 0 then

58: Fsidx(t)∗ = 0

59: else

60: Fsidx(t)∗ = ridx
61: end if

62: end for

63: end if

64: end if

65: end function
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5.2.1 Behavior of Operators Using Only Mechanic Backhaul Connec-

tions

In this subsection, we discuss the general performance of operators only using mechanic

backhaul technologies. The discussion of price charged and flows offered is delayed to

the next subsection to compare services’ optimal policies and their implications. The

assumptions made to obtain these results are: (1) operators can offer only delay tolerant

services, (2) there already exists a transportation medium to connect the area, and

(3) operators use kiosk centers for deployment; thus, investment costs are the lowest

possible.

In Figure 5.1 we present the general behavior of gross profits. In the worst case

analysed (mechanic backhaul’s rental cost taking half the value of a 32 Kbps satellite

connection, 14% investment rate, and time sensitivity of 0.1) operators can support

7.227 US dollars in fixed costs plus investment. According to [138] operational cost

per kiosk/month is 70 US dollars and capital investment is between 100 and 700 US

dollars per kiosk, which means a discounted total of 3800 US dollars per kiosk for the

five year horizon. Hence, operators are able to provide services and their net present

value (VPN) under this scenario is 3427 US dollars (the right part of Figure 5.1). A

positive VPN is also expected for time sensitivity values less or equal than 0.13.
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Figure 5.1: Gross profits by mechanic back-haul rental cost and sensitivity to time.

Parameters: mechanic backhaul cycle capacity k1 = 500MBs, q = 0.175

However, scenarios with high βsT are barely found in rural areas with low income

levels. For those regions sensitivity to price dominates sensitivity to time. Table 5.1

presents the relative weight of both sensitivity types for the demand of Http services.

We evaluate a 1 US dollar cent impact on demand, which represents a five percent
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Figure 5.2: Mechanic back-haul operators performance - consolidate traffic by time sen-

sitivity and mechanic back-haul cost. Parameters: mechanic back-haul cycle capacity

k1 = 500MBs, q = 0.175, investment rate: 8%

of the reference price used to construct the demand function, against different time

sensitivity values (βsT ) for the cycle time (14 hours). We assert that people will accept

to wait the cycle time when the relationship lies in the interval (0.8, 1.9). Under this

regime operators have a VPN of 8433 US dollars (8% investment rate) with a time

sensitivity of 0.08 (' 1.9 relative weight) and mechanic back-haul costs of 40 US dollars

per month.

Table 5.1: Relative weight of sensitivities

R1(t) βT ∆P βP
βTR1(t)

βP

14 0.02 0.01 58 0.4828

14 0.04 0.01 58 0.9655

14 0.05 0.01 58 1.2069

14 0.06 0.01 58 1.4483

14 0.08 0.01 58 1.9310

14 0.1 0.01 58 2.4138

Figure 5.2 shows a summary for the traffic within the horizon period. We are in-

terested in understanding how the operator will behave as the market increases its

sensitivity to time. It can be seen that time sensitivity has a stronger effect on opti-

mal demand than mechanic back-haul costs. From the mechanic back-haul operators’
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point of view, these results are suggesting that they must negotiate contracts in which

transporters decrease the cycle time. The original idea from the Darknet project [31]

suggests that operators should implement their own transportation network for de-

ployment. Data plotted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 can be used to determine whether the

additional investment is covered by the reduction in delay and when users are willing

pay for it.

These results do not provide definitive insights on the region’s characteristics that

are more attractive for mechanic back-haul operators. However, we expect that areas

strongly isolated should be the first target, where the time sensitivity is not sharp, users

would prefer to have some service than no service at all, and with expensive real time

channels costs. Moreover, mechanic back-haul operators in areas near to real time

Internet connections will not be able to compete. The relative weight between the

sensitivity of demand to price and time will decrease their possibility to capture traffic.

For this scenario, it is expected that the cost of real time connections dominates the

cost of mechanic back-haul connections plus the time of delay. Therefore, operators

prefer to install real time connections, the optimal decision derived from the model.

Finally, for areas located between these two extreme sides, we argue that a mixed

operation in which providers combine technologies will be better in adjusting the rel-

ative sensitivity weight of offered services. Specifically, operators should be capable of

establishing an equilibrium between income gained as more traffic use the mechanic

back-haul connection and the demand lost by the delay. That option is explored in the

following subsection.

5.2.2 Optimal Behavior of Operators Mixing the Mechanic Back-haul

and Real Time Connections

This subsection has a two-fold purpose. First, we analyse the behavior of a mechanic

back-haul operator with real time channels to seek possible synergies. Second, we

present in detail the service policy used by operators and its implications for users.

The assumptions for these results are: (1) the operator can offer delay tolerant and real

time services, (2) there already exists a transportation medium to connect the area,

and (3) the operator not only uses kiosk centers for deployment, but also it implements

a local network with a wireless access for users. We execute the optimal policy for the

two data sets presented in chapter 4, which allows us to give some insights into the

traffic long term evolution and its impact on optimal prices and traffic.
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5.2.2.1 Behavior Under the First Dataset

In Figure 5.3 gross profits and accumulated demand are plotted. After discounting

the present value of reported fixed costs (2%: 14150, 8%: 12366, 14%: 10953) 1, the

operator is able to support an investment of 2%: 36925, 8%: 31656, 14%: 27513 –

in the worst scenario analysed–. Since investment for deploying an operation center

is 28920 US dollars, we establish that operators would be able to generate profits by

themselves, when they provide real and delay tolerant services. Granting validity to

investment values, the total affordable investment lies between 127% and 95% without

any government intervention.
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Figure 5.3: General measures for performance of operators using mechanic and real time

back-hauls. Parameters: mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs, mechanic back-

haul cost: 25 US dollars/month, real time cost 150kbps/month

Now we discuss the effects of mechanic and real time back-haul deployment lease

costs. In Figure 5.4, it can be seen the weak response of profits to mechanic back-haul

cost. Yet it is not the same case for real time connection costs. Operators using real time

technologies can afford the total investment. However, there are large profit variances

with respect to real time back-haul costs. This means that costs of real time channels

inhibit their use and therefore operators cannot use the full potential of the market.

Invest on infrastructure or decrease operating costs are two alternatives to incentivize

private players to get involved. From these results, we suggest that subsidizing part of

the real time channel lease cost (120 US dollars per month) is the correct action as it

creates conditions for increasing the market, which positively affects income.

1These values must be read as (annual rate of investment: value for that annual rate)
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Figure 5.4: Gross profit by mechanic and real time back-haul costs. Parameters: annual

investment rate: 8%, mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs

In the remainder of this subsection, we present policy details and their consequences

from a user point of view. In Figures 5.5, 5.6 we analyse how traffic is being fulfilled

by operators. As it was expected from the mathematical model, delay tolerant services

(Http and e-mail) are being fulfilled by the mechanic back-haul connection. For these

services, the fulfilled traffic grows faster than forecast since optimal prices during the

day (see Figure 5.6) are below the price used to establish the forecast (0.02 US dollars

by megabyte transmitted), and the mechanic back-haul capacity constraint is always

inactive. For real time services (voice), the growth in traffic for the first ten months

is lower than its forecast, since real time capacity may only increase in discrete values.

Specifically for this period, the optimal operator’s decision is to use only 32 Kbps of

bandwidth and increase it to 64 Kbps after that point.

Results are also indicating that operators would not install enough capacity for

video conferencing services, which are required for health and education. Indeed, only

operators serving more than five centers are going to be able to offer those services by

consolidating bandwidth.

Figure 5.7 presents the optimal policy at the minute level for one day starting at

5:00 am and finishing at 8:00 pm. The optimal policy follows the potential market for

all services. Low levels of demand control operators acting in a monopolistic fashion.

In other words, prices do not take values far from the established reference price. A

huge difference in prices charged between real time and delay tolerance services can be
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Figure 5.5: Traffic evolution by service. Parameter: p=0.001, m=40634.60 MBs,

q=0.175, investment rate: 8%, mechanic back-haul cost 25 USD/month, real time costs

150USD/month

observed, which also explains the underlying reason that enables the use of real time

channels for services in which people pay for minute instead of megabytes. As voice

is normally charged by minute and the average consumption by call is 0.23 MB/min,

the value willing to pay for voice services is four times greater than the value for web

traffic. This fact not only makes possible the deployment of real time services, but

also inhibits the profitable use of real channels for web content or alike. Indeed, if we

assume an operation mode of 7 × 14 each megabyte transmitted cost, channel lease

expenses, 0.025 US dollars and the base reference price (0.02) is below. Thus, the price

is increased and the operator only servers users with high budgets, which was one of

the main conclusions of [139].

Delay tolerant services do not use mixed technologies. Users may not transmit diffe-

rent quality needs to operators and all requests must suffer the cycle time of vehicles,

which in the context of the model means one demand function per service. Even in

isolated areas, different users might have different needs for their services. For instance,

anchor customers (institutions, health centers, etc.) require specific quality parameters

tailored to application needs.
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Figure 5.6: Traffic under the optimal policy by service and hour. Parameters: annual

investment rate: 8%, mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs
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Figure 5.7: Price under the optimal policy by service and hour. Parameters: annual

investment rate: 8%, mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs
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5.2.2.2 Behavior Under the Second Dataset

In Figure 5.8 gross margin is plotted. After discounting the present value of reported

fixed costs (2%: 14150, 8%: 12366, 14%: 10953) 1, operators are able to support an

investment of 2%: 57294, 8%: 47495, 14%: 39904 in the worst case scenario; and 2%:

107185, 8%: 90840, 14%: 77585 for real time costs of 60 Usd scenario. Since investment

for deploying one operation center is 28920 US dollars, we establish that operators have

a positive Net Present Value(NPV) in all scenarios, when they provide real and delay

tolerant services. The total affordable investment lies between 164% and 314% without

any government intervention (investment rate:8%).
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Figure 5.8: Gross margin by real time and mechanic back-haul costs. Parameters: me-

chanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs. Real time costs are expressed in dollars

by each 32 Kbps/Month. Numbers at the top of bars correspond to back-haul costs in

dollars/month.

1These values must be read as (annual rate of investment: value for that annual rate)
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Now we discuss the effects of mechanic and real time back-haul lease costs. As

in the first dataset case, see figure 5.8, a weak gross margin response to mechanic

back-haul cost can be seen. For this dataset the greater demand reduces the profit’s

variance response, so operators are less affected by real time costs. From these results,

we suggest that subsidizing part of the real time channel lease cost (130 US dollars per

32 kbps month) until reaching a mature demand is the correct subsidizing action, as it

creates conditions for increasing the market, which positively affects income.

The total forecast for the traffic being downloaded is plotted in Figure 5.9. The use

of mechanic back-hauls is critical for scenarios with high real time back-haul cost, i.e.,

WCS. In fact, their use is the reason behind the short collapse in traffic (33%), when

compared to the variation in real time costs, which is roughly four times. Furthermore,

data plotted in the Figure 5.9 indicates that the effect of real time costs is more than

two times the effect of the adoption process. Therefore, for regions with high real time

cost, the use of mechanic back-hauls are effective for involving people on the Internet.
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Figure 5.9: Traffic by real time and mechanic back-haul costs. Parameters: mechanic

back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs
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In Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 we analyse how traffic is being fulfilled by operators.

Again delay tolerant traffic is being fulfilled by the mechanic back-haul connection and

the fulfilled traffic grows faster than forecast, see Figure 5.11. Although, it does not

greatly reduce the price because of the tight constraint on capacity, our recommenda-

tion is to transfer physical objects, instead of using Wi-Fi. Following this guideline

operators enlarge the bandwidth of mechanic back-hauls as well as satisfy the schedule

of transportation entities.

Real time traffic is highly variable between scenarios. In the WCS, the optimal

operator’s decision is to provide the service whenever capacity is not full. For the rest

of scenarios, users demand this service, but quantities depend on how often the provider

finds increase capacity profitable, see how the traffic takes a step form. The average

price remains almost constant during periods (1% decrease), but it decreases 46%

between scenarios. Therefore, these results are suggesting that prices mostly depend

on technology costs.

Quality assured traffic is always provided. The average price difference between

WCS and BCS scenarios is only 9.3%, which means that operators take advantage of

their monopolist’s position and charge more to users. For scenarios with real time

back-haul rental cost less than 135 USD, the provider is going to have enough capacity

for video conference and voice over IP, which are required for health and education.

But it is important to have mechanisms to guarantee quality, otherwise non quality

assured traffic will consume all the bandwidth. For scenarios with real time back-haul

cost greater that 135 USD, delay tolerant traffic does not use mixed technologies.
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Figure 5.10: Traffic evolution by service. Parameters: investment rate: 8%, mechanic

back-haul cost 25 USD/month
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Figure 5.11: Services’ demand by hour of the day. Parameters: annual investment rate:

8%, mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs

5.2.3 Economies of Scale

In Figure 5.13 we present results on economies of scale reachable by operators when

demand grows. The x-axis represents the expand factor for demand, i.e., an expand

factor of two means that the double of the actual demand reported was used. The y-axis

represents the calculated expand factor on profits (5.13) and traffic (5.14). Economies

of scale exist for expand factors in profits greater than one. Expand factors not greater

than one mean that operators have a decrease in performance as the demand increases.

We have simulated the following three scenarios, in which real time capacity can be

upgraded and their costs increase proportionally.

1. A growing demand with constant mechanic back-haul capacity (k1 constant). Un-

der this scenario we cover deployments in which the mechanic back-haul capacity

is constrained by opportunistic contacts’ time and the wireless technology used

to establish connections. Ferries do not stop to pick or deliver physical devices.
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Figure 5.12: Services’ price by hour of the day. Parameters: annual investment rate: 8%,

mechanic back-haul cycle capacity k1=500 MBs

2. The demand as well as the mechanic back-haul capacity grows, but the cost of the

mechanic back-haul capacity remains constant (k1 variable, C1 constant). This

scenario covers deployments with ferries stopping in the area and operators send-

ing and receiving information in physical devices with huge capacity. We argue

that costs do not increase as long as providers pay for devices’ transportation.

3. The demand, mechanic back-haul capacity and costs grow. This scenario covers

deployments where connections between ferries and gateways use wireless net-

works and ferries have to prolong their contact times to extend capacity. Providers

pay for the time that ferries should remain within the contact area.

In terms of profits (see Figure 5.13) and delay tolerant traffic, results suggest that

operators will benefit of economies of scale as long as they can increase back-haul

capacity (scenarios 2 and 3). Two recommendations can be suggested from these results:

(1) operators have to promote agreements with current transportation providers in

which they pay for delivery of physical objects and not by time of connectivity. As we

explain before, 500 MBs per cycle are enough to cover the actual demand; this level of

capacity has been obtained with a provider maintaining 15-18 minutes contacts with

an estimate of 150 MBs per 4-5 minutes. (2) If those agreements cannot be established,
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5. THIRD DISCRIMINATION PRICING MODELS

then the operator should review for alternatives to deploy their own transportation

facilities as the Darknet project recommends.

Scenarios 2 and 3 are also suggesting that back-haul operators are going to extend

their services to more than one place, not only to naturally increase their demand, but

also to decrease fixed costs, such as labor and maintenance, by prorating them against

different markets. Previous studies such as [140], [141] suggest, based on empirical

data, that small companies and local entrepreneurs must be the target of governments

for this kind of deployment. Our results support the same idea as long as the economies

of scale in real traffic are not strong enough for the demand levels of these markets.

In terms of traffic, as was expected when back-haul capacity remains constant,

operators are not able to support the demand and decrease offered traffic by increasing

prices. The plot shows that enlarging three times demand is only followed by a 1.67

traffic expand, in the best scenario (lowest costs for back-haul and real time connec-

tions). This means that networks with huge amounts of traffic and severe mechanic

back-haul constraints will only be used by high buyer capacity users, as shadow prices

for the inventory constraint grow on mechanic back-hauls.

5.2.4 Common Conclusions on Providers’ Behavior

1. Demand is not enough at the beginning for a profitable deployment; therefore,

real time costs define which deployments are feasible. For this case, the correct

action is to subsidize a part of the real time back-haul lease costs, so demand can

mature and the network became sustainable.

2. In the scenarios modelled, as demand matures, the provider starts to exercise the

monopoly power by rising prices. Another model is required to control provider’s

power. An alternative proposal addressing this observation is presented in chapter

6.

3. As long as the DTN capacity can grow, the economies of scale show a positive

effect on the operators’ performance. Two theoretical results for real time ser-

vices are presented in [142], [61] for perfect competition and monopoly settings

respectively. The paper on perfect competition suggests that customers highly

sensitive to prices will be served with few quality classes and less sensitive cus-

tomers are served with a tailored option. The second paper concludes that a

monopoly operator constraints traffic and imposes high prices. Therefore, the

results combined are suggesting that a provider acting like a monopolist increases
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Figure 5.13: Analysis on economies of scale profits. Parameters: annual investment

rate: 8%. K1Cons : Fixed back-haul capacity. K1V ar : increasing back-haul capacity.

C1Cons : Fixed back-haul cost. C1V ar : Increasing back-haul cost. Lines with triangle

marks correspond to the maximum value found for different configurations. Cycle marks

correspond to the minimum value found for configurations.

the DTN capacity, deploys as many hotspots as possible to increase the demand

resulting from DTN enable services, but constraints real time traffic to serve only

less sensitive price users as the average cost of a MB can only be supported by

those users. Instead, a non-monopolist provider not only increases DTN capacity

and the number of hotspots, but also it is going to implementing dynamic quality

operation for users.

4. In early deployment stages, the provider is going to use only mechanic back-hauls

for delay tolerant traffic. This is not completely adequate for users expecting more

quality (i.e., users expecting an almost normal web experience) and able to pay

for it. We advocate for the need to complement the architecture to let users define

their requirements and establish mechanisms to price accordingly. For operators

the architecture will increase the deployment success probability, as they generate

additional revenues from the same market. A discussion of a pricing mechanism

for that operation mode is the topic of the following subsection.
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Figure 5.14: Analysis on economies of scale traffic. Parameters: annual investment

rate: 8%. K1Cons : Fixed back-haul capacity. K1V ar : increasing back-haul capacity.

C1Cons : Fixed back-haul cost. C1V ar : Increasing back-haul cost. Lines with triangle

marks correspond to the maximum value found for different configurations. Cycle marks

correspond to the minimum value found for configurations.

5.3 Pricing for Anchor Customers

In what follows we restrict ourselves to delay tolerant services; even though the model

can be used for other kinds of services. The mathematical formulation 5.3 was used to

model the operator’s behavior, with the providers establishing prices and delivery times

to maximize their profits. However, as we observed in Subsection 5.2, users might wish

to decide how much information they need in real time, which, in the context of model

(5.3), means establishing their own set of quality objectives T savg and operators based

on those values can determine the prices to charge for their services. This operation

mode requires the cooperation of providers and users, such that both increase their

utility functions when establishing agreements.

It is necessary to understand the benefit function of users to determine conditions

under which they accept to cooperate and reveal their quality and demand require-

ments. In particular, we are interested in the benefit function for anchor users which

are likely to have higher quality requirements and their demand represents a large
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portion of total demand.

We assume a market with N anchor users. A typical user is denoted by n. The n

user’s benefit function for service s is given by the expression:

Usn(Qs(t), P s(t), F s1 (t), · · · , F sI (t)) = dsn(Qs(t), t)−βsnPP s(t)Qs(t)−βsnT
∑
i∈I

((εsn−ηsi (t))F si (t))2,

(5.10)

where εsn represents the user’s desired level of quality and ηsi (t) represents the quality

delivered by technology i for service s at time t. The reader must note that ηsi (t) =

R1(t). The term βsnT
∑

i∈I((ε
s
n − ηsi (t))F si (t))2 corresponds to the n user’s lost benefit

because of using technologies with quality levels different from the desired value. One

meaning for this value is related to the risk of not being able to perform a service as

the consequence of the technologies’ performance. The sum vanishes when providers

use technologies supporting the level required. Qs(t) denotes the total flow quantity for

service s at time t. P s(t)Qs(t) is the payment from customers to providers. A customer

sensitivity βsnP to payments has been added. Users more sensitive to prices would have

βsnP > 1. The constraint for the total flow is given by Qs(t) =
∑

i∈I F
s
i (t).

There are information asymmetries between users and operators. Specifically, the

former group has knowledge of their service requirements. In what follows, the maxi-

mization benefit problem is modelled, which is faced by any of the n users, changing,

at the same time, the optimal behavior of operators:

maxUn =

∫ T1

0

∑
s∈ST

dsn(Qs(t), t)− βsnPP s(t)Qs(t)− βsnT
∑
i∈I

((εsn − ηsi (t))F si (t))2

 dt
Subject to: Qs(t) =

∑
i∈I

F si (t), ∀s ∈ ST (5.11a)

P s(t)Qs(t)−
∑
i∈I

F si (t)Ci = (1 + σ)es(t), ∀s ∈ ST (5.11b)∑
s∈ST

F si (t) 6 Ki, ∀i ∈ I (5.11c)

F si (t) > 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST, P s(t) > 0, ∀s ∈ ST. (5.11d)

Following the optimal policy deduced for problem (5.3), the operator’s profit corre-

sponding to user n delay tolerant services is es(t) = 1
4βsP

(
ωas(t)− βsP (C1 +

βsTR1(t)
βsP

)
)2
−

θ2
0β
s
P

4 , where ω denotes the contribution of customer n to total traffic. Therefore, equa-

tion (5.11b) represents the operators’ participation constraint. Providers cooperate as

long as σ > 0.
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In what follows, an algorithm is developed that induces cooperation between the

anchor customer and the network operator. The algorithm gives options for the anchor

customer in which it decides its preferences on a mix of technologies and the operator

charges based on their cost.

Defining multiplier functions λs(t), ηs(t), µi(t), γ
s
i (t), δ

s(t) for constraints (5.11a),

(5.11b), (5.11c), (5.11d), the optimality conditions are:

∇Qs(t)dsn(Qs(t), t)− βsnPP s(t) + λs(t) + ηs(t)P s(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.12a)

−2βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2F si (t)− λs(t)− Ciηs(t) + γsi (t)− µi(t) = 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST (5.12b)

−βsnPQs(t) +Qs(t)ηs(t) + δs(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.12c)

Qs(t)−
∑
i∈I

F si (t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.12d)

Qs(t)P s(t)−
∑
i∈I

F si (t)Ci − (1 + σ)es(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.12e)

γsi (t) > 0, γsi (t)F si (t) = 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST (5.12f)

δs(t)P s(t) > 0, δs(t)P s(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.12g)

µi(t) > 0, µi(t)

Ki −
∑
s∈ST

F si (t)

 = 0 ∀i ∈ I. (5.12h)

Assuming service prices greater than zero (δs(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST) and observing that

µs(t) = βsnP , we have:

∇Qs(t)dsn(Qs(t), t) + λs(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.13a)

−2βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2F si (t)− λs(t)− CiβsnP + γsi (t)− µi(t) = 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST (5.13b)

Qs(t)−
∑
i∈I

F si (t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.13c)

Qs(t)P s(t)−
∑
i∈I

F si (t)Ci − (1 + σ)es(t) = 0, ∀s ∈ ST (5.13d)

γsi (t) > 0, γsi (t)F si (t) = 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST (5.13e)

µi(t) > 0, µi(t)

Ki −
∑
s∈ST

F si (t)

 = 0 ∀i ∈ I. (5.13f)

Whenever F si (t) > 0 then γsi (t) = 0, so the optimality conditions for the active
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flows are:

∇Qs(t)dsn(
∑
i∈I

F si (t), t) = 2βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2F si (t) + Ciβ
s
nP + µi(t), ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST, F

s
i > 0

(5.14a)

P s(t) =
(1 + σ)es(t) +

∑
i∈I F

s
i (t)Ci∑

i∈I F
s
i (t)

. (5.14b)

For non-active flows F si = 0, we have:

∇Qs(t)dsn(Qs(t), t) 6 2βsnT (εsn− ηsi (t))2F si (t) +Ciβ
s
nP +µi(t), ∀i ∈ I,∀s ∈ ST, F

s
i = 0. (5.15)

From (5.14a) and (5.15) the optimality conditions can be restated as:

2βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2F si (t) +Ciβ
s
nP + µi(t)

= ∇Qs(t)dsn(
∑

i∈I F
s
i (t), t), if F si (t) > 0

> ∇Qs(t)dsn(
∑

i∈I F
s
i (t), t), if F si (t) = 0.

(5.16)

Now assume a piece-wise concave function dsn(Qs(t)) that follows the customer

potential market asn(t) = ω(as(t)) previously defined as a linear function by pieces. The

following is the definition for the z piece which is valid in t ∈ [tz, tz+1]. ω represents

the participation of customer n in total traffic.

dsn(t, Qs(t))z = −(Qs(t)− ωlsz)2 + (2ωt)ms
z−1Q

s(t), t ∈ [tz, tz+1]. (5.17)

then, we have: ∇Qs(t)dsn(t, Qs(t))z = −2(Qs(t)− ωlsz) + (2ωt)ms
z−1, t ∈ [tz, tz+1]. and

the optimality conditions for t ∈ [tz, tz+1] become (if we assume enough capacity and

εsn − ηsi (t) 6= 0,∀s, i ):

2βsnT (εsn−ηsi (t))2F si (t)+Ciβ
s
nP

= −2
∑

i∈I F
s
i (t) + 2ω(lsz + tms

z−1), if F si (t) > 0

> −2
∑

i∈I F
s
i (t) + 2ω(lsz + tms

z−1), if F si (t) = 0.

(5.18)

These optimality conditions for time t are equivalent to equilibrium conditions of

a demand market equilibration problem in which we have I origins and only one des-

tination with elastic demand. The General Equilibration Algorithm can be used to

determine the optimal flows for time t, for a complete reference see: [143]. We use a

modified version of this algorithm that checks capacity constraints; details are presented

as an appendix.
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5. THIRD DISCRIMINATION PRICING MODELS

Algorithm 3 Find optimal F si (t)∗

1: Find z such that t ∈ [tz, tz+1].

2: Set hi = Ciβ
s
nP , gi = 2βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2, q = 2ω(lsz + tms

z−1), r = 2.

3: Call Modified General Equilibration Algorithm

4: Assign F si (t)∗ = ρv
′
−hi
gi

, i = 1, ..., v
′
, F si (t)∗ = 0, i = v

′
, .., I

5: Set P s(t)∗ =
(1+σ)es(t)+

∑
i∈I F

s
i (t)∗Ci∑

i∈I F
s
i (t)∗ .

We are interested in determining under which condition the algorithm will assign

the mechanic back-haul technology (the cheapest one) and one or more of the real

time technologies (this condition can be stated as ρ1 > C2β
s
nP and q > C1β

s
nP ). The

reader must note that whenever q > C1β
s
nP then C1β

s
nP < ρ1. Specifically, the required

condition is:

βsnT (εsn − ηsi (t))2(2asn(t)− C2β
s
nP )) > βsnP (C2 − C1). (5.19)

For anchor customers with high buying capacities, it can be expected that their

sensitivity to quality (delivery time for traffic) dominates their sensitivity to prices.

Hence, inequality’s left side is small when compared with the right side, which grows fast

as the variance in quality takes into account the cycle time. The fact that C1β
s
P < C2β

s
P

implies that it is always optimal to use the mechanic back-haul. Both conditions

imply a hybrid operation with at least two technologies with their optimal values being

determined by a user’s sensitivity. Moreover, the use of hybrid technologies which was

the original hypothesis is fully supported and their extent is controlled by users’ quality

requirements.

Discussion of results are constrained to the worst case scenario, since the proposed

model tries to solve the infeasible deployment problem. Our simulations, for the special

case of only one anchor user, suggest that introducing quality agreements between

anchor users and operators adds 32.35% to gross margin. This value must be understood

as the cooperation synergy realized when the provider can offer options to customers.

In Figure 5.15, we present traffic evolution and prices charged to anchor users as a

function of σ. Optimal flows do not depend on the σ value, which is an important

consequence of the optimality conditions. From the users’ point of view, only their

sensitivity to quality delivered by technologies determine how much traffic to consume.

When σ = 0, the user on average, as expected, is charged below real time traffic. Real

time channel usage is 32% of the total traffic transmitted for DTN enabled services.

Prices depend on optimal technology flows and σ. In fact, the σ value is a mecha-

nism in hands of anchor customers to attract providers by exhibiting deployments with
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Figure 5.15: Traffic under optimal policy for anchor customers. Parameters: C1= 25 US

Dollars,K1 = 500 MBs, C2 = 150 US Dollars, K2 = 512 Kbps, T1 = 7 hours, p=0.00001,

q=0.08, m= 205982 MBs, target delivery time εs = 2 hours.

positive net present values. In this regard, the σ required to have a positive NPV is 20%

for an investment rate of 14% in the worst case scenario. For all other scenarios, the

agreement is enough to have a profitable deployment. Also a nonlinear relation between

the σ value and the investment rate was found, so providers with higher investment

opportunities will impose stronger conditions on anchor users reducing agreement op-

tions. Every additional point in σ represents for the user an increase of 1.44 cents in

the average price.
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Figure 5.16: Prices under optimal policy for anchor customers. Parameters: C1= 25 US

Dollars,K1 = 500 MBs, C2 = 150 US Dollars, K2 = 512 Kbps, T1 = 7 hours, p=0.00001,

q=0.08, m= 205982 MBs, target delivery time εs = 2 hours.
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6

Coverage Oriented Pricing for

Real Time Services

Results so far show that new profitable deployments can be carried out by introducing

quality and service differentiation; however, prices favor high buying capacity users,

which can employ services at any time and hinder use for other users. Therefore, how

to balance coverage between users is the main concern in this chapter.

To counteract this problem, the field of economics has started to study the benefits

of subsidized and set-aside action for government procurement [144]. Those mechanisms

have been used in the past to spread allocations favoring selected groups, such as small

companies. In subsidy auction schemes, a selected group is granted a proportionally

higher bid, so members (i.e., low-budget users) can compete with those in non targeting

groups (i.e., high-budget users). In set-aside auction schemes, resources are preassigned

to groups to ensure a minimal, guaranteed allocation within the group, while group

members still compete with each other.

Nevertheless, the adoption of similar mechanisms is complex in the context of band-

width sell because of two problems: (1) how to cluster users and (2) how to establish

prices and aggregate allocations. In general, users cannot be easily clustered as be-

longing to a favored group, due to high budget users have the rational best response

of adopting a lower budget role. For instance, in subsidy schemes, the rise on bids im-

proves winning probabilities and expected pay offs. In set-aside schemes, high budget

users expect a lower price to be paid because bids are constrained by low users’ budget.

Yet such behavior is optimal whenever other high budget users do not attempt the

same strategy. As more and more users decide to compete using the lower budget role,

it is expected that the payment tends to behave like that in a unique group of users.
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6. COVERAGE ORIENTED PRICING FOR REAL TIME SERVICES

Thus, a pricing mechanism that effectively induce a well behave rational best response

is required.

Setting prices and resource aggregations for groups is a two-fold objective balancing

problem. On one hand, there is a sustainability objective where prices are established

for profits; for instance, the results from the previous chapter can be used to set a

high reserve price selling all resources and producing the highest income. On the other

hand, there is a coverage objective that can be addressed reserving resources for specific

low budget groups. That increases coverage and decreases income. In brief, a solution

maximizing coverage and leading to a minimum operator’s engaging level of profits is

required.

Our work in this chapter presents a pricing model that balance the social goal of

providing network access to all users and, at the same time, encourage the operator’s

continued involvement. The pricing strategy provides new options to fit services to

user budget constraints and quality needs. Specifically, our contributions, sorted by

importance, are:

• We present a dynamic pricing mechanism to reveal private information in user

hands, so a network component can distribute resources between users. The

mechanism’s objective is to reach all users.

• As an input for the mechanism, we introduce a model to calculate reserve prices

and aggregate allocations to group of users. This model somehow counteracts

forecasting problems found in dynamic pricing allocation models.

• Presentation and discussion of results that illustrate how this mechanism increases

coverage and maintains network economic sustainability.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce the

model for calculating reserve prices and aggregate quantities to auction. This model

takes historic demand for different groups and optimize resource allocation in order to

maintain network sustainability. Next, we present the proposed auction mechanism,

which includes: the general idea for a simpler game with two users and a unit to

auction, the generalization for many users and quantities, and the algorithm for the

auction protocol. Afterwards, we describe simulation scenarios and their results.

6.1 Pricing Services at the Aggregate Level

We assume a market composed of users clustered by their budget level, where C denotes

the buying capacity cluster set. Following ideas in [145], for cluster c and service s,
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6.1 Pricing Services at the Aggregate Level

the demand is decomposed by: a time varying market potential, V c,s
t , representing the

maximum amount possible to consume at time t and a function Gsc : [0, ω] −→ [0, 1],

representing the probability that a user in c subscribes to the service s at price pc,st
during time t. The group of all prices is denoted by p. These functions are assumed

to be continuous and twice differentiable with first derivative denoted by gsc . In Table

6.1, we show the functional forms employed in [145] to represent probabilities and the

corresponding income I(p) generated. In the table we also exhibit domain intervals

where functions are either concave or convex.

It is also assumed that users respond to changes in prices adjusting their demand

and those changes can be tracked to feedback demand estimations thought best-fit

curve procedures.

As in the previous chapter, the network has two technologies working as back-haul.

A mechanic back-haul technology with per trip capacity of Kb and Cb monthly service’s

cost, and a broadband wireless access technology with instant capacity Kr and cost Cr,

which are expressed in units of demand. The group of all capacities is denoted by k.

For this scenario, services should be grouped by whether or not they might be deployed

using mechanic back-hauls denoting them as ST and SR. The group of all services is

denoted by S.

Two objectives are modelled, which is consistent with a regulator’s perspective, (1)

maximize total network coverage, measured as the average usage service probability

experienced by users, and (2) minimize usage dispersal resulting from prices being as-

signed. It is used probability’s variance as the measure for dispersion which is weighted

by R. The following equation represents both terms:

maxπ(p) =
∑
t∈T

∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C

Gsc(p
c,s
t )

N
−
∑
t∈T

∑
s∈S

 R

N

∑
c∈C

Gsc(pc,st )−
∑
j∈C

Gsj(p
j,s
t )

N

2 . (6.1)

This model calculates the auctions’ reserve prices for requesting resource reserva-

tions. In general, it is expected that high budget users signal an untruthful cluster

association, whenever a naive resource allocation between clusters is carried out. In

other words, buying in low budget segments should be less expensive than buying in

upper segments. This corner problem is handled in the next section. For now, we just

assume trusted users that request capacity in their cluster.

A first constraint group establishes the demand of different services given the set of

prices, where A represents the maximum number of time intervals that a request can

be delayed.
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6.1 Pricing Services at the Aggregate Level

dc,st = V c,s
t Gsc(p

c,s
t ) ∀s ∈ SR,∀c, t (6.2a)

dc,st,0 +
A∑
a=1

dc,st,a = V c,s
t Gsc(p

c,s
t ) ∀s ∈ ST , ∀c, t. (6.2b)

A second constraint group is related with capacity on technologies being used (6.3),

and finally an incentive participation constraint for the network operator (6.4).

∑
s∈SR

∑
c∈C

dc,st +
∑
s∈ST

∑
c∈C

dc,st,0 ≤ Kr , ∀t (6.3a)

∑
s∈ST

∑
c∈C

A∑
a=1

dc,st−a,a ≤ Kb ,∀t (6.3b)

∑
t∈T

∑
c∈C

∑
s∈SR

dc,st pc,st +
∑
s∈ST

A∑
a=0

dc,st,ap
c,s
t

 ≥ CrKr + CbKb (6.4)

p ≥ 0. (6.5)

6.1.1 Is the Problem Convex?

It is important to understand under which conditions, the problem 6.1-6.5 is a convex

problem. In the following proposition we proof the concavity of function π under general

settings; then, we use the specific probability functions introduced in Table 6.1 to find

the convex feasible region.

Proposition 2. Assume a set of concave functions Gk(pk), 1 ≤ k ≤ N with respect

to their corresponding variable pk, then the function

1

N

N∑
k=1

Gk(pk)−
N∑
k=1

Gk(pk)− 1

N

N∑
j=1

(Gj(pj))

2

(6.6)

is concave

Function 4 generates a convex problem. The income I4(p) is concave in the whole

[a, b]; then, constraint 6.4 in the standard way is convex. Constraints 6.2, 6.3 are linear
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6. COVERAGE ORIENTED PRICING FOR REAL TIME SERVICES

and so convex too. Finally, the function G4 is concave, so we can apply proposition 2

to conclude that the objective function is concave.

Applying the same logic, all other functions (1 − 3) generate a convex problem

within the intervals [0, pi], p1 = 0.7071, p2 = 1.136, p3 = 0.88. Then, it is important to

understand whether the bound is active in the optimal solution or not. The following

reasoning employs optimal potential market shares calculated in chapter 5 to support

that is not active for function 2. From data presented in chapter 5, we can calculate

the total potential market share being served by the operator at the busiest period,

see Table 6.2. That corresponds to the highest price that the optimal operator’s policy

establishes for the network during the day.

Table 6.2: Optimal allocation by data set at the busiest period

Service Period as(t)(MB/Min) Price Fs(t)∗(MB/Min) % Served

Set 1 a Voice 6:40-8:20 0.6534 0.1130 0.2853 43.7%

Http 6:40-8:20 1.8609 0.0230 0.9243 49.7%

Mail 6:40-8:20 0.1794 0.0233 0.0873 48.9%

Set 2 b Quality 9:00-10:00 0.3563 0.1253 0.1589 44.6%

Real Time 9:00-10:00 1.5582 0.0410 0.3098 19.9%

DTN 9:00-10:00 3.4046 0.0233 1.5481 45.5%

a Data come from Figure 5.6.
b Data come from Figure 5.11.

Analysing the objective function 6.1, it increases as we can deliver additional traffic

from any cluster or the probability dispersion is lower. Which means, in uncongested

periods, the optimal solution assigns a lower price than in congested periods. Therefore,

we only study the constraint under the congested regime.

From the optimal policy of chapter 5, we have an equivalent induced price assuming

that percentages being served for every cluster are the same and equal to V s∗(t) =
as(t)∑I

j=1 F
s
j (t)∗

:

psc(t)
∗ = G−1

c

(
V s∗(t)

)
, ∀s, ∀c, (6.7)

where G−1 denotes the inverse function of G. The problem 6.1-6.5 is convex, whenever

G−1
c

(
V s∗(t)

)
≤ pc ∀s, ∀c,∀t. (6.8)

We use 6.8 to show the bound is not active in the context of deployments stud-

ied in chapter 5. For those scenarios and by taking into account all services, the

minimum potential market percentage being served during the whole cycle time is

V ∗(t) = 19.9%, see Table 6.2. The corresponding maximum price under functions

G1 − G3 are 1.27061, 0.947, 1.41. Therefore, only employing G2, we can expect the
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6.1 Pricing Services at the Aggregate Level

price constraint to be inactive as optimal prices in problem 6.1-6.5 should be lower

than those established under the monopoly problem studied in chapter 5. However, a

formal proof of this fact cannot be done because, in general, not always prices under

the coverage model (6.1-6.5) are lower than prices under the monopoly model(5.3). For

instance, in Figure 6.3 the DTN service under the coverage model presents an average

higher price for both clusters than the average price of the monopoly provider. Which

is a result of the incentive constraint.
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Operation mode
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Figure 6.1: Aggregate traffic by pricing orientation and technologies used. Community-

oriented models are optimizing total usage.

6.1.2 Operator’s Behavior

In order to analyse the difference in behavior between this formulation (community

model) and the model from the previous chapter (profit model), we simulate the opti-

mal policy using the information in the second dataset. The following scenarios were

executed: a network with only real time back-haul links, that we call homogeneous

deployment and the same two scenarios executed in chapter 5. A multi technology

deployment that we call heterogenous deployment and a DTN only deployment.
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6. COVERAGE ORIENTED PRICING FOR REAL TIME SERVICES

Figure 6.1 compares network usage from profit and community-oriented models.

The community model exhibits at least twice more traffic than the profit model. This

result can be explained as a consequence of the natural monopoly condition, where, in

absence of competition, prices in profit-oriented models are set substantially larger than

costs, which at the end reduces traffic. Results are also indicating that regulators shall

foster private involvement by agreeing on revenue levels and by adopting community-

oriented pricing models.

Moreover, if we consider aggregate demand as the single performance measure for

models, results seem to contradict previous findings that indicate the need for hetero-

geneous technologies. Yet when the price’s evolution is brought into the discussion,

which is presented in Figure 6.2, the benefit of including the DTN technology can be

seen. This approach makes prices less dependant on time of the day and contributes

to a decrease in real capacity as we hypothesized. That, in turn, lets the operator

to decrease user prices in high demand hours. Hence, operators using heterogeneous

technologies are able to have fewer usage tariff levels per service throughout the day.
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Figure 6.2: Prices per hour by deployment option and service
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Figure 6.3 shows prices and total traffic to discuss the tradeoff between reducing

prices for a group of users and total traffic. Models optimizing total usage increase

quality assured traffic prices to cover costs and maintain best effort prices low, which,

when combined, represent a 94% of total demand. Instead, usage dispersal models set

a lower price level for quality assured traffic; thus, clusters are given almost the same

options of using these services. But they have to slightly increase best effort services’

prices to cover the revenue lost.

DTN raises the potential of spreading network usage between groups, due to a

reduced price for low buying capacity users. But, once again, the revenue loss should

come from other services or from high budget users. Indeed, overall high budget users

pay 40% more than low budget users. Excluding quality services for high budget users,

prices are below levels reported for cellular networks and presented in section 4.1. DT

services can be offered for 20% of the reference value and best effort services for 43%.

Results so far are then suggesting that low budget users can be involved.

Finally, we test this behavior when more or less demand is associated with high

or low budget capacity users. Results are indicating an inverse relationship between

the price dispersion and low budget demand participation. In other words, as long

as demand from low budget capacity users increases with respect to total demand,

the difference between prices for clusters is reduced. In fact, when that participation

represents 80% of total demand, prices are the same and it is better to not categorize

users. Therefore, as expected, markets with few high budget users are less favorable

for enlarging coverage.

6.2 Design of Auction Mechanisms

The objective of this chapter is to present a pricing model promoted by regulators

that balance the social goal of providing network access to all users and, at the same

time, encouraging the operator’s continued involvement. We introduced in the previous

section an aggregate model that splits resources between two groups, low (L) and high

(H) budget groups, for increasing the coverage of the favoured group L and fulfils

revenue guarantees for providers. However, to finish the work, we need to allocate

aggregate resources devoted to L only to its users.

Recent studies [114] have showed that auctions are efficient mechanisms for dynamic

resource allocation and particularly for selling bandwidth. Their promising results are

partially explained because they can handle uncertainty, such as previous knowledge

of user’s demand functions and because they can dynamically control allocation by
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Figure 6.3: Average services’ prices from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. 60% of the total demand

corresponds to low budget users and their maximum budget is 50% less than high budget

users, the remainder represent models optimizing usage dispersion. Numbers over bars

correspond to traffic in GB/Day.

competition between users. Results from the previous chapter suggest that dynamic

control is extremely important for the target scenario in order to manage tight resource’s

constraints during congestion and the auction’s ability to first discriminate users might

increase the potential of pricing to extract revenues from those high-budget users. Thus,

auctioning is an attractive alternative for pricing in the target network scenario.

Nevertheless, in the target scenario, because users’ buying capacity heterogeneity

and tight resource’s constraints, it is expected that resources at peak periods are just

allocated to users with higher budgets. Subsidy and set-aside auction schemes have

been developed to handle heterogeneous budgets, so that the aforementioned bias can be

reduced. Yet subsidy auction schemes include a number of pitfalls for bandwidth selling

in the target scenario. First, it not clear who is in charge of funding subsidies; second,

to have a positive effect, the actual subsidy has to be set, which in general requires
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a previous study; third, the allocation of units to low budget groups is unguaranteed;

and four, it does not solve the problem of determining users who should be granted

the subsidy. Set-aside schemes suffer almost the same problems, but their design offer

allocation guarantee; hence, we adopt a set-aside scheme for resource allocation to

favour the pricing goal of coverage.

Coverage guarantees are a consequence of congestion. During off-peak periods, there

are enough resources to cover all users’ traffic and the price is low. On the contrary,

coverage is highly compromised at peak periods as long as the network has to increase

prices to discourage demand. Hence, reserving resources for targeting groups only has

a positive effect during congestion. Previous results presented in chapter 5, 6.1 as well

as theoretical results, such as [22], indicate that prices at congestion are higher than the

maximal budget available from users in the target groups. For those reasons, resource

splitting is done during peak periods with reserve prices for unfavoured groups (pH)

higher than the maximum budget (bL) of favoured groups.

To differentiate prices within groups at peak periods, two separate auctions are

executed (L,H) for sale pre-allocated units of capacity for users in L and H respectively.

These auctions have a reserve price pL, pH for L and H respectively, which is calculated

by the coverage model studied in section 6.1. There is a fine f charged to the winning

user in case of not being able to pay the winning price. For both auctions, the user

with the highest bid is served first; then, the user with the second highest bid; and so

forth, until the supply of units is depleted. All winning users pay the highest losing

bid or the reserve price if there is not a losing bid or the losing bid is lower than the

reserve price. In case of tie, units are randomly allocated.

We want to ensure that high-budget users truthfully participate in auction H rather

than “cheating” and competing in L. Estimated reserve prices shown in Figure 6.3

based their calculation on user’s clustering so that high-budget prices are greater than

those of low-budget users during congestion. Thus, a rational high-budget user able

to choose the auction is bias to participate in L. In what follows, we analyse this

bias by studying the game underlying a set-aside scheme; this study requires some

mathematical grounds introduced as a first step. Then, using insights from this anal-

ysis, we describe the proposed modifications to the auction mechanisms to avoid the

shortcoming.

6.2.1 The Assumed Auction Framework for Studying Set-Aside Schemes

We embrace the commonly accepted private value framework explained in [146]. Under

that framework, the information environment is comprised by (1) a valuation and
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budget structure for users (bidders), where values and budgets are private information,

and (2) a distribution of information available to those users. Specifically, every user

u assigns a value Vu for a unit – the maximum amount user u is willing to pay for

the unit. Vu is independent and identically distributed on interval [0, 1] according to

the increasing distribution function FV . Additionally, user u is subject to a budget

– The maximum amount that user u is able to cover for the unit. The budget for a

user u ∈ L follows an independent and identically distributed WLu on some interval

[0, bL] according to the increasing distribution function FWL
. The budget for a user

u ∈ H follows an independent and identically distributed WHu on the interval [bL, bH ]

according to the increasing distribution function FWH
, with 0 < bL < bH ≤ 1. It is

assumed that all of the previous distribution functions F admit a continuous density

f ≡ F ′ , has full support, and E[Vu], E[WLu ], E[WHu ] <∞.

A user u ∈ L knows the realizations vu, wu of Vu and WLu respectively; likewise, a

user u ∈ H knows the realizations vu, wu of Vu and WHu . Users are aware that other

users’ values are independent and identically distributed according to FV and their

budgets are independent and identically distributed according to FWH
when users are

high budget users, and according to FWL
when users are low budget users. Valuations

and budgets are assumed independent. Users attempt to optimize their expected profits

and for now all other parts of the model are known for the users, so the distribution is

common knowledge as well as the number participating users. User enrol in auctions

by sending a bid βu. For the auctioneer a user unequivocally belongs to H if her bid is

greater than bL. Therefore, their bids should be not greater than bL to participate in

auction L.

Consider an standard auction setting where users are pre-clustered as belonging to

L or H or they signal their true type (low, high) and compete separately for units of

capacity. The optimal bidding decision for user u is, [146].

Proposition 3. Assuming users signaling their true type. The optimal bidding strategy

for user u is to send a bid equal to βu = min{vu, vu}.

Fix a low budget user; for example, user u = 1, bidding in the low budget group.

Define as XL = min{V,WL} the minimum of the random variables for the value and

budget and as Y c
n the c highest order statistic of n random variables XL. We denote

by FY cn the distribution function of Y c
n . Assuming cL units of capacity for sale and NL
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users competing in L for a unit, the expected payment of a low budget user u is:

= FY cLNL−1
(βu)E[Y cL

NL−1|Y
cL
NL−1 < βu]

= (FXL(βu))(NL−1)

(∫ βu
pL

yf
Y
cL
NL−1

(y)dy

(FXL (βu))(NL−1)

)
, by Y cL

NL−1 definition
(6.9)

where FY cLNL−1
(βu) is the probability of win with bid βu and E[Y cL

NL−1|Y
cL
NL−1 < βu]

represents the expected cL highest value among the rest of the users in L given that

βu is not less. In a similar way, fixing user u = 1 in the high budget auction, we define

XH = min{V,WH}, Zcn the c highest order statistic of n random variables XH , and

by FZcn the distribution function of Zcn. Assuming, cH units for sale and NH users

competing, the expected payment for that user is: FZcHNH−1
(βu)E[ZcHNH−1|Z

cH
NH−1 < βu].

It is important to note that XH stochastically dominates XL by definition.

Consider the actual operation setting, where users can decide the auction and bid.

A user’ strategy is a duple composed of the auction to enrol and the bid. Recall that

pH ≥ bL; then, the payoff of low-budget users enrolling in H is at most zero, and

therefore, they do not participate in H. Accordingly, low-budget users only participate

in L by sending their optimal bid stated in proposition 3.

High-budget users have two behaviors depending on whether the private realization

vu is less than bL or not. For users with vu ≤ bL, proposition 3 and wu ≥ bL ⇒ βu = vu.

Using the same arguments as with low-budget users, the optimal bid makes this group

to participate only in the low budget auction sending βu = vu. Therefore, from the

auctioneer point of view, they have the same behavior as a low budget user and we

have an extended set of low-budget users L
′

= L ∪ {u ∈ H|vu ≤ bL}. For H
′

= {u ∈
H, vu ≥ bL}, proposition 4 determines the bid when participating in auction L. To

sum up, a user u ∈ H ′ has two strategies sL = (L, bL) and sH = (H, βu), where βu is

defined in proposition 3 and users in H −H ′ should be modelled as a low-budget user.

Proposition 4. Assume a user u ∈ H ′. If u decides to participate in auction L, then

βu = bL.

From now on, we consider the group of high budget users H as those in H
′

and

the rest of the users as low budget users L, and denote by NH and NL the respective

number of users in those groups

6.2.2 The Underlying Set-Aside Auction Game a Limited Scenario

We start by assuming a game with three players and two units of capacity to allocate,

one per auction. Every user requires a unit of capacity. Two of the users are high-
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budget users and one is a low budget user. We use the superscript (+) to indicate the

game induced by the two set-aside auction game.

6.2.2.1 Pure Strategies

We discuss pure Nash equilibria for this game in terms of high-budget users. Denote

by µ+
u (s, nH) the expected payoff for user u ∈ H when using strategies s = {sH , sL}

and nH other users participate in auction H, which is:

µ+
u (sH , nH) =

{
FZ1

nH
(βu)vu − FZ1

nH
(βu)E[Z1

nH
|Z1
nH

<= βu]) if nH > 0

vu − pH if nH = 0.
(6.10)

The first part of this equation represents the expected value with a bid βu and the

second part represents the expected payment. Note that the winning probability is

decreasing with nH and the payoff has a maximum when nH = 0.

µ+
u (sL, nH) =

vu − E[Y 1
NL

]

NH − nH
. (6.11)

By bidding bL the user u ∈ H dominates all other low-budget users; in other words,

under this setting those users are completely excluded and their bids are only used to

establish the winning price (E[Y 1
NL

]). But the unit is not always allocated to user u

due to other high-budget users participating in auction L. In that case, the random

allocation rule is applied and user u has the probability 1
NH−nH of winning the unit.

For nH = NH − 1, we get the maximum payoff possible from 6.11 and its minimum

when nH = 0. In Table 6.3 we show an example of the payoffs for the two high-budget

user case.

Table 6.3: Two auction game’s payoffs for high-budget users

User 2

sH sL

User 1

sH
µ+
1 (sH , 1) = F

Z1
1

(β1)(v1 − E[Z1
1 |Z

1
1 <= β1]), µ+

1 (sH , 0) = v1 − pH ,

µ+
2 (sH , 1) = F

Z1
1

(β2)(v2 − E[Z1
1 |Z

1
1 <= β2]) µ+

2 (sL, 1) = v2 − E[Y 1
1 ]

sL
µ+
1 (sL, 1) = v1 − E[Y 1

1 ], µ+
1 (sL, 0) = 1

2
(v1 − E[Y 1

1 ]),

µ+
2 (sH , 0) = v2 − pH µ+

2 (sL, 0) = 1
2

(v2 − E[Y 1
1 ])

From this table we can calculate the three possible Nash Equilibria ((sL,sH), (sH ,sL),

((sL,sL)) ) that depend on 1
2(vu +E[Y 1

1 ]) ≥ pH , ∀u ∈ H. So the desired behavior of all

high-budget users choosing the auction H it is not a pure Nash equilibrium and, as a

result, splitting resources is not enough to guarantee a low-budget allocation.
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An alternative to encourage attachment to auction H is to grant a reward R to

users participating in auction H. Combining equations 6.10, 6.11, the reward R must

satisfy:

FZ1
NH

(βu)(vu − E[Z1
NH
|Z1
NH
≤ βu] +R) ≥ vu − E[Y 1

NL
] ∀u ∈ H, (6.12)

which means:

FZ1
NH

(βu)(vu +R) ≥ vu − E[Y 1
NL

] + FZ1
NH

(βu)(E[Y 1
NL

])),

FZ1
NH

(βu)(vu +R) ≥ vu − E[Y 1
NL

][1− FZ1
NH

(βu)],

R ≥ (vu − E[Y 1
NL

])
1− FZ1

NH

(βu)

FZ1
NH

(βu)
.

The former equation is relating the reward R with the winning probability. Observe

that whenever FZ1
NH

(βu) → 1, the reward goes to 0. So, a user with high budget and

valuation does not require any incentive and always stays in H. On the other hand,

whenever FZ1
NH

(βu)→ 0, the reward goes to infinity. Therefore, a user with low budget

or valuation almost always competes in auction L. These observations seem to indicate

that rewards are better for the first group and penalties might work for the second.

6.2.2.2 Mixed Strategies

Now we study the Nash equilibria with mixed-strategies. A user assumes that there

exists a common probability q ≥ 0 of all other users playing strategy sL. The expected

payoff for user u when playing strategy sH is – observe that NH excludes user u–:

π+
u (sH , q) =

NH∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µ
+
h (sH , NH − k), (6.14)

where B(k,NH , q) is the binomial distribution 1. B(k,NH , q) represents the probability

that NH − k users stay in auction H of the NH other users. The expected payoff of

strategy sL is given by:

π+
u (sL, q) =

NH∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µ
+
h (sL, NH − k),

= (vh − E[Y 1
NL

])

NH∑
k=0

NH !qk(1− q)NH−k

(k + 1)! (NH − k)!
,

=
(1− (1− q)NH+1)(vh − E[Y 1

NL
])

q(NH + 1)
. (6.15a)

1 B(k,NH , q) = C(k,NH)qk(1− q)NH−k with C(k, n) the k combination of n users
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For the two user case being handled, fix the high-budget user 1 and let q denotes

the probability that high-budget user 2 plays strategy sL. Then the expected payoffs

for user 1 applying equations 6.14, 6.15 are:

π+
1 (sH , q) = (1− q)µ+

1 (sH , 1) + qµ+
1 (sH , 0), (6.16a)

π+
1 (sL, q) = (1− q)µ+

1 (sL, 1) + qµ+
1 (sL, 0). (6.16b)

for user 2, the functions are defined in the same way. Note that π+
u (sH , q) is continuous,

linear and increasing with respect to q and π+
u (sL, q) is continuous, linear and decreasing

in q, u ∈ {1, 2}. Figure 6.4 plots expected payoffs for both users. From that figure and

using the properties of π+
u (·), whenever:

vu + E[Y 1
NL

]

2
>= pH , ∀u ∈ H. (6.17)

a Nash equilibrium, in a mixed strategy, exists in the point q+ = (q+
1 , q

+
2 ), which is

shown in the figure. We intentionally plot Figure 6.4 with q+
1 , q

+
2 probabilities close

to 1. By competing in L a high-budget user decreases the number of opponents –

only competes with other high-budget users – and the winning price is lower than in

H. This is the major shortcoming of applying a set-aside scheme in the presence of

information asymmetries. Indeed, this setting makes the payoff of strategy sL linearly

decreasing in nH by the winning probability. So to guarantee the low-budget allocation

by discouraging sL, it is required to introduce penalties by reducing its payoff or its

winning probability.

User1

π+
1 (sH , q)

π+
1 (sL, q)

π+
2 (sL, q)

π+
2 (sH , q)

User2

1q+2 1q+1

v1−E[Y 1
NL

]

2

v1 − E[Y 1
NL

]

v1 − pH

q q

Figure 6.4: Users’ expected payoffs for the set-aside auction game. Y axis: payoff. X

axis: probability

We build a set of possible mechanisms. This set starts rewarding users with high

budget and valuation and continues reducing untruthful users’ winning probabilities.
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Rewards are in the form of letting users pay those prices charged for the low budget

set and lowering the probability is accomplished by using a random allocation rule in

the low budget set. So users have no choice but to compete with more users and their

advantage against other low budget users is completely removed. Other mechanisms,

lying in between of these two extremes, might reward truthful users and partially

allocate a subset of the units assigned to the L group following a second uniform price

auction and the rest randomly. In the following, we restrict our study to the extreme

cases formalizing allocation and pricing rules.

6.2.3 The Reward Mechanism (RM)

This mechanism rewards users bidding in auction H. A second single uniform price

auction is used in intervals with enough capacity for the demand (off-peak intervals).

During peak intervals, resource allocation and prices are subject to the rules: (1) Two

parallel second uniform price auctions are held for high and low budget users. Users

can send bids to any auction. (2) At the auction’s end, winning users in the H auction

are charged the L auction clearing price with probability Q and the H auction clearing

price with probability (1−Q).

6.2.3.1 Nash Equilibria for the Limited Scenario

We use the superscript (∗) to indicate the game induced by the RM. We refer to it

as the reward game (RG). This game has the same users and strategies as the two

set-aside auction game presented.

By definition, the auction H winner is charged E[Y 1
NL

] with probability Q and

E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] with 1 − Q, when nH other users participate in H. Then, her

expected payoff µ∗u(s, nH , Q) is:

µ∗u(sH , nH , Q) =

 µ+
u (sH , nH) + ∆∗u(sH , nH , Q), nH > 0

µ+
u (sH , nH) + ∆∗u(sH , 0, Q), nH = 0,

(6.18)

where ∆∗u(sH , nH , Q) = QFZ1
nh

(βu)(E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] − E[Y 1

NL
]) and ∆∗u(sH , 0, Q) =

Q(pH − E[Y 1
NL

]). This mechanism does not change conditions for the sL strategy, so

µ∗u(sL, nH , Q) = µ+
u (sL, nH), (6.19)

from these equations, we can restate the expected payoff for a user assuming a proba-
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bility q that all other users employ the sL strategy.

π∗u(s, q,Q) =

NH∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µ
∗
u(q,NH − k,Q), s ∈ {sH , sL}. (6.20)

We show in Table 6.4 payoffs for a two high-budget user game; note that a high-

budget users prefer to play RG than the two set-aside auction game. Again this mech-

anism does not make a pure Nash equilibrium when all users employ the strategy sH .

Table 6.4: RG payoffs for a two high-budget users game

User 2

sH sL

User 1

sH
µ∗1(sH , 1) = µ+

1 (sH , 1) +QF
Z1
nh

(E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ β1]− E[Y 1

NL
]), µ∗1(sH , 0) = µ+

1 (sH , 0) + ∆∗1(sH , 0, Q),

µ∗2(sH , 1) = µ+
2 (sH , 1) +QF

Z1
nh

(E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ β2]− E[Y 1

NL
]) µ∗2(sL, 1) = v2 − E[Y 1

1 ]

sL
µ∗1(sL, 1) = v1 − E[Y 1

1 ], µ∗1(sL, 0) = 1
2

(v1 − E[Y 1
1 ]),

µ∗2(sH , 0) = v2 −QE[Y 1
NL

]− (1−Q)pH µ∗2(sL, 0) = 1
2

(v2 − E[Y 1
1 ])

A mixed Nash equilibrium exists for Q < 1 with q∗u < 1, only if:

vu + E[Y 1
NL

](1− 2Q)

2(1−Q)
>= pH , ∀u ∈ H. (6.21)

If Q = 0, we have the same condition as with the two auction game, for Q → 1,

the condition is always true as long as vu ≥ E[Y 1
1 ],∀u ∈ H. So there is always a

mixed strategy with q∗u < 1. Let q∗ = (q∗1, q
∗
2) denotes that Nash equilibrium in mixed

strategies. The modified game allows to reduce the probability of a high-budget user

going into the L auction, i.e., (q+
u > q∗u),∀u, see figure 6.5. For the whole system, the

game creates a trade-off between offering rewards (Q) and the equilibrium probability

reduction (q+
u − q∗u). To measure that trade-off, we introduce the formula

z =

∑2
h=1 q

+
h − q

∗
h

1 ·Q
, (6.22)

which represents the ratio between the expected number of users induced to stay in the

H auction against the expected number of users that receive the reward. This formula

will be used to calculate parameter Q.

6.2.4 The Winning Probability Reduction Mechanism

The reward with probability reduction mechanism (RwP) rewards truthful users in

the same way as the previous mechanism and it lowers untruthful users’ probability of

winning. Formally, we say that a user is an untruthful user when having enough budget
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User1

π∗
1 (sH , q)

π+
1 (sH , q)

π+
1 (sL, q)

π+
2 (sL, q)

π∗
2 (sH , q)

π+
2 (sH , q)

User2

1q+2q∗2 1q+1q∗1

∆∗
1(sH , 1, Q)

∆∗
2(sH , 1, Q)

µ+
1 (sL, 0)

µ+
1 (sL, 1)

µ+
1 (sH , 0)

∆∗
2(sH , 0, Q)

∆∗
1(sH , 0, Q)

Figure 6.5: Users’ expected payoffs for reward game. Y axis: payoff. X axis: probability

and valuation to compete within the H auction group decides to go to the L group.

The following rules apply for peak intervals: (1) Two parallel auctions take place for

high and low budget users. (2) A second uniform price auction for high-budget users

and a random allocation between users competing in the L group. (3) Users can send

bids to any auction. (4) Users in auction L who have been allocated a unit pay the

reserved price for the group, pL. (5) Winning users in auction H are charged in the

same way as the reward mechanism.

6.2.4.1 Nash Equilibria for the Limited Scenario

We use the superscript (◦) to indicate the game induced by the RwP and refer to it as

RwP game. This game has the same users and strategies as the two set-aside auction

game presented, but it has different payoffs for both strategies. When there are nH

users participating in H, the expected payoff µ◦u(sH , nH , Q) is defined as:

µ◦u(sH , nH , Q) =

 µ+
u (sH , nH) + ∆◦u(sH , nH , Q), nH > 0

µ+
u (sH , nH) + ∆◦u(sH , 0, Q), nH = 0,

(6.23)

where ∆◦u(sH , nH , Q) = QFZ1
nh

(βu)(E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] − pL]) and ∆◦u(sH , 0, Q) =

Q(pH − pL). The mechanism reduce the winning probability when using sL strat-

egy, so a user is randomly allocated the unit between all users in auction L, so when

there are nH users participating in auction H, the sL strategy’s payoff is:

µ◦u(sL, nH , Q) =
vu − pL

NL + (NH − nH + 1)
. (6.24)

From these equations, we can restate the expected payoff for a user assuming a
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probability r that all other users employ the sL strategy.

π◦u(s, q,Q) =

NH∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µ
◦
u(s,NH − k,Q), s ∈ {sH , sL}. (6.25)

Table 6.5: RwP payoffs for a two high-budget users game

User 2

sH sL

User 1

sH
µ◦1(sH , 1) = µ+

1 (sH , 1) + ∆◦1(sH , nH , Q), µ◦1(sH , 0) = µ+
1 (sH , 0) + ∆◦1(sH , 0, Q),

µ◦2(sH , 1) = µ+
2 (sH , 1) + ∆◦2(sH , nH , Q)) µ◦2(sL, 1) =

v2−pL
NL+1

sL
µ◦1(sL, 1) =

v1−pL
NL+1

, µ◦1(sL, 0) =
v1−pL
NL+2

,

µ◦2(sH , 0) = µ+
2 (sH , 0) +Q(pH − pL) µ◦2(sL, 0) =

v2−pL
NL+2

For a low-budget user, it is preferable to play the RwP game than the two auction

game– reduce the payment–. High-budget users bidding in auction H also obtain better

payoffs than the two set-aside auction game – they can pay pL. The potential problem

is the revenue for the provider. To discourage high-budget users, we decrease incomes

from both groups, so it is required to understand how much revenue is affected by its

implementation, which is studied through simulation in section 6.4.

A mixed Nash equilibrium exists with q◦u < 1, only if:

vu(NL + 1) + pL(1− (NL + 2)Q)

(NL + 2)(1−Q)
>= pH , ∀u ∈ H. (6.26)

There are two changes between inequality 6.21 and 6.26, the number of players 2 is

replaced by NL+2, which is the result of making untruthful users to compete with low-

budget users and the price paid is now pL instead of E[Y 1
NL

]. Let q◦ denote the Nash

equilibrium in mixed strategies for the RwP. In mixed strategies, it allows to reduce

the maximum payoff when using strategy sL and increase the slope of using strategy

sH , so the equilibrium mixed strategy probabilities are lower than those obtained by

RG.

6.2.5 Mixed Nash Equilibria for a NH > 2 Users

We now present the mixed Nash equilibria for the three games assumingNh+1 ≥ 3 high-

budget users and NL low-budget users requesting a unit of capacity. This subsection

generalizes the conditions to have a Mixed Nash equilibrium when more than two users

are in H. We start showing that functions π+
u (sL, q), π

◦u(sL, q,Q) are decreasing in q

and π+
u (sH , q), π

∗u(sH , q,Q), π◦u(sH , q,Q) are increasing in q. So we can extend the

required conditions given in equations 6.17, 6.21, 6.26. Afterwards, we develop exact
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and approximations for those functions, so the equilibrium can be computed. In this

case, a mixed Nash equilibrium corresponds to an NH -tuple such that every user is

indifferent between both strategies. The element u in the tuple corresponds to the user

u’s probability of playing strategy sL.

Proposition 5. The expected payment µ+
u (sH , nh) is a decreasing function of the num-

ber of users in auction H, which is equivalent to the following inequality for any nh1 , nh2

with 1 ≤ nh1 < nh2 ≤ NH

E[Z1
nh1
|Z1
nh1
≤ βu] ≤ E[Z1

nh2
|Z1
nh2
≤ βu]. (6.27)

Moreover, because vu − E[Z1
nh
|Z1
nh
≤ βu] ≥ 0 and FZ1

nh1

(βu) ≥ FZ1
nh2

(βu) ≥ 0, we

can conclude applying proposition 5:

1 ≤ nh1 < nh2 ≤ NH ⇒ µ+
u (sH , nh1) ≥ µ+

u (sH , nh2). (6.28)

In the following, we study the properties of π+
u (sH , q), and π+

u (sL, q) in order to give

the required conditions for existence and uniqueness of a Nash equilibrium in mixed

strategies, which is stated in proposition 9.

Proposition 6. Let f(n) be a non-increasing function in n; f(n) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ n ≤ N .

Then

π(q, k) =
k∑
j=0

B(j,N, q)f(j) (6.29)

is a non-increasing function of q.

Proof. Let G(q, k) =
∑k

j=0B(j,N, q) and 0 ≤ q1 < q2 ≤ 1. First, we are going to show

that G(q1, k) ≥ G(q2, k),∀k ∈ [0, N ]. Observe that there exists an k� such that:

B(k,N, q1) ≥ B(k,N, q2), ∀k ∈ [0, k�]

B(k,N, q1) ≤ B(k,N, q2), ∀k ∈ (k�, N ] ;
(6.30)

therefore, ∀k ∈ [0, k�],

G(q1, k) =
∑k

j=0B(k,N, q1)

≥
∑k

j=0B(k,N, q2)

= G(k, q2);

(6.31)

moreover, k ∈ (k�, N ] we have:

G(q1, k) = 1−
N∑

j=k+1

B(k,N, q1). (6.32)
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Since
N∑

j=k+1

B(k,N, q1) ≤
N∑

j=k+1

B(k,N, q2)

, then G(q1, k) ≥ G(q2, k).

Now, we proceed by to proof the result by induction. The base case corresponds to

k = 0. That is:

π(q1, 0) = B(0, N, q1)f(0)

= G(q1, 0)f(0)

> G(q2, 0)f(0)

= B(0, N, q2)f(0)

= π(q2, 0),

(6.33)

assume that π(q1, k) ≥ π(q2, k), the partial sum up to k + 1 is equal to:

π(q1, k + 1) = aG(q1, k) +B(k + 1, N, q1)f(k + 1) (6.34)

π(q2, k + 1) = bG(q2, k) +B(k + 1, N, q2)f(k + 1), (6.35)

with a = π(q1,k)
G(q1,k) and b = π(q2,k)

G(q2,k) .

Case 1. k + 1 ≤ k�. Then, we have that: B(k + 1, N, q1)f(k + 1) ≥ B(k +

1, N, q2)f(k + 1). So we sum both inequalities and have π(q1, k + 1) ≥ π(q2, k + 1).

Case 2. k + 1 > k�. Then, we have the following two inequalities:

B(k + 1, N, q1)f(k + 1) ≤ B(k + 1, N, q2)f(k + 1), (6.36)

G(q1, k + 1) ≥ G(q2, k + 1)

G(q1, k) +B(q1, N, k + 1) ≥ G(q2, k) +B(q2, N, k + 1)

G(q1, k)−G(q2, k) ≥ B(q2, N, k + 1)−B(q1, N, k + 1).

(6.37)

Observe that a ≥ b ≥ f(k + 1) because f(n) is non-increasing, so we have the

following inequality:

aG(q1, k)− bG(q2, k) ≥ b(G(q1, k)−G(q2, k)), (6.38)

summing f(k + 1)(B(q2, N,K)−B(q1, N,K)) to both sides and from 6.37, we have:

π(q1, k + 1)− π(q2, k + 1) ≥ 0, (6.39)

which completes the proof.
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Proposition 7. Let f(n) be a non-decreasing function in n; f(n) ≥ 0, 0 ≤ n ≤ N .

Then

π(q,N) =
N∑
j=0

B(j,N, q)f(j) (6.40)

is a non-decreasing function of q.

Proof. Define G−1(a, q) : [0, 1] −→ [0, N ], with G(k, q) defined as in proposition 6

G−1(a, q) = sup{k ≥ 0 : G(k, q) ≤ a}. (6.41)

The reader can verify that:

π(q,N) =

∫ 1

0
G−1(a, q)f(G−1(a, q))da. (6.42)

Observe that G(q1, k) ≥ G(q2, k)⇒ G−1(a, q1) ≤ G−1(a, q2). Moreover, by assump-

tion f(n) is non-decreasing, so f(G−1(a, q1)) ≤ f(G−1(a, q2)), ∀a. Thus ∀a ∈ [0, 1],

G−1(a, q1)f(G−1(a, q1)) ≤ G−1(a, q2)f(G−1(a, q2)); (6.43)

therefore, by the monotonicity of the Lebesgue integral:

π(q1, N) =
∫ 1

0 G
−1(a, q1)f(G−1(a, q1))da

≤
∫ 1

0 G
−1(a, q2)f(G−1(a, q2))da

= π(q2, N).

(6.44)

Proposition 8. π+
u (sH , q) is a non-decreasing function and π+

u (sL, q) is a non-increasing

function of q

Proof. Let 0 ≤ k1 < k2 ≤ NH and n1 = NH − k1, n2 = NH − k2. It is required to show

that µ+
u (sH , n2) ≥ µ+

u (sH , n1). From k2 > k1 ⇒ n2 < n1. By proposition 5

µ+
u (sH , n2) ≥ µ+

u (sH , n1),

so applying proposition 7, π+
u (sH , q) is a non-decreasing function of q. For the second

part, we need to prove that: µ+
u (sL, n1) ≥ µ+

u (sL, n2)

µ+
u (sL, n1) =

vu−E[Y 1
NL

]

NH+1−NH+k1

>
vu−E[Y 1

NL
]

k2+1

= µ+
u (sL, n2);
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Distribution Auction Wi Vi density limit distrib (Gi(y, ni))

Uniform L [0, bL] [0, 1]


0 y < 0

bL+1−2y
bL

0 ≤ y ≤ bL

1 y > bL


0 y < 0

exp
(
y−bl
anl

)
y ≤ bL

1 y > bL

H [bL, 1] [bL, 1]


0 y < bL

2−2y

(1−bL)2
bL ≤ y ≤ 1

1 y > 1


0 y < bL

exp−
(

1−y
anh

)2
bL ≤ y ≤ 1

1 y > 1

Table 6.6: Distribution functions used and their corresponding limit distribution function,

bH = 1.

therefore, by proposition 6, π+
u (sL, q) is an non-increasing function of q.

Proposition 9. If
NHvu+E[Y 1

NL
]

NH+1 ≥ pH , ∀h ∈ H, then there exists at least a Nash

equilibrium in mixed strategies for the two auction game, which is denoted by q+.

The existence of a Nash equilibrium for the two set-aside auction game implies that

at least exist a mixed Nash equilibrium for the RG. Moreover,

Proposition 10. µ∗u(sH , nh) and µ◦u(sH , nh) are decreasing functions of the number of

users in auction H, which is equivalent to the following inequalities for any nh1 , nh2

with 1 ≤ nh1 < nh2 ≤ NH

µ∗u(sH , nh1) ≥ µ∗u(sH , nh2)

µ◦u(sH , nh1) ≥ µ◦u(sH , nh2).
(6.45)

Following the same steps as in proposition 8, we conclude that π∗h(sH , q), π
◦
h(sH , q)

are non-decreasing functions of q. Hence, RG and RwP have a unique mixed Nash

equilibrium 1.

Next, we extend the analysis by making approximations for π+
u , π

∗
u, π
◦
u with two

regimes differentiated by the number of users. Both regimes assume uniform distribu-

tion valuation for budgets (see Table 6.6). The first regime, few users, there is possible

to calculate q+, q∗ and q◦ analytically. The second regime, a large number of users and

uniform distribution valuations and budgets (see Table 6.6) are assumed. We approx-

imate expected payments and winning probabilities using extreme value theory [147],

which gives the conditions for finding the limit distribution function of the N order

statistic (Z1
N , Y

1
N ).

1the reader can see that π◦h(sL, q) is decreasing by applying the same steps as proposition 6
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Few Users (NH < 30) The following proposition provides the expression for the

expected payoffs.

Proposition 11. The expected value of the n order statistic from a sample of n iden-

tically, independently distributed random variables XL with uniform parents is given by

the formula:

E[Y 1
n (y)] = bL −

n∑
i=1

(n!)2biL
(n+ i)!(n+ 1− i)!

−
(n!)2bn+1

L

(2n+ 1)!
;

likewise, the expected conditional value for the n order statistic from a sample of n

identically, independently distributed random variable XH is given by the formula:

E[Z1
n(y)|Z1

n(y) ≤ βu] = βu −
bn+1
L (n+ 1)−1 + I(n)

(FXH (βu))n
.

Large Number of Users (NL → ∞, NH → ∞) Here, we assume conditions for

approximating the binomial distribution by the normal distribution; therefore, πu(·, q)
is approximately:

π+
u (·, q) =

∫ ∞
−∞

1√
π
exp(−x2)µ+

u (·, n(x))dx, (6.46)

with n(x) = dNH(1−q)−x
√

2NHq(1− q)e and µ+
u (·, n(x)) = µ+

u (·, 0) for n(x) < 0 and

µ+
u (·, n(x)) = µ+

u (·, NH) for n(x) > NH . Furthermore, the integration can be evaluated

using the Gauss-Hermite formula:

1√
π

∫ ∞
−∞

exp(−x2)µ+
u (·, n(x))dx ∼=

1√
π

m∑
j=1

αjµ
+
u (·, n(xj)), (6.47)

where αj and xj are the j weight factor and zero of the (2m − 1)th order Hermite

polynomial1 (see [148]).

We are now interested in calculating µ+, µ∗, and µ◦, so we can compute (6.47). The

following proposition let us to have bounds in the auctions’ expected payments.

Proposition 12. The functions 1
FXH

, 1
FXL

, 1
1−FXH

, and 1
1−FXL

are convex.

The following inequality is valid by Theorem 4.4.9 in [149](pp:79) and proposition

12 applied to the random variable FXL

F−1
XL

(
NL − 1

NL

)
≤ E[Y 1

NL
] ≤ F−1

XL
(1) = bL, (6.48)

1We use the polynomial of order 20 to calculate this equation, which gives an error less than 10−7.
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where F−1
XL

represents the inverse of the distribution function FXL . Also, note that

E[Z1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] is equal to the expected value from the truncated distribution

(FXH )nH at βu. Proposition 12 can be verified for this truncated function, so:

F−1
XHβu

(
nh − 1

nh

)
≤ E[Z1

nh
|Z1
nh
≤ βu] ≤ F−1

XHβu
(1) = βu. (6.49)

where F−1
XHβu

represents the inverse of the distribution function FXH truncated at βu.

These results are implying that Y 1
NL

and the truncated version of Z1
nH

are uniformly

integrable.

In the following proposition, we use limit distributions [147] to approximate: (FXH (βu))nH ,

when nH →∞.

Proposition 13. (von Mises conditions) Distributions, FXL and FXH are extremable

of the Weibull family. Furthermore, the exponents are α = 1 for XL and α = 2 for XH

with standardizing constants:

an = F−1
Xi

(1)− F−1
Xi

(
1− 1

n

)
, (6.50)

where F−1
Xi

represents the inverse of the distribution function FXi with i ∈ {L,H} ( See

table 6.6 under the Gi).

6.2.5.1 Extension for M Units

Denoted by cL, cH the number of available units for L,H auctions. Let denote by

ec,nL = E[Y c
n ] and by ec,nH (βu) = E[ZcHnH |Z

cH
nH
≤ βu]. The u user’s payoff under the two

side-aside auction game when playing strategy sH and nH other users participate in

auction H is:

µ+
u (sH , nH) =

 vu − pH if nH − cH ≤ 0

FZcHnH
(βu)(vu − ecH ,nHH (βu)) if nH − cH > 0

, (6.51)

the first part of this equation nH − cH ≤ 0 occurs when there are not enough users

to deplete the capacity cH and they pay the reserve price pH . The second part is the

expected value gain by the user minus the expected payment (ecH ,nHH (βu)), which is the

cH highest order statistic given that βu is greater.

On one hand, more users (NH − nh) can decide to participate in L than available

capacity cL; hence, they have to pay the highest order statistic calculated over the low-

budget users, but units are randomly allocated between them with probability cL
NH−nH+1
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as capacity is not enough. On the other hand, there are enough units cL > NH − nH ,

so users have to pay the cL− (NH −nH) highest order statistic over the NL low budget

users. For this case, they always win a unit. Defining cL = cL − (NH − nH), the user

u payoff for sL strategy, under the two set-aside auction game, is given by:

µ+
u (sL, nH) =


cL(vu−e

1,NL
L )

NH−nH+1 if cL ≤ 0

(vu − ecL,NLL ) if cL > 0
, (6.52)

the payoff functions for strategy sH under RG and RwP games are again derived from

the number of users participating in H, but in this case it makes to change the expected

payment in both auctions. Therefore, the payoff for strategy sH has four cases:

µ∗u(sH , nH) =



vu −Qe1,NL
L − (1−Q)pH if nH − cH ≤ 0 ∧ cL ≤ 0

vu −QecL,NLL − (1−Q)pH if nH − cH ≤ 0 ∧ cL > 0

µu(sH , nH) + ∆∗1u (sH , nH , Q) if nH − cH > 0 ∧ cL ≤ 0

µu(sH , nH) + ∆∗2u (sH , nH , Q) if nH − cH > 0 ∧ cL > 0

, (6.53)

where

∆∗1u (sH , nH , Q) = QFZcHnH
(βu)(ecH ,nHH (βu)− e1,NL

L )

∆∗2u (sH , nH , Q) = QFZcHnH
(βu)(ecH ,nHH (βu)− ecL,NLL ).

The payoff function when using strategy (H,βh) remains the same as in the RG,

the payoff for strategy sL for the RwP is

µ◦u(sL, nH) =
(vu − pL)cL

(1− FXL(pL))NL +NH − nH + 1
. (6.54)

Figure 6.6 shows two instances of the functions with vu = 0.6 and 0.8. In general,

µ+
u (·) maintain the behavior as the one unit scenario; sL expected payment is decreasing

and sH expected payment is increasing with respect to NH − nH . However, additional

behaviors are created by auction’s quantities for sL and sH . For sL and NH − NH ∈
[0, cL], µ+

u (sL, ·) decreases because the increase in auction prices between low budget

users. For NH − nH > cL, as before, the function decreases as a consequence of

lower probability related to the random allocation. µ+
u (sH , ·) is constant in the interval

nh ≤ cH , where users pay the reserve price pH . Applying the proposition 5, we can

conclude that π+
u (·) have the same properties as the one unit case, so we have a mixed

Nash equilibrium with q+
u < 1,∀u ∈ H, whenever:

(Nh + 1− cL)vu − cLe1,NL
L

Nh + 1
≥ pH . (6.55)
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(a) vu = 0.6 (b) vu = 0.8

Figure 6.6: Games’ Expected payoffs by number users (NH − nh) employing strategy sL

with uniform parent distributions. Parameters NH = 70, NL = 70, cH = 15, and cL = 15,

βu = 0.8, pH = 0.5, bL = 0.5.

Unlike the previous case, µ∗u(sH , ·) is not always increasing. For the interval [0, CH ]

the function can increase and decrease, see Figure 6.6b, or can only increase, as in

Figure 6.6a. This mixed behaviour is due to two contrary effects on prices of both

auctions, a price decrease in the H that improves the payoff and a price increase in L

that decreases the payoff when the user pays the price of L. For the RG, the benefit of

providing rewards has a minor impact of the payoff function. Yet µ◦u(sH , ·) is always

increasing as the reward is fixed regarding the number of users participating in L. Once

again, we can apply the proposition 5, to conclude that π◦u(·) have the same properties

as the one unit case, so there exists a mixed Nash equilibrium with q◦u < 1, ∀u ∈ H,

whenever µ◦(sH , 0) ≥ µ◦(sL, 0).

For deriving limit distributions of Y c
n , Z

c
n so that Nash equilibria can be computed,

we review results from extreme value theory applied to the current problem. Case

(a) corresponds to those networks where resources are too scarce when compared with

demand. This case is similar to the N user case studied in the previous subsection.

Case (b) corresponds to networks with better rates of available resources over demand.

Case a. c = c(n) ∈ {1, .., n}, n ∈ N and c→∞, c/n→ 0 We denote pn = (n− c)/n
and we have FXL , FXH satisfying the von Mises conditions, i.e, are extremable functions,
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see proposition 13. Therefore, the following result is proved, see [150]:

nfXL(F−1
XL

(pn))c−1/2(Y c
n − F−1

XL
(pn))

d−→ N(0, 1)

nfXH (F−1
XH

(pn))c−1/2(Zcn − F−1
XH

(pn))
d−→ N(0, 1),

(6.56)

where fXL , fXH are the probability density functions of FXL , FXH respectively.

Case b. c = c(n) ∈ {1, .., n}, n ∈ N and c → ∞, c/n → p The limit distribution

for the intermediate order statistics Y c
n , Z

c
n is given by Theorem 5.8 in [151], where the

authors explore for a fixed p ∈ [0, 1] the set D(p) of all distribution functions F for

which the c order statistic is asymptotically normal for all sequences c/n → p. The

following is a restatement of the theorem using the notation in this chapter.

Suppose FXi is differentiable in yo, where p = FXi(yo) and fXi(yo) > 0. For

any sequence c(Ni) = pNi + O(
√

(Ni)) the sequence Y c
n (Zcn) is asymptotically normal

N(µNi , σ
2
Ni

) with µNi = yo + (c−Nip)/NifXi(yo) and σ2
Ni

= p(1− p)/NifXi(yo)
2.

Up to now, we have developed the necessary conditions for existence and uniqueness

of a mixed games’ Nash equilibria for all users. Also using above formulas, the user’s

Nash equilibrium can be calculated. Following, we show how to calculate a system’s

q+, q∗, and q◦ given Q.

6.2.5.2 Calculating a General q+, q∗, and q◦

For every user u ∈ H and Q, we have a triple (q+, q∗, and q◦). That is easily obtained

by limit distributions of intermediate order statistics and an algorithm finding the zeros

of the following functions:

π+
u (sL, q)− π+

u (sH , q),

π∗u(sL, Q, q)− π∗u(sH , Q, q)

π◦u(sL, Q, q)− π◦u(sH , Q, q).

(6.57)

However, this procedure does not scale. We take an alternative path by calculating

the expected q+, q∗, q◦ resolving the zeros of the following functions:

g+(q) = E[π+
u (sL, q)− π+

u (sH , q)],

g∗(Q, q) = E[π∗u(sL, Q, s)− π∗u(sH , Q, q)]

g◦(Q, q) = E[π◦u(sL, Q, s)− π◦u(sH , Q, q)],

(6.58)
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we just develop for g+(q) as the same procedure can be used for g∗, g◦. Expanding

g+(q), we have:

g+(q) = E[π+((H, w), q)− π+((L, bL), q)|w < v] + E[π+((H, w), q)− π+((L, bL), q)|w ≥ v].

(6.59)

Applying the Gauss-Hermite formula to the first part of Equation (6.59) and de-

noting nj = n(xj), we have:

E[π+((H, w), q)|w < v] =

∫ 1

bL

∫
w<v

π+((H, w), q)fv,wdwdv, (6.60)

note that other parts of g+(q) can be derived following the same steps.

We are then interested in studying the behavior of this expected value when NH →
∞ and NL →∞, i.e., limNH→∞E[π+((H, w), q)|w < v]. First observe from the defini-

tion of nj that nj →∞. Applying the dominated convergence theorem to the following

valid inequalities:

vFZcnj
(w) ≤ v∫ w

bL
yfZcnj

(y) ≤ F−1
XHw

(1) = w, from (6.49)

and the uniformly integrability of yfZcnj
(y), which is a consequence of proposition 12

extended to the c order statistic and Theorem 4.4.9 [149](pp:79), we then have:

E[π+((H, w), q)|w < v] =
∑m

j=1
αj√
π

∫ 1
bL

∫ v
bL

limnj→∞

[
F
Zk
n(xj)

(w)v−
∫ w
bL
yf
Zk
n(xj)

(y)dy

(1−bL)2

]
dwdv.

At this point, we employ the limit distributions for intermediate statistics. Applying

Theorem 5.8 in [151] to E[π+((H, w), q)|w < v], we have:

E[π+((H, w), q)|w < v] =
m∑
j=1

αj√
π

∫ 1

bL

∫ v

bL

[
Φ(w)v −

∫ w
−∞ yφ(w)dy

(1− bL)2

]
dwdv, (6.61)

where Φ(w), φ(w) correspond to the cumulative and density of a normal distribution

with mean µnj and standard deviation σnj defined by the Theorem 5.8 in [151]. This

last equation is integrable using once again the Hermite formula with limits: −∞, 0 and

0, w. The following equations are obtained by integration. They are presented to show

that functions accompanying e−y
2

are polynomials of low degree, so the error because

of using the Hermite polynomials is bounded by 10−7.

E[π+((H,w), q)|w < v] =

m∑
j=1

αj√
π

∫ bL

−∞
e−y

2
p11(y)dy +

∫ bH

bL

e−y
2
p12(y)dy, (6.62)
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with

p11(y) =
1

3
− bL

2
+
b3L
6

+ y(−1

2
+ bL −

b2L
2

), p12(y) =
1

3
− y + y2 −

y3
L

3
,

where bL =
bL−µnj√

(2)σnj
, bh =

1−µnj√
(2)σnj

, and y =
√

(2)σnjy + µnj .

Regarding the computational complexity, this method is simple because of the use

of the Hermite formula. In fact, polynomials; such as, p11(y) and p12(y) have low

degree, so we just need few (i.e., 5) roots of the order Hermite polynomials. Roots and

weights are pre-calculated and stored for mechanism’s execution.

6.2.5.3 Calculating Q

We have approximated g+(q) and g∗(Q, q), g◦(Q, q)1. We now introduce an optimization

problem that generates the Q that minimizes the expected probability of users going

into the L auction, and, at the same time, controls the measure z (given as parameter).

This formulation is minimizing the expected probability s to be used on mechanisms

giving that the z measure is greater than the threshold (ztr).

minimize
q,s,Q

s

subject to

− g∗(Q, s) ≤ 0, g+(q) = 0, q − s ≥ ztrQ, 0 ≤ q ≤ 1, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1.

Denote the multiplier associated with the first inequality by u1 ≥ 0. Applying

Karush-Kunh-Tucker conditions and observing that at the optimum the inequality −q+

s+ ztrQ ≤ 0 must be active, then there must be a q+, such that g(q+) = 0. Because of

the existence of a mixed Nash equilibrium, such a q+ should exist. The following are

the necessary conditions:

u1
d(g∗(Q, q∗ − ztrQ))

dQ
= z, −u1g

∗(Q, q∗ − ztrQ) = 0. (6.63)

Finally, a gradient method can be used to resolve this problem.

6.3 Testbed Description

Following, we describe the testbed setup and configuration used to obtain quantitative

results.

1This approximation is the same as the one used for the binomial distribution
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6.3.1 Auction Setup

Operators assign resources for the time interval [0, T ]. An initial partition T of [0, T ] is

formed, such that 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tS = T . [ts, ts+1),∀s ∈ {1, S} represents a time

slot to be auctioned. For every time slot, the link capacity is divided in units of equal

size s. Users should get involved in periodic auctions, which are available for future

time slots.

Four different auction models are included for testing: (1) a second uniform price

auction (SUPA), where UNs send an ordered list l = (n, x, q, ts, tf ). n indicating the

traffic key, x the price per unit, q the requested unit amount, ts the start date time,

and tf the end date time. (2) A subsidy auction(SA), which takes the ordered list l and

assigns subsidies (20%) to those users with bid less than a threshold (bL). (3) A second

uniform price auction with perfect information (PIM), where users decide truthfully

the auction to enroll based on their budget. For this case, UNs add another parameter

i for indicating the auction to the ordered list l. And finally, an auction following the

assign and price rules proposed by the mechanisms in section 6.2. In this case, users

send the same ordered list as l.

6.3.2 User Session Characteristics

Following the conclusions of [152], we model user arrivals following a non-homogeneous

Poisson process. Arrival rates per hour are calculated using the data reported in [153]

for weekdays. We choose this reference in particular because it reports traffic statistics

from a rural network that has the demographic characteristics being addressed by this

work. Even though their authors suggest this scenario as an extreme case, where there

are few users as compared to commercial networks. Aware of this condition, and the

fact that intermediate order statistics depend on the relationship capacity-demand, we

scale the traffic to study the mechanisms’ behavior under changing rates. In fact, we

multiply calculated rates by 2, 3 and 4, which we call scenarios 2x, 3x, 4x. Figure 6.7

depicts per hour arrival rate for scenario 1x.
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Figure 6.7: Average rate for scenario 1x

Low Budget High Budget

bL 0.5 bH 1

pL 0.1 pH 0.5

cL 16 cH 16

Subsidy 20%

Table 6.7: Simulation parameters

We divide the reported capacity post-upgrade, which combining download and up-

load is 495 kbps, we assume a unit representing 15 kbps. Therefore, we run tests using

32 units. The reader should observe that mechanisms work for larger capacities and

total units; however, we restrict simulations to address the conditions of those being

excluded. Table 6.7 presents other parameters.

Authors in [154] provide empirical cumulative distribution functions(CDP) for ses-

sion length and average data rate per session. Their experiments are built over a

commercial Wi-Fi hotspot provider running operations all over Australia. Information

is presented for three different users’ categories by contract type. We take reports for

the ALL category, which combines all users. We adopt the conventional modelling

practice of using an exponential distribution with the reported mean, 24 minutes. This

assumption is not entirely arbitrary. In fact, the group tracking the traffic network

evolution in [153] has suggested based on its observations, that traffic is comparable

to that in urban settings or the general Internet. The number of units requested in a

particular session follows a discrete probability distribution computed from the CDF

of the average data rate per session(see Figure 12 in [154]).

6.3.3 Testbed Topology Setup

A star topology was used to test experiments. A set of UNs is connected to a first hop

to simulate a switch. This hop is connected to the auction router. The GIST layer of

NSIS is configured using the UDP protocol for the Q-mode and TCP for the rest of

the session. The auction router stores data in a local database, so this traffic is not

monitored. We grow computers connected to reproduce scenarios 2x, 3x and 4x.
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6.4 Results and Observations

In this chapter, we study the challenge of dealing with untruthful users when using social

oriented mechanisms. In subsection 6.4.2, we test whether only to reward high budget

users is enough to deal with the untruthful problem or not. Due to it is not enough, we

use the RwP mechanism to study if prices can be set to cover the targeted group, even

in high demand intervals (peaks), see subsection 6.4.3. In this regard, simulation results

indicate that set-aside schemes reduce 20% revenues and reach 100% higher coverage for

the targeted group, when compared with SUPA. In detail, we show how coverage and

prices change using PIM, RwP, and SUPA mechanisms and how these measures evolve

with the implicit network load, defined as the per auction ratio capacity/demand,

for scenarios 1x and 4x. In subsection 6.4.3.5, we study subsidized auctions as an

alternative to set-aside schemes. Finally, subsection 7.6.3.2 briefly discusses technical

measures of the implemented system.

6.4.1 Metrics

The following defines economic and technical measures:

• Prices. The study is assuming uniform distributions for valuations and budgets,

the prices that we present are interpreted as the percentage against the maximum

price that a user should pay in a specific time. In this way, we circumvent the

problem of currencies and relative prices in different regions.

• Coverage. This metric is calculated as the total allocation over the total demand

at the time when the auction is executed. Therefore, even in those moments of

enough capacity, the mechanism might not have 100% because of reserve prices

for low budget users. Consequent with the definition of a high-budget user with

low valuation being as any other low budget user, we determine coverage for

high-budget users as those samples that give a value greater than bL.

• Network revenue. This metric is calculated as the sum over intervals of the

allocated units multiplied by prices. We discuss two regimes: intervals when

capacity is insufficient (peak intervals) and off-peak intervals.

6.4.2 Is It Enough to Reward Truthful Users?

Table 6.8 shows q∗(q+, taking Q = 0) for the proposed mechanisms whenever the

number of users in auction H increase. The high equilibrium probabilities (q∗) are
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suggesting that it is not enough to reward truthful users. Yet if there are many users

in the low budget auction, the RwP mechanism can establish Q values that makes to

be truthful a pure Nash equilibrium. However, this condition is infrequent and the

operator should expect a positive q∗.

Table 6.8: Expected probability of using the sL strategy at the Nash equilibrium under

mixed strategies. Parameters: NL = 70, NH ∈ [30, 70], cH = cL = 16, bL = 0.5, and

PH = 0.5.

Reward Mechanism RwP Mechanism

Q Avg q∗ Std desv q∗ Avg q◦ Std desv q◦

0 0.5438 0.0153 0.2871 0.0583

0.1 0.5277 0.0198 0.2669 0.0538

0.2 0.4877 0.0173 0.2028 0.0519

0.3 0.4508 0.0158 0.1517 0.0564

0.4 0.4172 0.0150 0.1036 0.0603

0.5 0.3859 0.0163 0.0694 0.0532

We also verify the outcomes of different parameters; such as, quantities assigned

on both sets and reserve prices. Greater quantities in the low budget set as well as an

increase in the reserve price of the high budget auction make q+ and q∗ grow. Greater

quantities in auction H have the opposite effect.

6.4.3 Auction Outcomes

The PIM and SUPA mechanisms are used to benchmark the outcomes in revenue and

allocation efficiency. Due to the RwP mechanism fixes the price for the low budget set,

we track the relative revenue variation (SUPA-RwP) and (SUPA-PIM) to determine

this cost. Likewise, efficiency is compromised as units that should be sold to high

budget users are now going to low budget users. How much relative coverage changes

for both groups is, therefore, telling us whether the efficiency cost is worthy or not.
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6.4.3.1 Results on Network Revenue

In scenarios 1x and 2x, see Table 6.9, the RwP mechanism creates more revenues that

those in SUPA. However, RwP produces lower revenues (7% and 12%) in scenarios 3x

and 4x, respectively. This behavior is a consequence of greater competition between

users, when the simulation goes from scenario 1x to 4x. In fact, the mechanism is

executed only 19% of the auction intervals when the scenario is 1x, and 96% when the

scenario is 4x. In those intervals, the low budget segment price is the reserve price

(pL).

PIM always generates more revenues than operating with SUPA, see Table 6.9. So

a second uniform price rule favors high-budget users, which indirectly take advantage

of poor users to reach lower prices. These results indicate that set-aside schemes (RwP

and PIM) create more competition on the high-budget set and increase prices, which

smooths the revenue loss in the low budget segment.

Table 6.9: Network revenue and coverage for the mechanisms evaluated.

RwP Mechanism PIM SUPA Subsidy Auction

HBS LBS Total HBS LBS Total HBS LBS Total HBS LBS Total

Revenue 1x 896 876 1772 1031 948 1980 748 914 1662 861 942 1803

2x 1283 1765 3048 1564 1893 3457 1160 1855 3015 1332 1880 3213

3x 3682 2293 5976 4265 3147 7412 3892 2541 6433 4514 2568 7081

4x 4657 3020 7677 4967 4356 9323 5174 3442 8616 5933 3438 9372

Coverage 1x 96 46 61 74 45 57.3 99 37 63 98.6 36.6 63.2

peak 2x 93 44 58 78 48 59.6 100 36 62 100.0 36.6 61.5

intervals (%) 3x 78 34 46 63 36 46.4 96 20 48 95.8 19.6 47.9

4x 76 27 40 64 29 40.1 97 14 40 97.1 13.5 39.9

Coverage 1x 98 61 71 92 62 70.5 100 61 72 99.6 63.4 73.8

all 2x 99 62 71 95 63 71.2 100 62 72 100 62.6 71.9

intervals (%) 3x 88 43 54 76 45 53.9 97 38 55 97 39 55

4x 84 35 45 75 37 45.9 98 29 46 98 29 46

6.4.3.2 Allocations per Group

Table 6.9 also presents coverage. Results indicate that RwP reaches the desired behav-

ior, it maintains the same coverage behavior for both groups, a 20% reduction. Unlike

SUPA, for peak periods, the coverage gap between the two groups is lowered as we go

from 1x to 4x. This indicates that regulators may establish a group target coverage

by setting the rate capacity/demand. Moreover, low budget coverage for PIM is just

2% more than that in RwP. This shows that the RwP is adequate for handling the
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untruthful user problem.

Subfigures 6.8a and 6.8b show the coverage detail per auction. Two main trends can

be distinguished: (1) in scenario 1x high budget users’ coverage is frequently high, but

it spreads as we go to scenario 4x and lower loads. (2) The low budget users’ coverage

is initially dispersed around a trend line relating load and coverage, but dispersion

is strongly affected as we go towards scenario 4x, where auctions’ coverage is closely

grouped together around this line. For SUPA, the high budget coverage is almost

unaffected with the scenario. These results are compatible with the hypothesis that a

set-aside scheme can guarantee minimal resources for targeted groups.

6.4.3.3 Coverage vs. Network Revenue Trade-Off

Subfigure 6.8c shows peak interval revenues and coverage relative to those in SUPA,

which is drawn in the Cartesian plane origin, as we go from scenario 1x to 4x. For high

budget users, RwP and PIM mechanisms decrease coverage as well as revenues. The

trend is to move from the quadrant of positive relative revenues and negative coverage

towards the one of negative revenues and coverage. In the worst case, the revenue

lost (RwP:10%,PIM:4%) is lower than the reduction in coverage (RwP:22%,PIM:34%).

Hence, data shows that operators should expect a small adverse impact on revenues.

For low-budget users, RwP and PIM increase coverage. The trend is to move away

from the origin toward an increase in coverage. Additionally, PIM increases revenues

and RwP reduces them by 12%. From this data, we suggest that operators can be

encouraged to increase coverage with a bounded revenue reduction (12%) by using the

RwP mechanism presented.

Finally, PIM is ideal from a regulator’s perspective because not only increases rev-

enue (8%) but also increases low budget coverage (111%). However, this behavior is at

the cost of the coverage of high-budget users, and, to be implementable, the operator

should trade-off between the cost of implementing an administrative function for users’

clustering and the rise in revenue.

6.4.3.4 Price Evolution

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 present respectively the average price per hour and the price

frequency using mechanisms RwP and SUPA(one auction). Most of the time the price

for the low budget set is in the range 0.1−0.2, so, in theory, more than 60% (1−FYL(0.2))

of the low budget population is able to use services. These results support the hypothesis

that there is possible to set affordable prices. And equally important, the difference

in high and low budget prices suggests that self price discrimination is possible, see
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Figure 6.8: (a) and (b) Coverage per auction load (i.e., capacity/demand) for scenarios

1x and 4x. (c) Revenue and coverage relationship or peak intervals for scenarios 1x, 2x,

3x and 4x.

Subfigure 6.9. Low budget higher prices correspond to hours of low demand, when all

users should compete together for resources. Even on those intervals, prices are lower

than those set by SUPA.
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Figure 6.9: Average price per hour - - scenario 4x, mechanisms RwP (High and Low

Budget) and SUPA

Prices for high budget users follow their demand. But because intervals are not

exhausted within hours, their price is less than bL. In the previous chapter, we study

DTN traffic and suggest that there is no need to install alternative infrastructure for
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Figure 6.10: Price frequency - scenario 4x, mechanisms RwP (High and Low Budget)

and SUPA

carrying data. This result agrees with that idea.

6.4.3.5 Is It Better to Use a Subsidy Mechanism?

For the selling bandwidth case being analyzed, results contradict authors in [114]. They

suggest that a subsidy auction is better for coverage and revenue combined than a set-

aside scheme. In revenue terms, it is true that it consistently produces higher revenues

(1x : 1%, 2x : 5%, 3x : 18%,4x : 20%), but it does not have any considerable effect in

the targeted group coverage, almost the same coverage as SUPA. So we suggest that

using a set-aside scheme is the right alternative for spreading resources.
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7

Putting Service Pricing to Work

Unlike the previous chapters, where most of the attention has been given to pricing

models, this chapter is devoted only to technical concerns for deploying the network

envisioned in chapter 4. In particular, we explore the required functionalities to operate

the proposed service model, mandatory network’s elements to deliver those functions,

and how they should coordinate themselves. All of these topics are presented following

the guidelines [155, 156] to documenting software architectures.

Note that pricing models assume a session based operation. In that operation, users

transmit to the network their needs for every new connection. Yet in some connections,

such as those established for an as soon as possible service, the user agrees at one time

on a SLA, but the SLA is employed by all sessions. Therefore, for sessions not including

user’s needs, we assume that a pre-specified SLA exists for the user and it is stored and

retrieved when the user connects to the network.

Recall from section 3.3, where we reviewed a number of architectures for deploying

QoS at the session level, the following requirements are the minimal for a flow operation:

1. The architecture should be able to talk with other service models of transit

providers, in particular, DiffServ.

2. For the intra domain operation, it is recommended to have control at the finest

level possible to guarantee QoS.

3. The architecture should be able to mix traffic from different technologies, when

they are available for services.

4. To increase the opportunity to perform price differentiation, the architecture

should be able to exchange information through signaling in order to initiate,

maintain, and tear down control state in nodes.
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Yet these requirements do not constitute a complete list. We need to deal with any

other specific requirement to enable pricing. Therefore, broadly speaking the archi-

tecture’s functions should cover pricing and flow management. Moreover, due to the

key element for shaping users and providers a convenient rational behavior is pricing,

that element must be in the center of the architecture. In that way, user and providers

decisions can be translated into call admission, QoS, and authorization policies.

To operate service types requires a set of tailored technical instruments. For ex-

ample, while long-term SLAs and as soon as possible services assume a continuous

monitoring of traffic usage, short-term SLAs operate under future predictions regard-

ing resource availability. So that monitoring is essential for the first two and useless

for the latest. Likewise, the ability to mix technologies plays an important role in DT

services, but it is irrelevant for short-term SLAs. Therefore, components performing

the coordination function must somehow be aware of the service type to fulfil.

It is also in the interest of this thesis to provide insights about nonfunctional fea-

tures, such as scalability and components of the architecture that can follow previous

works, so that the implementation might take advantage of already available open

source components. This requirement is addressed in the subsection dealing with the

implementation list.

In what follows, we describe a proposal for an architecture including requirements

previously mentioned. This description includes three parts, the description of the

architecture, which is presented in sections 7.1-7.4, the implementation status listed

in subsection 7.5, and a pilot test of one of the pricing models to evaluate scalability,

section 7.6. We decide to perform test the auction pricing model because it is built on

the NSIS signaling protocol, which is substantially employed for managing state control

at nodes. Consequently, measures taken for this prototype serve as reference points for

the scalability of the entire architecture.

The following list shows the contributions of this chapter, in order of appearance:

1. We present network’s stakeholder and their concerns, see subsection 7.1.

2. Based on those concerns, we describe a list of functional modules that perform

the complete operational process. The process covers session set up, execution,

tear down, and traffic charging, see subsection 7.2.

3. Then, we restrict our attention to session management and its pricing. For this

restricted functionality, we propose a set of components and their purpose. All

of this is described following the component-connector view, see 7.3.
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4. Connectors and their operations are described in section 7.4. This section distin-

guishes between session set up related processes and other processes not related

to the session, but that are required for pricing.

5. Implementation status and proposed open source adoptions to fulfil components’

functionality are presented in section 7.5.

6. A description of a pilot system implemented to evaluate scalability is presented

in 7.6. We also show measures taken on resource usage. Those results let us

to suggest that at least a thousand of concurrent users are able to maintain the

architecture. However, the lack of a complete set of mechanisms to cope with

concurrency inhibits more users’ support. The introduction of those technical

mechanisms is left as future work.

7.1 Stakeholders’ Concerns

As we discuss in chapter 4, there are three shareholders for the architecture: customers,

the service provider, and regulation agencies. Customers are concerned about the actual

service consumption and their corresponding bills. The service provider is concern of

its ability to deploy services, so that it can guarantee a profit. Finally, regulators

are concern about being able to track network aggregate measures to make sure that

appropriate anti-monopoly measures have been taken and that they are able to resolve

issues arising as part of the service offering between customers and providers. In this

work, we restrict the work for a few concerns in customers or providers, which are

described in what follows.

7.1.1 General Customer Concerns

1. To make predictable their usage consumption. The user must configure her actual

budget and the architecture should advice consumption through time.

2. To have feedback mechanisms for maintaining a continuous tracking of previous

usage. As part of the network usage the architecture should register per user, ap-

plication, service, and session usage statistics that support future users’ decisions

regarding their Internet budget and usage.

3. To be able to use services with predefined quality levels. There should be an al-

ternative to transmit QoS specifications to the network for a specific session (by

an application function) and the network should be able to adequately configure
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itself for those needs. The alternative covers session events (i.g. session ter-

mination and modification) quality negotiation in economic terms and feedback

mechanisms for user’s accountability.

4. To be able to choose between alternative services, so they can use the most worthy

service for their needs.

7.1.2 Anchor Customer Concerns

1. To be able to transmit quality attributes per application. Every time that an

application starts, the network should create a session, so charging is carry out

by application, which is the basis for SLAs. Identifiers relating the application

layer with the session layer should be carried along the architecture if they exist.

The session is the basis for establishing and tracking the interaction of a particular

user with the network provider.

7.1.3 Service Provider Concerns

1. To be easy to implement and deploy new pricing schemes. Every time that a new

type of customer is clustered or a particular customer agreement is made, the

provider should be able to translate needs into services in the architecture.

2. For charging the following models should be supported: volume base charging,

time base charging, location base charging, time of the day charging, volume and

time base charging, no charging.

3. To be able to enforce per service usage limits.

4. To be able to implement service based charging. Services must be defined in terms

of QoS parameters and particular technologies. The main objective of creating

services is to help in user discrimination, so that providers and users have a tool

for creating contracts that benefit both parties.

5. To be able to deliver adaptive pricing. The architecture should form the basis

for capture actual demand through variables helping in price discrimination and

based on those variables set prices.

6. To be able to save data for trend analysis. Metered records should have enough

context information, such as user, day time, interface, service, and so on, to guide

forecasting and capacity planning.
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7. To be able to discard packets that don’t match any service data flow filter of the

active rules.

8. To be able to define policies with wild-carded service data flow filters. By this

means the provider is able to charge best effort services that arrive from an

authorized user.

9. Predefined and dynamic policy provisioning should be included as part of the

architecture, the former for long-term contracts and the later for short-term con-

tracts.

10. To be able to schedule policy installation and removal prior to the effective time

when it has to operate.

11. Control and reservation mechanisms should support user equipment or network

initiation modes. This mechanisms should be based on service based policies or

predefined internal policies and they can be employed in the presence of NAT

devices.

12. To be able for downgrading or upgrading a QoS policy already installed, in this

way the architecture should be able to start, modify and terminate QoS policies

on the network access technologies.

7.2 General Architecture Overview

Figure 7.1 presents our view of the designed pricing architecture. In what follows,

we describe the main responsibilities of each module using as decomposing criteria the

functionality provided to the architecture. Six different functionalities we record, which

are described:

Policy Control Module. This module includes all procedures to implement schedul-

ing and prioritized queuing on routers or access points (AP). At peak periods, these

methods implement packet dropping and marking to policy flows going out and in to

the network. Also, it includes those procedures to translate QoS requirements into

technologies’ QoS mechanisms. This process modifies packets, so the link layer can

recognize policies to apply. The underlying network must meet performance criteria

including minimizing call refusals, network latency, and packet loss. Those criteria are

required during congestion conditions or when multiple users must share the network

resources.
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Policy Control Module

Accounting Module

Metering Control Module

User Agent Module

Session Control Module

Authorization – Autentication Module

Packet Classifier Module

Packet Scheduler Module

Packet Marker Module

DTN Scheduler Module

Traffic Control DataBase

Pricing Module

Best-Effort Price Module

Auction Price Module

Long Term Price Module

Demand Forecasting Module

Accounting Database

Packet Classifier Module

Meter Database

Policy Meter Database

Budget Manager Module

Consumption Feedback Module

Auction Bidding Module

Service Module

Policy Charging Control Function

Session Manager

User Data Repository

User Authentication Module

Device Authentication Module

User Authorization Module

Application Function

PEP Module

Figure 7.1: Architecture Decomposition View

Accounting Module. It includes procedures to execute and control pricing methods,

to verify invoice records registered when customers use services and to forecast demand

and track capacity. It handles all the information generated as resources are used in

different parts of the network, which are generated in meters in the form of call detail

records (CDRs) and are transferred once a first aggregation is executed on meters. This

module covers functionality required to manage and control the logic for setting up

meters. Meter should collect only those metrics that are required for a specific service

within a SLA, so that information is useful for billing and forecasting. In addition, it

must be able to configure aggregation methods performed in meters. Normally, in this

module is implemented the resource bank, where reside customers’ credit balances. In

this work, however, this functionality is not implemented or taken into account.

Metering Control Module. It includes procedures to execute passive monitor ac-

tivities over interfaces for consumption tracking as well as the consumption exporting

activity towards user agents and accounting databases. It works by creating a set of

counters based on configurable parameters for every session in the network. Counters
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keep track of events occurring in an interface such as packets forwarding or dropping.

Captured events are maintained at local nodes most of the time in finite buffers. After

that, the module is able to communicate to other agents to export those records.

User Agent Module. By this module the user is able to negotiate contracts with

the network for short-term quality requirements. The requirement negotiation ends

with an authorization key that grants the user access to transport resources. By means

of this module, users interact with the architecture to perform session control functions,

such as session creation, maintenance, and finalization. In this task, it provides the user

identification (IP address and identity), the required quality of service to be established

on the transport layer as well as the identifiers to flow filtering. After service delivery,

it reports current and historic consumption and budget availability.

Session Control Module. It includes all procedures and mechanisms to control

the session life cycle. Sessions are the core element maintained during the service

deployment and it is used to keep track of quality and metering policies created for

a particular service. So it decides over policy installation and removal for QoS and

metering. The module checks the user identity. In particular, the entity calls the

functions from the authentication module to verify whether or not the user is valid.

Once the user is authenticated, then registration occurs, which besides maintaining

a user record through a list, it generates unique charging ids and network and path

identifiers that are needed for correct further processing of session messages. This entity

is responsible of calling the policy and meter control modules for the session and to set

up and tear down resources reservations and their corresponding metering. As part of

the management session function, the module is responsible for delivering traffic layer

events, (e.g. route changes), occurring towards the user agent module.

Authorization / Authentication Module. It includes procedures and mecha-

nisms for verifying that users are valid within the network and for determining whether

a particular user has a privilege over resources during service delivery. We consider this

module out of scope of this work and it is left for future work.

7.3 Component and Connector View

This architecture follows in general the design of the policy and charge control architec-

ture presented in [157]. Note that module’s functionality have been split into entities
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performing functions from more than one module introduced in the previous section,

such as the case of the policy charging resource function. This was done to maintain the

same architectural constructs and may reuse as much as possible open source software

that has been released to accomplish those functions.

However, a number of few concerns has been addressed in a different way: (1) for

gate, QoS, and charging deployment the NSIS protocol is used. The set of protocols can

route gate, QoS, and charging requests between the network nodes, so that there is no a

need for multiple Policy Charging Resource Function (PCRF) nodes and for operations

to route between them, (2) we assume in the target deployment scenario Linux routers.

They are able to perform policy control, packet marking, and traffic shaping. One of

routers works as a node responder for signaling, the edge router in most of the cases

performs this role, and another works as a signaling initiator. The role that initiates

signaling is performed in most of the cases by the PRCF, which translates user service

requirements given in XML formats to rules to be applied in routers.

Figure 7.2 presents our detailed view of the designed pricing architecture, where

components are coordinated using the NSIS signaling protocol or Diamater. Now, we

describe the main functions of each component. Connectors are described in subsection

7.4, where we explain the processes performed to establish session for the three SLA

kinds.

7.3.1 Application Function (AF)

The AF entity is the architecture’s entry point for the user. It serves to configure

sessions that require dynamic policy and charging control. It, also, forms the ground

to request notifications for events occurring on the transport layer or charging related

events. To be close to the user, the AF is intended to work at the application layer level;

even though, it can be a part of other entities to assist at network initiated sessions,

such as in the case of long term contracts.

The session management function is achieved by exchanging XML messages with

the PCRF. We assume a unique PCRF for the entire domain, to request, modify or

terminate sessions. During session establishment or modification, the PCRF can reject

the session. In that event, the AF replicates the rejection informing the UE the response

received. The response may include those resources that PCRF would accept, so that

an advice to the request update process is given. Besides the service data information,

this entity adds the IP address of the user agent and user identity, so the session request

can be authenticated.

Two kinds of notifications can be used. Those related to events on the transport
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layer and those with charging. Two operations are planned for event subscription

management. The subscribe operation starts at the PCRF the event notification. The

unsubscribe operation ends it. Transport layer events include: changes in the AP

association, resource loss, and route changes. For charging events, the user has to

decide over the frequency of reporting and receiving nodes to the information storage.

7.3.2 Policy Charging Resource Function (PCRF)

The PCRF is the entity responsible for QoS and charging control. It receives requests

from the Application Function, authorizes requests, verifies whether they agree with

current policies and available resources, and carries out the admission decision. In case
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of admission, it calls the policy charging enforce function to actually deploy rules. In

addition, it takes care of modifications and termination of sessions as well as transmit-

ting events occurring in the transport layer to the Application Function.

The verification task comprises service request consistency as well as compliance

with other policy rules already installed and with user’s subscription data. The ser-

vice request is checked to determine whether the request agrees with the service model

presented in chapter 4 and whether the information is complete for creating or modi-

fying the session. After asserting compliance, it verifies the service request against the

subscription data, where an authorization problem can arise. In case of any problem

regarding verification, it should inform the AF about the rejection with proper error

codes. In case of a successful verification, the PCRF continues to the following step.

The admission decision takes into consideration hierarchy of previous dynamic rules

and available resources. As we mention in chapter 5, there is a natural hierarchy

for resource allocation, which prioritizes long contracts to short contracts and short

contracts to best effort services. So to decide whether a particular request is able to

join, the entity should be conscious of current usage of sessions in those categories.

For resource consciousness, the PCRF creates monitoring tasks through the PCEF.

These tasks submit the measures, i.e., volume consumption, by a specified set of keys.

Monitory tasks include threshold definitions, so that the PCRF receives information

whenever a threshold has been reached. An example of a common threshold is the

elapse time between the previous report and the current time. The final join decision

depends on resources requested, the possibility of pre-empting other sessions, and re-

source availability. Service information is used to derive the QoS for the service. In

case of not accepting the request, the PCRF sends in the response those resources that

can be provisioned. In the other case, it continues to rule deployment.

Rule deployment has a three-fold purpose: to set up QoS, metering, and Nat/Firewall

rules for a session, to maintain operational those rules during the entire service deploy-

ment and to tear-down the rules, once a service termination is requested. For carrying

out this activity, the PCRF uses the user subscription data as well as the information in

the actual service request. This activity decides the bit rate, the QoS priority class, the

classificator for the flow, and any market required to traverse or interconnect with peer

networks. For best effort services, not requiring a specific session, the service request

can be aggregated with other previous session for QoS purposes. After rule decisions

have been performed, the entity initiates the signaling by using the NSIS QoS, me-

tering, and Nat/Firewall applications. Following a soft state model, signaling session

on network nodes maintains time-outs for rules’ removal. To keep alive sessions, it is
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required to refresh all soft state sessions created. Finally, the PCRF sends a tear-down

message to finish activity when the service termination arrives from the AF.

Finally, this entity performs the delivery of those transport events subscribed by

AFs. An example of an event to be reported is the loss of resources as a consequence

of path changes. For this activity, the PCRF should have a repository with those

PCC rules that have been deployed for a session and have an active request for event

publishing. In order to keep the user budget, an AF can subscribe to receive charging

information. In this case, the PCRF just mandate report activation or removal, but the

actual delivery should go from the PCEF towards the UE notified by the AF during

the subscription request.

7.3.3 Policy Charging Enforce Function

The PCEF performs different types of service data flow enforcement including gate,

QoS, access technology, and charging enforcement. Enforcement activities are based

on functions for marking, classifying and scheduling through Linux routers. A par-

ticular flow may traverse many routers in the provider domain. On every router the

PCEF is implemented with dissimilar featured applications. We understand the net-

work composed of three distinctive nodes: access points which implement QoS using

the link layer mechanisms included in the WiFi technology for quality, border routers

that interconnects the network with a peer, and DTN routers that execute the store

and forward procedures.

The gate enforcement goal is to accept or to deny a flow passing through a router.

This operation is majorly done in access points or border routers by installing fire-

wall rules that accept packets associated with a particular filter. We employ the

Nat/Firewall NSIS application implemented in [158] to perform this activity. On DTN

routers a recurrent rule is executed every time that the PCRF determines that enough

capacity is available, so that the link goes up or down according with availability.

QoS enforcement spans rule installation, removal, and network access technology

translation. Rule installation and removal are executed on Linux routers in order to set

up and control the bandwidth download and upload and traffic priority. For bandwidth

control, it is used Hierarchy Token Bucket (HTB), where a first hierarchy level is used

to separate bandwidth for long contracts, short contracts, and best effort services. The

second level is used to allocate a specific bandwidth for the user session. Priority is

given through the class associated with the HTB, which are served by a round robin

basis. A classifier is used to attach packets belonging to a session. Classifiers can be

made up of various filters; filters can be placed on any part of the packet. These filters
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can be part of the service definition or can be added by the PCRF. In any case, they

have to be defined in the rule and the PCEF just acknowledge successful deployment.

On routers WiFi enabled, we assume a deployment with QoS support mechanisms.

In particular, following [159], there is a coordination function, the hybrid coordination

function, that uses a contention based transfer and a controlled channel access to pro-

vide priority on transmission. 802.11e defined four access categories (AC) to prioritize:

background traffic(AC BK), best effort(AC BE), video(AC V I), voice(AC V O). Ta-

ble 7.1 shows the mapping between the DSCP field in the IP layer and the traffic type

of the link layer. So in order to guarantee the priority on traffic in the WiFi part, we

implement DSCP field marking for those packets going to UE.

Table 7.1: Mapping between the DSCP field and the access categories defined in 802.11e

DSCP Field Hex/Bin/Dec Layer 2 Prio Traffic Type Access Category

0x38 / 111000 / 56 7 Network Control AC VO

0x30 / 110000 / 48 6 Voice AC VO

0x28 / 101000 / 40 5 Video AC V I

0x20 / 100000 / 32 4 Controlled Load AC V I

0x18 / 011000 / 24 3 Excellent Effort AC BE

0x10 / 010000 / 16 2 Spare AC BK

0x08 / 001000 / 8 1 Background AC BK

0x00 / 000000 / 0 0 Best Effort AC BE

On routers DTN enabled marking should be executed to give a specific request

priority, so that the architecture is able to employ the prioritization bundle protocol

function. These nodes register for receive alerts of delayed bundles. In case a bundle is

delayed, the PCEF must send a notification towards the PCRF for creating a session

to bundle delivery. We assume that the DTN scheduler prioritizes delayed bundles over

non-delayed bundles. In order to prevent link interruptions during bundle transmis-

sions, an event is sent from the DTN scheduler to the PCEP every time that a bundle

is successfully transmitted. After this event the PCEF can tear-down the rule and

mandates to place the link in a down state.

Translation is carried out to peer with other networks. When the peer network

uses DiffServ, the edge router must enforce the correct DSCP marking in the uplink.

For peer networks implementing other Qos models, the edge router should make a

translation of every service, so that a flow gets the corresponding QoS handling.

Charging enforcement is intended to meter and tariff all traffic passing through a

particular interface. The key element for charging is the session which inherits context

information for pricing discrimination. Examples of session context include the attach-
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ment location, time of day, user, user group, type of contract, technology used, and

priority. The PCEF by means of the metering application should provide context in-

formation to all call detail records to the charging system. To do so, the rule definition

must be able to configure particular fields to report and default rules to apply in case

of not being able to discriminate.

An important concern relating to metering is the node where it should be per-

formed. In this regard, the NSIS metering application is implemented to route rule

requests among routers in the path, so that a subset of them can assume the metering

role depending on configuration and the rule information to apply. For metering we

employ a component implemented in [160] which executes passive measurement. This

component, however, should be modified to include the context information, right now

out of the scope.

To enforce sessions multiple routers may participate. That makes that rule’s de-

ployment on a particular router must acknowledge the ID created for the rule and only

when all the routers indicate a successful rule deployment, the session can be initiated.

Rule installation and removal are atomic asynchronous operations. This forces that

NSIS applications must manage temporal status while operations finish on different

routers. For session modification, create and delete operations are executed. In this

case, it is important to be able to schedule rules, so that at a given time there is only

one operational rule for the session per router. Observe that the PCRF is acknowledged

independently of the three enforcement functions on different routers, so, at the end,

that function is the one deciding on the successful or unsuccessful enforce execution for

a session.

This entity is also in charge of reporting events happening on the transport layer,

in case of receiving an event, such as interface disconnection, The PCEF should verify

which of the rules are compromised and based on the notification subscription initiates

the corresponding event publish. The PCEF does not remove any rule; instead, it

let, based on notifications, that the PCRF decides over rule removal or modification.

During notification subscription the PCEF should verify whether the event can be

reported by the transport layer or could be deduced during operation. For events not

being able to be traced, the PCEF should include in the answer an error code, so that

the PCRF can perform a session rule modification.

7.3.4 User Data Repository (UDR)

The repository contains all static information regarding the user that is employed by

different network entities. The initial information list comprises:
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1. User data identities and identifiers.

2. User’s allowed services.

3. For each service, a pre-emption priority, the information on allowed QoS, which

includes guarantee bandwidth and queue priority, allowed date-time intervals.

4. User’s charging related information, such as location information relevant for

charging and pricing method by service.

5. User information reporting rules for charging.

6. User’s usage monitoring related information.

This entity supports transaction handling. A transaction is a collection of opera-

tions that are performed on the repository as a unique work unit and comply to four

properties atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability. An operation can be of four

types: create, query, modify and delete. These operations not only receive the user

data, but also the entity requesting the operation. This latter information is used to

check access. The create and delete operations are employed to add and remove a user

in the UDR. Normally these operations come from an application subscription compo-

nent, where the network operator enrols the user. An important modification operation

is called by the short contract pricing module, which is used to give temporal guarantee

QoS access.

Due to data can be changed during a service execution, the network entities should

subscribe to receive users data changes. On a user data change, the UDR loop through

the subscribed entities and notifies the modified user’s subscription data; it is the

responsibility of other entities to change their behavior upon the receive of this infor-

mation.

7.3.5 Pricing Enforce Function

This entity enforces user pricing by considering the type of contract that a user has

subscribed to. Recall from chapter 4, that we envision three kinds of SLAs: long-term

contract, short-term contracts, and as soon as possible services.

Long-term contracts are SLAs in which users commit to reserve a time-varying

resource group and providers agree on deploying the policies needed to carry out reser-

vations. The main goal is to allow users to share their actual needs. That information

enables the price enforcer to perform optimization techniques explained in chapter 5.

The algorithm designed and function types have been explained in section 5.3.
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To operate, the user decides the utility functions and parameters to be optimized

during service deployment. The activity is undertaken in a web application and infor-

mation is stored in the UDR. The SLA defines time frequencies to price calculation and

to trigger data exports on meters. Whenever a user with a long-contract SLA is autho-

rized by an AP, the authorization module sends a session creation request towards the

Long Term Reservartion Manager (LTRM). The LTRM queries users’ traffic statistics

from the UDR and executes the algorithm 3, which determines optimal flow capaci-

ties from different technologies for the following time period (e.g., five minutes). With

these flow capacities, the LTRM calls the PCRF to create a session. When the period

is about to finish, the algorithm 3 is re-executed and a session update is triggered.

This process is reiterated as long as the user is connected. When user disconnects, the

LTRM receives from the AP an end session message, which is used to call the PCRF

to tear-down gate, QoS, and metering rules previously installed.

Short term contracts are intended for users not interested in sharing their utility

functions but wishing to pre-reserve resources. A user asks resources for a set of time

slots using an auction agent. The allocation process, which is executed at the Short

Term Reservation Manager, follows the guidelines given in chapter 6. Once the STRM

has decided over winning users, it sends a user modification towards the UDP authoriz-

ing the user to employ the service (a guarantee bandwidth). To perform that, a ticket

is issued for every time slot which is also notified to the user to request the service.

The enforcement function regarding this SLA kind is made in the PCRF. The user

requests the service using the AF by providing the issued service ticket, the PCRF

receives the service request and queries the UDP to check service authorization. After

authorized, the PCRF performs service enforcement following the steps described in

the PCRF 7.3.2. It also ends the session as soon as the time slot ends by sending

updates to the UDR for marking the service as done.

The third SLA type is intended for as soon as possible services, which employ

remaining available resources. To operate, it installs a rule to catch all traffic from

authorized users that have no a short or long contract. The rule implements on routers

a filter that associates users to a shared HTB queueing class for best effort services.

Figure 7.3 exhibits details of the HTB classes’ design for different SLAs. Note that the

best effort class can borrow packets from other classes (those devoted to long-term and

short-term contracts). Finally, users have to authenticate themselves by an AP. APs

are responsible for creating and tear-down sessions by using a best effort AF.

To price as soon as possible services, the Best Effort Price Manager (BEPM) main-

tains a recurrent activity to trigger update price events. Once a new update price event
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is triggered, this entity sends a request to the PCRF to create a new monitory rule.

Monitoring rules are executed to meter best effort traffic, so that the BEPM receives

the consolidated information required to execute algorithm 1. The BEPM inquires ag-

gregate traffic records to calculate the demand function parameters best describing past

usage. Due to demand seasonality, the calculation process should include only those

records similar to the history. Therefore, every aggregate traffic record should include

meta-data to establish recording characteristics, such as day of the week, recording

time, month, year, and specific pricing method related information. As part of pricing

calculation, a new event is created by the BEPM as soon as it finishes the process.

This event triggers the price publication to users. A user can check prices in the User

Agent (UA) or subscribe to receive prices’ updates.

7.3.6 Off-Line Charging System

The off-line charging function gathers and transforms resource utilization information

for billing purposes. Since metering information only consists of a set of raw coun-

ters, the information regarding resource use should be further processed to get usable

records. The transformation process occurs by adding static data from the user data

profile and context information including the session where it happens, the specific SLA

implemented, and service deployment dimensions, such as time, location, or technology.

Figure 7.4 presents an association of the context data and the network entity providing

it. Details on accounting configuration data and their structures can be found in [161].

The Metering application, part of this system, is the entity that carries out the

resource usage collection. It is configured at session installation to trigger exports at

recurrent time intervals. Routers, where a metering application is set up, perform

two operations: an accounting collection operation that actually maintains counters
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by passive monitoring and data information forwarding that transfers the information

from the metering application towards the Charging Data Function (CDF), an entity

maintaining charging session. Export events as well as the data to include varies by

service, price method, and technology. Yet we use a common protocol (IPFIX) as the

underlying means for information exchange and to start and end charging sessions.

The CDF operates as a charging session based component. Metering elements

create a tracking record every time that a configured event happens, these tracking

records are linked to form the charging session. For example, consider a long FTP

transfer occurring within the context of an as soon as possible SLA priced by TDP.

From the long premise, we can expect that prices fluctuate during the connection time,

so the charging function should record at least as many events as prices changes. A

charging session consists of minimum two event, start and end, and a variable list of

them depending on the service context. A charging session can create one or many

CDRs. At the end of the session, all created CDRs are forwarded to the billing system.

The CDF receives charging events from the metering applications to construct

CDRs. A CDR can be one to one with charging events or a unique CDR can ac-

cumulate data from n charging events. The CDF can create those CDRs as the events

arrive or it can wait for the session ending to create CDRs. Once the CDRs are created

they are further forwarded to the billing system following a predefined format. In the

billing system, the CDRs are ultimately stored.
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7.4 Architectures’ Operation

In what follows, we describe collaborations between entities to perform the three service

contracts explained in the proposed service model. To make easier the presentation, we

create two process categories depending on whether the process is related to sessions’

set up or not.

7.4.1 Session Related Processes

The sequence diagrams presented in this subsection include six processes: (1) session

initialization, (2) session termination, which are common to all service contracts. (3)

Specific SLA configuration, which is executed to set up inputs for the long term price

algorithm. (4) Common session resource configuration, which is executed for all service

contracts; (5) service specific tear-down, which is done in long term SLAs; and (6)

common session resource termination, which is executed for all sessions.

7.4.1.1 Session Initialization

The following steps describe the process to create a new session requested by a user.

This process ends with an identifier for the new session and it is depicted in Figure 7.5

by messages 1 to 4.

1. The AF sends a session request to the PC, step 1, including the UE IP address

and the corresponding service information. This message is in XML format.

2. The PC transforms the session request to a AA request command and sends it

to the Session Manager, step 2. The AA request command includes the user

provided service information for the session.

3. The Session Manager checks the user profile for authorization in the user data

repository by sending the Diameter command user-data-request , step 3.

4. The UDR receives the request command, performs authentication, and provides

an answer by calling the command user-data-answer, step 4.

5. The Session Manager receives the answer, creates a local copy of the user data,

and stores the received service information. Then, it creates a new session for the

user. The user profile and service request information are employed for further

processing including changes to gate, QoS, and metering rules. The session gets

a unique identifier that we call the root ID.
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6. The Session Manager triggers the specific service configuration. This activity

consists of two tasks: (1) a SLA specific configuration; for example, monitoring

activities for long-term contracts and (2) service resource configuration, which

consists of a series of calls to other entities to carry out rules’ installation, i.e,

deploy rules for gating, QoS, and metering on routers.

7. After the session creation, the Session Manager sends a Diameter AA answer,

step 5, to the PC.

8. The PC transforms the AA answer into a session XML answer and acknowledges

the AF, step 6.

7.4.1.2 Session Termination

The session termination process accomplishes the end of the accounting process, re-

source release, and the user’s disconnection. Normally it is triggered when the AF

sends a message to put an end to the session. Figure 7.5 shows the executed steps, 7

to 10, to perform a session’s ending.

1. The AF sends a XML termination request to the PC. This message includes the

IP address, user identification, and service information.

2. The PC converts the XML request to a Session Termination Request (STR) com-

mand, step 7. This command encompasses the required information to terminate

the session. Then, it is transferred towards the Session Manager.

3. Once the Session Manager receives the STR command from the PC, it instructs

all NSIS entities to tear-down the session. Activities to perform are service de-

pendent.

4. After receiving a successful notification regarding resource release, it sends a

Session Termination Answer(STA), step 9.

5. The PC transforms the STA command into a session termination XML answer,

step 10, which acknowledges the information to the requester AF.

7.4.1.3 Session Configuration for Long-Term Contracts

This process, shown in Figure 7.6, assumes that a session has been created in the

Session Manager and it has a unique identifier. When the process finishes the Session
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Manager has a related monitoring session identifier with the root ID. This monitoring

session is attached to a set of metering rules performing flow accounting.

1. It starts by calling a Diameter configure-request command. This command goes

from the Session Manager towards the LTRM , step 1.

2. The LTRM starts a new price session and sends another configure-request com-

mand towards the Monitoring Manager, step 2.

3. Upon command receiving, the Monitoring Manager creates a monitoring rule,

steps 3 and 4, to track actual resource usage. The monitoring rule is comprised

of a flow definition, a metering procedure, and the LTRM IP address and port

to receive the metering information. The steps to create the monitoring rule

are shown in Figure 7.11. In the architecture, the Monitor Manager is a NSIS

metering client and runs in the same machine as the NSIS metering application.

In fact, this interface should be implemented by an event pipeline.

4. Finally, the Monitoring Manager sends a configure answer towards the LTRM,

step 5, which is re-sent to Session Manager, step 6.

LTRM
Monitoring 

Manager
NSIS Metering 

Application

(2) Configure-Request
(3) NSIS-Configure Evt

(4) NSIS Response Evt
(5) Configure-Answer

Session 
Management

(1) Configure-Request

(6) Configure-Answer

Figure 7.6: Session deployment for a long term SLA.

7.4.1.4 Common Session Resource Configuration

Figure 7.7 shows the sequence diagram to install or update gate, QoS, and meter rules

for resource consumption. This process occurs at the start of a short term session and

an as soon as possible service, and when a price update is triggered by the LTRM during

the service deployment of a long term SLA. The process has as inputs: (1) resource
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requests by technology, (2) the information required to create a flow specification for

the session, and (3) the address and port of the CDF.

The process performs first the call admission control. CAC for long-term sessions

or sessions using the DTN technology is shown through steps 1-6. In order to take the

admission decision, the Session Manager queries routers on the route to the destination

for available resources, i.e., bandwidth for real time services or back-haul available

capacity for delay tolerant services. When sufficient resources are available, it continues

and performs steps 7-10 for installing QoS rules. Otherwise, it submits an error response

notifying the event.

The second task to run is QoS installation. In order to enforce QoS session ini-

tialization, a QoS object, that conforms the QoS model guidelines specified in [162], is

built. The defined process employs a receiver installation model, where the edge node

acts as a responder for the signaling protocol. In the diagram, QoS session initialization

is executed in steps 7 and 8 and details are provided later in QoS session initialization.

Once the QoS rules are successfully installed on routers, the Session Manager installs

NAT and firewall rules calling steps 9 to 12. In this case, the signaling protocol em-

ployed follows the specification of the NSIS signaling application protocol for NAT/FW

explained in [163].

Finally, the Session Manager installs metering rules. In order to employ the me-

tering application, a conversion of the service request to a message that conforms the

IPFIX format is performed. Then, the Session Manager calls a Diamater configure-

request command to build a new charging session in the CDF. For long term SLAs,

this session can be already created. In that event, the CDF executes an association

for the new metering rules. Afterwards, the Session Manager sends the NSIS confi-

gure event with the IPFIX message object. This process is described later in Metering

Session Initialization.

QoS Session Initialization The protocol specification to set up QoS rules on routers

follows the NSIS signaling application for QoS. Its documentation is explained in [110].

Figure 7.9 depicts the steps to QoS rule deployment. In step 4, the QoS Manager

converts the service request parameters in the QOSM format to the specific Linux

traffic mechanisms. Two rules may be created: one to map the flow to the HTB service

class and another one for marking packets. Once the two rules have been successfully

deployed on all routers, the NSIS application returns an Ok response event.
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Figure 7.7: Sequence diagram for the common service resource configuration

QoS Session Termination The protocol specification for removing QoS rules on

routers along the path follows the NSIS signaling application for QoS, see [110]. The

QoS Manager calls the Linux kernel to remove all rules created for the session.

Metering Session Initialization The NSIS signaling protocol for metering is pre-

sented in [164]. The protocol is used to execute steps 2 to 4 from Figure 7.11.

Metering Session Termination The protocol specification to remove metering

rules on routers follows the NSIS signaling application for metering. Its documentation

is presented in [164].

7.4.1.5 Session Termination for Long-Term Contracts

The long-term session termination process stops running monitoring tasks. The entity

responsible for the process is the Session Manager. Upon receiving of session termi-

nation command, the entity verifies the session type and executes the process when
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NSIS QoS 
Application

QoS ManagerNSIS QoS Client

OK

(3) Rule Create

(2) NSIS – Reserve

(8) NSIS – Response

(1) NSIS – Query Evt

OK

(7) Rule Delete

(9) NSIS -Evt Response

(4) Convert from QSOM 
to HTB variables

(5) Convert service to 
HTB Class

(6) Post Rule

Figure 7.8: Sequence diagram for QoS session initialization

NSIS QoS 
Application

QoS ManagerNSIS QoS Client

OK

(3) Rule Create

(2) NSIS – Reserve

(5) NSIS – Response

(1) NSIS – Tear Down Evt

OK

(4) Rule Delete

(6) NSIS -Evt Response

Figure 7.9: Sequence diagram for QoS session termination

the session is a long-term SLA. At the end, the metering session has ended and ex-

port pending records have been transmitted and registered for future use. Figure 7.12

shows the steps carried out, messages 10-19. Note that to end the metering session,

the Monitor Manager creates a tear down event.

7.4.1.6 Common Session Resource Tear Down

This process is executed to stop and uninstall all rules created on routers for a ses-

sion. The tear down processing is achieved by creating tear down events for the three

NSIS applications. The last step is to call a Session Termination Request command

from the Session Manager towards the CDF. Then, this entity triggers the creation of

pending CDRs and transmission to the billing system. The process ends when all four

components have confirmed the successful session tear-down execution.
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NSIS Metering 
Application

Metering 
Application

(2) NSIS Configure

OK

(4) NSIS Response

(5) NSIS Response Evt

NSIS Metering 
Client

(1) NSIS – Configure Evt

(3) Rule Create

Figure 7.10: Sequence diagram for metering session initialization

NSIS Metering 
Application

Metering 
Application

(3) Rule Delete

NSIS Metering 
Client

(1) NSIS – TearDown Evt

(2) NSIS Refresh 
(time out = 0)

OK

(4) NSIS Response
(5) NSIS Response Evt

Figure 7.11: Sequence diagram for metering session termination

7.4.2 Other Non-Session Related Processes

7.4.2.1 Auctions’ Resource Authorization

This is a Diameter interface created to send the final auction allocations that establish

QoS parameters for winners. This connector should be asynchronously executed and

it is a point to point connection. The STRM exchanges the following messages: (1)

User-Data-Request/Answer. By these messages, the STRM queries user’s data infor-

mation to change services’ authorizations. (2) Profile-Update-Request/Answer. By

these messages, the STRM adds the new service data to the user’s profile.
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LTRM
Monitoring 

Manager
NSIS Metering 

Application

(2) ST-Request
(3) NSIS Tear Down 

Evt

(4) Export data not reported

(5) NSIS Response 
Evt(6) ST-Answer

Session 
Management

(1) ST-Request

(7) ST-Answer

Figure 7.12: Sequence diagram for a long term SLA session termination

7.4.2.2 User Profile Updates and Subscription to Profile Updates

This is a Diameter interface created to modify user data profiles from the PCRF and

register to user updates. This connector is point to point and exchanges the following

messages: (1) Profile-Update-Request/Answer. By these messages, the PCRF modifies

users’ data profiles. (2) Subscribe-Notifications-Request/Answer. By these messages,

the PCRF registers in the UDP for receiving updates whenever a change in a particular

field is carried out. And (3) Push-Notification-Request/Answer. By these messages,

the UDR sends updates to particular fields towards the PCRF.

7.4.2.3 Price Update Events for Long Term SLAs

This is a Diameter interface created to maintain the flow assignment for a user that

has an active session for a long-term SLA contract. This connector is point to point,

and follows the proposed message exchange that is shown in Figure 7.13.

1. The process is triggered by a new export of packet counters from any router, which

is received by the LTRM. The transmitted information is loaded and stored in a

local repository.

2. The LTRM carry out flow statistic updates and executed algorithm reffindopti-

mal. The algorithm’s outputs are formatted to the Diamater QoS install-request

command, which is sent to the Session Manager.

3. Note that this message generates an update on QoS rules installed. In order to

perform that action, the NSIS application receives a query event to install new

rules and remove previous ones. Two assumptions are done for this action; first,
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Metering 
Application
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Manager
NSIS QoS 

Application

(1) Export Message

(2) Store

(4) Execute 
algorithm

(5) QoS-Install Request
(6) NSIS – Query Evt

(10) NSIS – Response 
Evt

(11) QoS-Install Answer

Ok

(3) Update history

Figure 7.13: Price update event - flow resources’ update for a long-term session.

the Session Manager and the NSIS QoS application are installed in the same

machine with the Session Manager being a QoS Client; and second, rules should

have a date-time effective interval, so no two rules are executed for a session at

the same time.

4. On the event of a successful rule deployment, the Session Manager updates the

relationship between the root session ID and specific session identifiers for the

three NSIS applications and sends a QoS install answer command to inform the

LTRM about the resources set up. This answer can include changes to requested

resources.

7.4.2.4 Monitoring Configuration for the BEPM

This is a Diameter interface to trigger installation of monitoring rules. Those rules are

input for price updates done by the best effort pricing algorithm. The BEPM and the

PCRF perform the message exchange shown in Figure 7.14. This connector follows

the server directed model. Under this model the server, Monitoring Manager, instructs

the metering client regarding an activity for generating accounting information. This

instruction establishes the exact way in which the client should transfer the information

towards the server. This is a point to point connection. Next, we further explain

messages being exchanged.

1. The BEPM sends a configure-request command to the monitoring manager, step

1. This starts a new best-effort monitoring session in the Monitoring Manager.
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BEPM
Monitoring 

Manager
NSIS Metering 

Application

(1) Configure-Request

(2) NSIS-Configure Evt

(3) NSIS Response Evt
(4) Configure-Answer

Metering Exports

(5) ST-Request
(6) NSIS Tear Down

(10) Export data not reported

(12) NSIS Response Evt
(13) ST-Answer

Figure 7.14: Monitoring installation and termination for a as soon as possible services.

2. The Monitoring Manager coordinates the metering rule with the NSIS metering

application, steps 2 and 3. On the event of a successful rule deployment, it sends

a configure-answer command, step 4, indicating that everything goes well. We

assume the Monitoring Manager and the NSIS metering application are installed

in the same machine, so that the former is a client of the latter. In order to initiate

the metering session, the Monitoring Manager creates a metering configure event

with the information to meter and the export address equals to the one assigned

to the BEPM.

3. In the BEPM, the answer command is used to subscribe to the PCRF for the

price update event.

4. To tear down the monitory session, the BEPM sends a ST-Request command, step

5, to the Monitoring Manager. Upon receiving, this latter tears down the metering

session and, on success, it sends a ST-Answer command, step 7, indicating that

the session has been ended.
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7.5 Architectures’ Implementation Status

Table 7.2 summaries components’ implementation progress. We prioritize signaling

elements needed to prototype the short term reservation manager over other imple-

mentation tasks. The selection of open source components was restricted to projects

implemented in C or C++. This decision was made to favor execution performance

and to maintain a low memory foot print in execution time.

Table 7.2: Current implementation status including open source projects employed

Component Implemented Own Other

Researches

Adjustments to be done Reference Programming

Lan-

guages

Application Function N X C++

Protocol Converter N X C++

Session Manager N X C++

Monitoring Manager N X C++

Charging Data

Function

N X C++

User Data Repository Y X Include tables for the long

and short term SLAs

[165] Java

NSIS Metering

Application

Y X C++

NSIS QoS

Application

Y X Create a translator

Diameter - QSOM

[158] C++

NSIS NAT/FW

Application

Y X [158] C++

QoS Manager Y X Create an interpreter for

QSOM

[158] C++

NAT /FW Manager Y X [158] C++

Metering Application Y X [160] C++

Short Term

Reservation Manager

Y X To Implement the

Diamater Server

C++

Best Effort Price

Manager

Y X To Implement the

Diamater Server

Python -

C++

Long Term

Reservation Manager

Y X To Implement the

Diamater Server

Python -

C++

Diameter Y X [166] C

DTN Y X [167] C++

7.6 The Auction Test Bed

7.6.1 Auction Process

Figure 7.15 depicts the system’s components and their relationships. In general, two

type of nodes comprise the system: auction aware nodes (AWN) and user nodes (UN).

Auction aware nodes are any router in the path from the source to destination, where an
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auction can be executed. User nodes correspond to agents acting on behalf of users to

perform auctions. For auctioning user nodes establish, through a signaling application,

an auction session. Sessions travel across predefined paths that ends on the requested

destination node or in a proxy node that end the auction signaling (a responder node).

Routers in the path can be transit nodes participating or not in auctions depending

on installed applications. This architecture follows the design of the Next Steps in

Signaling(NSIS), which main aim was to extend reservation mechanisms to meet general

requirements “such as support of sender or receiver initiated reservations, as well as a

type of bidirectional reservation and support of reservations between arbitrary nodes,

e.g., edge-to-edge, end-to-access, etc. 1” and it has been extended to support any

application signaling. In what follows, we describe the steps followed to participate in

an auction.

Request Advertising

Request reply

0…n

Destination NodeAuction MessagesAuction Messages

Tear down

Tear down ACK

Bid Manager

User Node

NSIS Auction 
App

GIST App

Transit node Transit node

TCP -UDP

Responding 

node

Auction Aware nodes

TCP -UDP

Auction 
Manager

NSIS Auction 
App

GIST App

TCP -UDP

Auction 
Manager

NSIS Auction 
App

GIST App

TCP -UDP

Figure 7.15: Auctioning system components

Initialization AWNs are configured with a table of abstract auctions. An abstract

auction is defined for every controlled resource in the node and includes: (1) a proce-

dure definition, that indicates resource availability levels; (2) the modules(algorithms)

running on the AWN and UN and their parameters; (3) template definitions, which es-

tablish the formats representing objects created as part of the auctioning process, i.e.,

bids, asks, allocations; (4) and option sets, which are used to specify execution time

intervals. Auctions, on these nodes, are maintained in active and inactive lists. A per

auction periodic timer is set for calling the auctions’ module, which actually execute

the auction. The inactive list maintains finished, scheduled or invalid auctions.

1NSIS Signaling Layer Protocol (NSLP) for Quality-of-Service Signaling, available at:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5974
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UNs start with a table of requests(new requests can be added by calling an HTTP

interface). Requests have the flow key information(source,destination, etc.), a list of

resources, prices willing to pay, and time intervals to contract. Like AWNs, UNs main-

tain requests in active and inactive lists, where inactive requests are understood as

scheduled requests and the module configured creates bids and implements the bidding

logic.

Request Advertising Each UN acts as a session initiator. It sends toward the

destination an auctioning message representing an active unfulfilled request. A request

may contain the resources list to be auctioned or any to represent an undefined resource

list for connecting the source and destination. In the later case, AWNs must be able to

self determine which resources to include to fulfil the request. Forwarders nodes receive

the request message and perform: (1) a local query for establishing applicable auctions,

and (2) the message forwarding to the next hop to look for applicable auctions in the

down path. When the request message reaches a responder node, it just verifies for

applicable auctions and finish the process by sending back a response reply. Then every

transit node, upon request reply receipt, consolidates responses adding local and down

path replies and sends a response back to its previous node.

Request Reply UNs change the state of the request to fulfilled after a successful

reply. If all returned auctions are executed in the responder node, the original session

is used. Otherwise, the original session is tear down and the UN creates an auctioning

session with each node that have responded with auctions. For each auction, the UN

loads the templates to use, and the user module that executes the bidding process for

that auction. A periodic timer is created for controlling the module execution.

Auction Execution Two kinds of auction procedures are possible: single and iter-

ative interaction. In the single interaction type, the UN’s module sends a bid for each

request time interval. A bid is composed of one or more records called elements that

establish prices for different resource amounts, and a set of options for specifying the

start and duration of the resource’s consumption. AWNs are responsible of controlling

active bids and resource reservations for winning bid. To perform this task, these com-

ponents create an association between the bid and the auction controlled by a timer,

so every time that the auction is executed, the bid is included. During the auction

execution, AWNs create allocations which are transmitted to users. Those allocations

are used afterwards to create QoS and metering session for the user.
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The interactive mode performs auctions by increasing or decreasing prices every

on every predefined update cycle and UNs can accept or deny the new offer based on

parameters configured during initialization. Non responding nodes are excluded from

the auction process. We believe that this auctioning form will be particularly useful

to reserve resource, once a user has lost a time slot that is needed for connections that

last for more than one time slot.

Session Ending UNs wait for the finish of the current active request intervals and

as soon as they finish, a tear down message is sent to destroy the active sessions on

AWNs.

7.6.2 System Components

7.6.2.1 The IP Auctioning Messages Protocol (IPAP)

serves as the standard format for transmitting auctioning information over the network.

An IPAP message has a header and one or more sets (it was designed following some

guidelines of the IPFIX protocol). A set represents a group of records, which are

collections of encoding independent definitions, i.e. fields, representing an attribute

belonging to an auction or its related objects. Records can be of two types: template

and data records. Template records define the structure and interpretation of a data

record and data records contain the actual values given to attributes.

Figure 7.16 shows an example of an IPAP message with three sets. The first set

has m templates, the second set has n data records following the structure of template

1 and the third one has s data records following the structure of the m template. The

reader should note that a message might have templates without record data or record

data without templates. In the later case, the message originator should previously

send related templates to all participant nodes.

Figure 7.16: Parts of an auctioning message
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Figure 7.17 shows the template structure including set header. The Set type field

identifies the data within the set ; for instance, 0 identifies an elements’ auction template

and 1 identifies and options’ auction template. Right now, we are using values between

0 and 7 and the range 8 to 255 is reserved for future use. Values above 255 are

used to identify data sets. The length total field maintains the total octet size of

the set including set header, all records and the optional padding. The template ID

field uniquely identifies a template within a domain Id. Template IDs are numbered

from 256 to 65535. The number of fields within the template is specified by field

count. The next four fields specify every auction attribute. Three components, i.e.,

auctioneer bit, information field ID, and auctioneer field ID are used to identify the

attribute as part of two predefined groups. The first group corresponds to information

elements commonly used, such as prices, bandwidth, quantities, addresses, etc. They

are identified with the auctioneer bit set to 0 and the information field ID. The other

group represents auctioneer-specific fields. They are identified by the auctioneer field

ID and the auctioneer bit set to 1. The last component establishes the attribute length,

in octets. The value 65535 is reserved for a variable in length attribute.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1

Set TYPE Length

Template ID Field Count

Information Field ID Information Field Length

Padding(opt)

0

1 Information Field Length

Auctioneer Field ID

Set header

Template 
Body

Template Header

Information Field ID 

Auctioneer Field ID

Figure 7.17: IPAP template format

A data record consists of a header specifying the template ID and the number of

field values specified in the template. An attribute value with a variable length has the

actual size as the first byte followed by its value. A attribute value with fixed size has

only the value part. 1

1 An IPAP protocol open source implementation is available at: https :

//github.com/lmarent/ipap protocol
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7.6.2.2 The Signaling Application

is responsible for creating, maintaining and destroying sessions for auctioning as well

as routing all messages between the origin and destination. Although, in this paper the

main interest is to implement a system working in the edge segment of the network,

mechanisms for executing auctions for an end-to-end path have been implemented.

For auctioning a signaling session must be established. Figure 7.18 depicts the state

machine of an auction session. The session can be in any of three main states: closed,

there is not track of the session; pending, a create session message has been received

and the node is waiting for response from other nodes in the down path; and auctioning,

all nodes in the down path have responded and the session is ready to be used. For

now, the originator is the only node able to create or destroy sessions.

Session Close

Session 
Pending

Session 
Auctioning

REFRESH

CREATE RESP – E
TIME – O
TEARDOWN

RESP - OK

REFRESH

REFRESH
RESP-OK

RESP – E
TIME – O
TEARDOWN

CREATE-INT

AUCT-INT

Figure 7.18: Signaling application session state machine

All sessions are soft-state in nature, so once established (in the session auctioning

state), they must be keep alive by sending refresh messages from the originator. There-

fore, time-out transitions (TIME-O) must be handled. Moreover, for actually communi-
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cate the auction messages, we create the auction transition (AUCT-INT) which just

transmits messages between nodes. These main transitions are triggered by signaling

messages: CREATE, REFRESH, RESPONSE, and BIDDING. 1

7.6.2.3 The Auctioneer Server

is an event base system performing all auctions for AWN. It has three subcomponents:

the auction procedure component that executes auctioning modules, a group of man-

agers for maintaining objects created and exchanged such as bids and allocations, and

two interfaces: (1) an http(s) configuration interface for receiving auction definitions

and (2) a queue based interface for exchanging messages with the auction signaling

application. Right now, we are adjusting all components to work multi-thread. 2

7.6.2.4 The user agent

is an event base daemon acting on users’ behalf to reserve network resources. Once again

this component is divided in four subcomponents: a manager to control and admits

new requests from users, a bidding processor that calls, load and control modules for

bidding in auctions, a group of managers for controlling auction objects generated as

part of the bidding process, and finally a queue processor interface to send and receive

messages from the signaling application. A user can control this component by posting

XML documents in a configured http(s) port. 3

7.6.3 TestBed Results and Observations

7.6.3.1 Metrics

1. For those who use the application, we calculate the number of packets injected per

day, and the average packets per request. Also, the CPU and memory consumed

per each one hundred requests.

1 An open source implementation for the NSIS auction signaling application is available at: https :

//github.com/lmarent/a− nslp, this application is based on the open source project [158].
2 An open source implementation for a AWN server is available at: https :

//github.com/lmarent/AuctionManager under directory auctioner
3 An open source implementation for a User Node is available at: https :

//github.com/lmarent/AuctionManager under directory user agent
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7.6.3.2 Technical Metrics

We use a virtual machine configured with one core and 1 GB memory. We start to auc-

tion increasing by one hundred the number of requests being processed. For taking this

information we let the system run for 10 minutes executing an auction every 10 seconds

and monitor the system every 3 seconds. After running test with 100, 200, 300, 500, 1000

requests, we conclude that memory requires in average 266KB/request. Likewise, the

CPU percentage usage increases 3% per 100 requests. In terms of packets, we calculate

that in average 8 packets are exchanged for the scenario 1x previously described. So

we have a minimal overhead, 0.04% of what is being allocated.

We found race conditions problems as more requests per unit of time are introduced.

After 1200 requests memory problems make processes to terminate. An initial review

of these issues under a multi core virtual machine indicates that are related with syn-

chronization issues between running processes. With a single core machine the sessions’

limitation is the CPU processing. With a multiple core machine, we configured compo-

nents to manage multiple threads. However, as some components are implemented to

execute in a single thread, the resulting execution is unbalanced. We left the parallel

programming issue as future work.
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Conclusions

The growing gap between the Internet adoption rates of rich and poor populations, pre-

sented in [9], indicates that previous research to close the gap has been not completely

effective. The theoretical framework presented in section 2.3 shown a strong focus on

how to tailor infrastructure to challenging environments frequently found on rural set-

tings with poor populations and how to reduce their costs. That focus somehow has let

apart the economic perspective needed for sustainable deployments. The aim of this

thesis is to propose a set of economically inspired ways that help to fill this perspective,

as a complementary alternative to enlarge the user base connecting to Internet.

In this respect, we state as our hypothesis that it is possible to create a set of

pricing mechanisms so that an operative option can fit pricing to users’ budget. Also,

it is possible to design and implement an architecture to put those mechanisms to

work. To test this hypothesis, then, we established six objectives. Now, we describe

our conclusions regarding them and finish concluding on the whole hypothesis.

The first objective was to design and implement pricing mechanisms for three types

of services: (1) two best effort modes: real-time and Delay Tolerant(DT), (2) a variable

bandwidth allocation with priorities for delay sensitive applications, and (3) a fixed

bandwidth allocation, which may be requested at any time for future use. As a first

step, in section 5.1, we propose a model for best effort services with price and delay time

as demand predictors. In this model, the operator commits itself to perform requests

to maximize their profits. The results, presented in chapter 5, suggest that the model is

appropriate to establish prices for real and delay tolerant services as long as operators

can handle demand variability.

Then, as a second step, in section 5.3, we proposed a new model for a service with

variable bandwidth and quality, such as priorities. In this model, users and operators
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agree on the amount of flows carried out by each of the technologies during service

fulfilment. Based on the derived optimal policy, we conclude that parts increase their

corresponding profits by combining technologies. That indicates as correct the hy-

pothesis of being able to extend profitable deployments by introducing quality and

service differentiation. Moreover, the proposed mechanism induces network providers’

involvement, in which anchor customers pay for the uncovered part of investment.

Later, as a third step to price services pre-allocating a fixed bandwidth, we study in

section 6.2 a two parallel auction mechanism with second uniform price for distributing

resources between high and low budget users. Yet that setting incites high budget users

to compete for resources pre-allocated to low budget users, due to lower prices at the

low budget auction. Therefore, low budget users are excluded on peak intervals.

To face the exclusion problem, we proposed two mechanisms. The first one gives

rewards to high budget users and the second one reduces the chance of an allocation

for a high budget user competing in the low budget auction. For them, we study the

underlying game proving the existence of a unique Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies

and showing how to calculate it. Simulation results indicate that set-aside schemes

reduce 20% revenues and reach 100% higher coverage for the targeted group, when

compared with a subsidized auction scheme. Moreover, price evolution indicates that it

is possible to set affordable prices and, at the same time, to induce price discrimination

from high budget users.

That the proposed mechanisms allocate resources targeting those users with low

budgets without compromising providers’ revenue is the second objective. In such

scenario, poor users can employ network resources at periods of high demand. In

this respect, we study in 6.1 an alternative pricing scheme for a regulated operator.

This mechanism follows the ideas of chapter 5, that is, to set an optimal price for

different service kinds, but in this case the interest is in distributing resources between

a set of differentiated user clusters. Results presented in subsection 6.1 are suggesting

that unequal buying capacity is counteracted by the proposed price differentiation.

In particular, the DTN technology is contributing to a decrease and stabilize prices

throughout day time. The model assumes a dynamic resource allocation and self-

configuration. In this regard, we provided solution details and operation dynamics.

Additionally to succeed in dealing with the second objective, we took a set-aside

scheme auction mechanism. Under this setting, the results presented in section 6.2

indicate that RwP reaches the desired behavior, it maintains the same coverage between

groups with an estimated reduction of 20% in profits against the ideal mechanism

(PIM). So that, we exhibit that RwP is adequate not only to handle the exclusion
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problem, but also to maintain operator’s profit.

One of the outputs of these pricing models is a resource pre-allocation aggregate

set. These time-varying pre-allocations can be enforced during the user session request

to determine if a user is admitted or not in the network. In addition, the long term

SLAs let users to transmit priorities, so that besides the CAC, the network can schedule

packets arriving at a particular node. Both conditions, let us to comply with the third

thesis objective, i.e., to design and implement schedule policies.

For the profit and community models, we provide insights on mechanisms’ perfor-

mance. First, we study the optimal decisions regarding profit levels attainable and the

spatial context where they can flourish of operators able to deploy a mix of delay toler-

ant and real time services. For the operators ability to create profitable deployments, we

established that operational costs and initial investment are covered by income under

the simulation with the first and second data sets.

This model also provides insights as to the geographic characteristics and economic

conditions where mechanic back-haul operators must be encouraged. On one hand,

extremely isolated areas with high poverty levels must be the first target, since it is

expected that the market sensitivity to delay is dominated by the market sensitivity to

price. Operators might extremely reduce prices and, at the same time, cover investment

and operational costs. On the other hand, operators using only mechanic back-hauls

would be rarely found in regions where the relation between cost per megabyte trans-

mitted (mechanic back-haul cost/real time cost) is strongly dominated by the cycle

time. For those cases, without previous knowledge of the specific sensitivities to prices

and delay, it can be expected that, once adjusted for sensitivity to delay, mechanic

back-haul costs are greater than real time channel lease costs.

However, results in chapter 6, indicate that the profit orientation limits users’ cov-

erage. The community model exhibits at least twice more traffic than the profit model.

This result can be explained as a consequence of the natural monopoly condition,

where, in the absence of competition, prices in profit-oriented models are set substan-

tially larger than costs, which, at the end, reduces traffic. Results are indicating that

regulators shall foster private involvement by agreeing on revenue levels and by adopting

community-oriented pricing models.

The last two objectives of this thesis were related to the architecture that enables

the execution of the proposed pricing mechanisms. We present in chapter 7, our under-

standing of the stakeholders’ concerns, the elements to include, and specific components

and their operation to fulfil requirements. As an initial evaluation step, we implement

the functions of the PCEF and all the algorithms of proposed pricing mechanisms.
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Even more, we prototype how to deploy QoS rules on routers and perform a complete

test for the components enabling the auction proposal. All these activities let us to

conclude that the proposed architecture for mechanisms deployment is effective to de-

liver its requirements. However, we could not complete the whole implementation and,

therefore, this task remains as future work.

All these results indicate that both assumptions made in the hypothesis could be

implemented. The proposed pricing schemes enable network providers to operate sus-

tainably and maximize user participation. Prices are tailored to users’ budget capacities

and quality needs, as well as available heterogeneous back-haul technologies. The re-

sults indicate feasible price and resource allocations to deliver services even for the

poorest users by employing our dynamic service provisioning.
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Future Work

In this thesis, we have attempted to include the critical parts to study the operations

of a network recognizing that users have dissimilar budgets. This condition not only

implies that a particular user may heterogeneously contribute to investment and cost

recovery, but also, that we need to favor allocations to those economically excluded for

enlarging the number of users being served. Yet this study has multiple limitations. A

list of them is described in what follows:

1. The model presented in chapter 5 includes only time of the day and type of

technology as demand predictors. Other pricing discrimination elements, such

as the space dimension, were not included because the lack of simulation data.

We believe that further research can be done in this line, so that a more precise

discrimination might be done.

2. Models presented in chapter 5 are based on continuous optimal control. Which

implies that feedback can be continuously executed in the network. Continu-

ous feedback is unlikely to happen; instead, it is required to perform sampling

throughout the session. We do not perform any study regarding the optimal sam-

pling period and assume that monitoring with short intervals is enough. It will

be interesting to investigate the most appropriate sampling configuration, so that

the optimal level of flows and prices are bound modified and, at the same time,

the network’s operation is minimally overloaded.

3. The aggregate model presented in section 6.1 is based on the formation of users’

clusters. However, that information is often not on stakeholder’s hands at the

planning phase of the network. Therefore, besides the limitation on planning,

typical users’ clusters used can mislead the predicted allocations and end cover-
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ages. Research on clusters based on the space dimension can provide new insights

to this discussion.

4. In technical terms, it is important to be inside the feasible region where the

aggregate problem explained in section 6.1 is convex. To guarantee that condition,

we studied bounds resulting from the profit oriented model. However, we neither

provide a deep study of this topic nor demonstrate under which conditions of

the profit problem the feasible region of the community problem is convex. This

should be further studied.

5. We verify through simulations the reduction in income for the provider for the

auction model, but we fail to provide a theoretical bound for this reduction. In

[168] the authors introduce a framework to evaluate the revenue guarantees from

a generalized second price auction model. Even though this framework cannot

directly be used in the considered second uniform price setting, we believe that

it is helpful to determine a bound in the revenue lost as a function of reserved

prices. This enhancement is both theoretically important and for the practical

matters vital for engaging providers.

6. In chapter 3.2 we established that 97% of the reviewed papers suppose that users

are the only paying part. Recently, proposals such as [169, 170] have studied

a two-side paying model, where content providers sponsor part of total costs.

An additional research following the coverage orientation must explore the role

of sponsored content in enabling the connection of those excluded in already

established networks. An architecture to support such a mechanism is already

designed for cellular networks and described in the document [3].

7. Sessions on the Internet span more than an auction time interval. Other authors

[52, 53] have proposed alternatives to guarantee session continuity. This study left

this as an unhandled problem. Although, we foresee that using an intermediate

mechanism, where units auctioned on the target group are prioritized for those

with connections already in progress can take care of the problem.

8. Further network scenarios must be analysed. The information regarding other

scenarios is useful to improve network planning and their inclusion provide in-

sights on the capacity required for different demand levels.

9. In the implementation task, we have left apart many unresolved details that need

further work. First, it is required to finish the components’ implementation and
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perform integration testing to evaluate scalability of whole architecture. Second,

some of the components should be further designed to support a greater number

of concurrent sessions. Part of this work includes extending the thread support on

components and design and implement components for load balancing. Finally,

the components should be adjusted for portability so that they can be mounted

on inexpensive hardware.

10. We do not include the security concerns in the architecture. This task was out of

scope and remains as future work.
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Appendices

10.1 Collection of Proofs
Proof. Proof of proposition 1 Assume for service s ∈ ST

at time t there exists an i > 2 such that the optimal flow

Fsi (t) > 0 and Fs2 (t) = 0. From the optimality conditions

and µ2(t) = 0, µi(t) = 0 (unlimited capacity). We have

2
βs
P
Fsi (t)+C2−

as(t)
βs
P

= λs2(t) and 2
βs
P
Fsi (t)+Ci−

as(t)
βs
P

= 0.

From which we have λs2(t) = −Ci + C2 < 0. Therefore, that

assignment does not satisfy the optimality conditions, which

contradicts the assumption of Fsi (t) > 0 being optimal.

Proof. Proposition 2 The first part of the function

1

N

N∑
k=1

Gk(pk) (10.1)

is concave because the average is concave ( a non-

negative weighted sum of concave functions ). Now we proof

that the second term is convex, so the whole function is the

sum of a concave and a negative convex term.

For proving convexity of the second term, we use the

Hessian criteria. Let denote by p = (p1, ..., pN ), Ti(p) =

Gi(pi)− 1
N

∑N
k=1 Gk(pk) and by h(p) =

∑N
i=1 Ti(p)2. The

first derivative of h against pi is:

h(p)pi = −
∑
j 6=i

2Tj(p)
gi(pi)

N
+ 2Ti(p)

(N − 1)gi(pi)

N

(10.2)

The second derivative against pi is equal to:

h(p)
p2
i

=
2(N − 1)

N
(gi(pi))

2−
2

N

∑
j 6=i

(Gj(pj)−Gi(pi))g
′
i(pi)

(10.3)

The second derivative against pi, pj is equal to:

h(p)pi,pj = −
2gi(pi)gj(pj)

N
(10.4)

We want to show that the quadratic form y
′
Hy is always

positive, where H is the Hessian matrix of h:

y
′
Hy =

N∑
i=1

y
2
iHii + 2

∑
j<i,i=2

yiyjHij (10.5)

=
N∑
i=1

2(N − 1)

N
y
2
i (gi(pi))

2 −
2y2i

N

∑
j 6=i

(Gj(pj)−Gi(pi))g
′
i(pi)

−
4

N

∑
j<i,i=2

yiyjgi(pi)gj(pj)

=
2

N

N∑
i=1

(N − 1)y
2
i (gi(pi))

2 −
4

N

∑
j<i,i=2

yiyjgi(pi)gj(pj)

−
2

N

N∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i

(Gj(pj)−Gi(pi))g
′
i(pi)y

2
i

=
2

N

N∑
i=2,j<i

(yjgj(pj)− yigi(pj))
2

−
2

N

N∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i

(Gj(pj)−Gi(pi))g
′
i(pi)y

2
i

=
2

N

N∑
i=2,j<i

(yjgj(pj)− yigi(pj))
2

The last step is due to the second term

(− 2
N

∑N
i=1

∑
j 6=i(Gj(pj) − Gi(pi))g

′
i(pi)y

2
i ) is equal to

zero. Therefore,

y
T
Hy ≥ 0 (10.6)

so the function h(p) is convex.

Proof. Proposition 3 Let assume there are N users in the

auction with {βu, 1 ≤ u ≤ N } the corresponding bids of

users. For this proof, we refer to the highest bid in the auc-

tion among the users different from u as p−u = max{βj , 1 ≤
j ≤ N, j 6= u}. Assume first that the user u sends a bid

βu higher than the budget realization wu. When p−u < βu,

he/she wins. If β−u > wu, then user u is not able to pay

for the unit and have to pay the fine f , so the net profit

is −f . If p−u ≤ wu, then he/she would have won bidding

wu. Therefore, irrespective of the value, it is not optimal

to bid above wu. Taking into account the value realization

vu. If vu ≥ wu, then sending a bid greater than wu will

get a profit −f – he/she cannot pay–. If vu < wu, then it

not optimal to send a value greater than vu due to in case of

winning he/she obtains a negative profit (p−u > vu) or the

same profit that would have obtained in case of sending vu
(p−u ≤ vu). Finally bidding βu < min{vu, wu} is not opti-

mal. The user loses the profit vu − p−u if βu < p−u ≤ vu
and receives the same profit if p−u ≤ βu. Summing up the

three results presented, the optimal strategy for any user u is

to bid βu = min{vu, wu}.

Proof. Proposition 4 Assume that user u has realizations

vu, wu > bL and sends a bid βu < bL. Also, assume that

nL ≥ NL other users participate in the auction L. That is

NL low-budget users and nL − NL high-budget users. For

the same arguments as in proposition 3 the optimal bidding

strategy is to place a bid min{vu, wu}; however, doing that,

she is sending to the auctioneer her true type, high budget,

so she is assigned to the auction H. As in proposition 3 de-

notes by p−u the highest competing bid for the nL users. If

the user bids bL and p−u < bL, then the pay-off is equal to

vu − p−u. The same pay-off is obtained bidding βu < bL
when p−u < βu, but bidding βu < bL leads to pay-offs equal

to zero when bL ≥ p−u > βu, then it is optimal for user u

once she decides going into L to bid bL.
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Proof. Proposition 5 By definition:

E[Z
1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] =

∫ βu
0

ynH (FXH
(y))nH−1fXH

(y)dy

(FXH
(βu))nH

Integrating by parts with u = y and dv =

nH (FXH
(y))nH−1fXH

(y)dy, we have:

E[Z
1
nH
|Z1
nH
≤ βu] = βu −

∫ βu
0

(
FXH

(y)

FXH
(βu)

)nH
dy

Now, observe that
FXH

(y)

FXH
(βu)

≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ βu, which

means for 0 < nH1
< nH2

≤ NH :

−
∫ βu
0

(
FXH

(y)

FXH
(βh)

)nH1
dy ≤ −

∫ βu
0

(
FXH

(y)

FXH
(βh)

)nH2
dy

therefore:

E[Z
1
nH1

|Z1
nH1

≤ βu] ≤ E[Z
1
nH2

|Z1
nH2

≤ βu]

Proof. Proposition 9 By definition

πu(sH , q) =

NH−1∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µu(sH , NH − k)

+ q
NH (vu − pH )

≥
NH−1∑
k=0

B(k,NH , q)µu(sH , NH )

+ q
NH (vu − pH ), because of (6.28)

=µu(sH , NH )(1− qNH ) + q
NH (vu − pH )

Last term is continuous and increasing in q. It starts

at µu(sH , NH ) and has a maximum in q = 1, where the

function is equal to vu − pH . Expected payoff for strat-

egy sL is continuous and decreasing in q. Observe that

πu(sL, q) starts at vu − E[Y 1
NL

] and ends at
vu−E[Y 1

NL
]

NH+1
.

From the condition
NHvu+E[Y 1

NL
]

NH+1
≥ pH , ∀u ∈ H and

vu − E[Y 1
NL

] ≥ µu(sH , NH ), we have ∀u ∈ H: πu(sL, q) −

µu(sH , NH )(1 − qNH ) + qNH (vu − pH ), must have a zero,

(q◦h), in the compact set [0, 1].

Moreover, by definition πu(sH , 0) = µu(sH , NH ) and

πh(sH , 1) = vu−pH and continuity of πu(sH , q), there must

exists at least a q• ≤ q◦, such that:

πu(sH , q
•
) = πu(sL, q

•
), (10.8)

which completes the proof.

Proof. Proposition 10

From proposition 5, we have:

E[Z
1
nH1

|Z1
nH1

≤ βu] ≤ E[Z
1
nH2

|Z1
nH2

≤ βu]

therefore,

−(1−Q)E[Z
1
nH1

|Z1
nH1

≤ βu] ≥ −(1−Q)E[Z
1
nH2

|Z1
nH2

≤ βu]

summing up vu −QE[Y 1
NL

] to both sides, we have:

vu −QE[Y 1
NL

]− (1−Q)E[Z1
nH1

|Z1
nH1

≤ βu]

≥ vu −QE[Y 1
NL

]− (1−Q)E[Z1
nH2

|Z1
nH2

≤ βu]

where both sides are not less than zero. Because nH1
≤ nH1

the following inequality is true:

F
Z1
nH1

(βu) ≥ F
Z1
nH2

(βu)

so multiplying the same sides of both inequalities, we get the

following result:

µ
∗
u(sH , nH1

) ≥ µ∗u(sH , nH2
)

following the same steps, we also have:

µ
◦
u(sH , nH1

) ≥ µ◦u(sH , nH2
)

Proof. Proposition 11

By definition:

E[Y
1
n (y)] = bL(FXL

(bL))
n −

∫ bL
0

(FXL
(y))

n
dy

we denote the second term as I(n). For integrating it, we plug

in the distribution function FXL
and use repeatedly integra-

tion by parts with u = (bL + 1− y)n−i and v = yn+1+i

n+1+i
for

step i ∈ [1, n]. After summing up and evaluating for 0, bL,

we obtain

I(n) =
n∑
i=1

(n!)2biL

(n + i)!(n + 1− i)!
+

(n!)2bn+1
L

(2n + 1)!

for calculating the expected value E[Z1
n(y)|Z1

n(y) ≤
βu], we proceed in the same way and applying the binomial

theorem, which give us:

E[Z1
n(y)|Z1

n(y) ≤ βu]

= βu −

∫ bL
0 (FXH

(y))ndy+
∫βu
bL

(FXH
(y))ndy

(FXH
(βu))n

= βu −
b
n+1
L

(n+1)−1+I(n)

(FXH
(βu))n

where

I(n) =
n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
(−bL)n−k

(1− bL)n

k∑
i=1

(k!)2yk+i(2− y)k+1+i

(k + i)!(k + 1− i)!
+

(k!)2yk+1

(2k + 1)!

∣∣∣∣∣∣
βu

bL

Proof. Proposition 12. Apply the second derivative criteria

for all functions and verify that it is positive; for instance, we

have for 1
FXL

:

d2

dy2

(
1

FXL
(y)

)
=

2bL(bL + 1− 2y)2

(ybL + y − y2)3
+

2bL

(ybL + y − y2)2
> 0

(10.9)
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Proof. Proposition 13. To prove that a function belongs to

the Weibull family [149](pp:299), it is necessary to proof for

ξ1 = F−1(1) and FYL
:

lim
y→bL

(bL − y)

(
bL + 1− 2y

bL

)(
1−

(
ybL + y − y2

bL

))−1

= α,

applying L’Hopital’s rule to the resulting undetermined form,

we have:

lim
y→bL

(−3bL − 1 + 4y)

(−bL + 2y − 1)
= 1 = α

and for FYH
, we verify applying L’Hopital’s rule, two times:

lim
y→1

(1− y) (2− 2y)

(1− bL)2 −
(
2y − y2 − 2bL + b2

L

) = lim
y→1

2− 4y + 2y2

1− 2y + y2
= 2 = α

10.2 Modified General

Equilibration Algo-

rithm
The following describes how to handle a maximum capacity

Ua for link a regarding to the general equilibrium algorithm

for a single O/D pair, found in [143]; see also [171]. We use

the same notation to facilitate its understanding.

Specifically, xp denotes the flow on path p; fa the flow

on link a, ga and ha are positive terms as is the demand d.

New problem definition:

min
∑
a

1

2
gafa

2
+
∑
a

hafa

Subject to
∑
p

xp = d

fa =
∑
p

xpδap, ∀a

fa ≤ Ua, ∀a

xp ≥ 0, ∀p.

We deduce the following algorithm associating a multi-

plier βa for constraints fa ≤ Ua, ∀a and applying the

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker(KKT) conditions. We define Cp(x) =∑
a ga(

∑
p xpδap)δap +

∑
a haδap + βaδap the reduced cost

of sending a unit of flow by the path p.

Step 0: Initialization

Construct an initial feasible flow pattern X0 satisfying

the demand constraint d =
∑
p∈Pw xp, which induces a fea-

sible link load pattern fa =
∑
p xpδap ≤ Ua. Set k := 1.

Step 1: Selection and Convergence Verification

Determine

r ={p|max
p

Cp(x
k−1

) x
k−1
p > 0} (10.11a)

q ={p|min
p
Cp(x

k−1
) ∧ (10.11b)∑

p
′ 6=p

x
k−1

p
′ δ

ap
′ < Ua − xk−1

p δap ∀a}

If |Cr(xk−1)−Cq(xk−1)| ≤ ε, with ε > 0 a pre-specified

tolerance, then stop. In the other case, go to step 2.

Step 2: Computation

M
′
=
Cr(xk−1)− Cq(xk−1)∑

a ga(δap − δar)2
(10.12a)

M= min

M′ , xk−1
r ,max{Ua −

∑
p6=q

x
k−1
p δap, ∀a}


(10.12b)

Set

x
k
r =x

k−1
r − M (10.13a)

x
k
q =x

k−1
q + M (10.13b)

x
k
p =x

k−1
p , ∀p 6= q ∪ r (10.13c)

βa =
∑
a

gaUaδaq +
∑
a

haδaq − Cq(x
k

) with (10.13d)

Ua =
∑
p 6=q

x
k−1
p δap

Let k := k + 1, and go to step 1.
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